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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Research motivation

There is tremendous pressure on healthcare organizations to deliver care, as de-
mand for care increases both quantitatively and qualitatively, and healthcare
costs increase. This requires hospitals to design and manage care processes more
efficiently, while maintaining the current quality of care.

One of the challenges in hospitals is to take into account the many uncertain-
ties that arise during the delivery of care. This is especially prevalent when pro-
viding care for non-elective patients who require treatment. Non-elective patients
are those patients that have some degree of urgency, ranging from emergency pa-
tients that must be treated as soon as possible, urgent patients that must be
treated within hours, and semi-urgent patients, who may wait for several days.
Typically there is variability in the arrival of these non-elective patients, as well
as varying degrees of acuity that make planning for these patients difficult yet
important in order to ensure timely access. As urgency increases, the stakes
involved increase for both patients and healthcare providers. Clearly, there is
less margin for error when managing non-elective care, as consequences of tardy
treatment can be serious.

Non-elective care is prevalent throughout hospitals. In the Netherlands,
around half of all patients submitted to wards, as well as half of all inpatient
days of hospitals are patients that originated from the Emergency Department
(ED) [190]. In addition, 15% of ED visits lead to surgery in the Operating Room
(OR), and around 40% of the Diagnostic Treatment Combination (DTC) costs
stem from the ED [235]. Moreover, there are (semi-)urgent patients requiring
further treatment that may be referred from outpatient clinics. The question
then is how to efficiently organize healthcare processes that are able to properly
adapt to the specific needs and characteristics of non-elective patient demand.

In order to accommodate the uncertainty inherent to non-elective care, an
increased flexibility in resources’ planning and control is required. This thesis fo-
cuses on designing care processes and developing planning and control approaches
that take into account non-elective patients in addition to elective patients. For
example, by reserving an OR for non-elective arrivals, (some of) these patients
can be treated in a timely manner. The flexibility requirement results in making
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Chapter 1. Introduction

a trade-off between access for non-elective care and efficiency. Clearly, a high
utilization of resources reduces the flexibility for non-elective care. Examples of
redesigning care processes are the integration of ED and General Practitioners
Post (GPP) in an Integrated Emergency Post (IEP), and the use of ’fast-track’
pathways in an ED where some resources are dedicated to lower urgency patients.

1.2 Organizing non-elective care in hospitals

The research presented in this thesis aims to support decision making in hospitals
regarding the planning and control of healthcare processes involving non-elective
patients, such that patients are treated effectively and in a timely manner, and
hospital resources are efficiently utilized. There is not only uncertainty in the
arrivals of non-elective patients, but also in the care pathways that are followed
throughout the hospital once a patient arrives. As such, a non-elective patient’s
pathway often falls along multiple departments and does not stop at the ED.
For example, after arriving at the ED, diagnostics may be requested from the
radiology department, after which admission to a ward is required. Therefore, all
departments in the non-elective patient pathway need to organize their resources
to be able to provide care for non-elective patients in a timely manner, which
often conflict with elective patients performance indicators. For example, to
reduce the waiting time for non-elective patients at the OR, additional time may
be reserved for these patients. Consequently, there is less time available for
elective patients, and their access time may increase. Elective and non-elective
patient planning may affect each other even across departments. For example, by
increasing OR capacity for elective patients, more beds at the wards are used for
elective patients, which in turn may lead to congestion at the ED as admitting
patients to wards becomes more difficult.

In order to improve the planning and control of healthcare processes involving
non-elective patients, we focus on solution approaches using operations research
techniques that account for both elective and non-elective patients. A trade-off is
sought between performance indicators of both elective and non-elective patients,
as well as a trade-off between efficient and effective care.

1.3 Operations research in healthcare

Operations research as a scientific approach aims to help in decision making by
employing advanced analytical methods. To improve decision making, opera-
tions research offers a variety of techniques and methods, such as mathematical
modeling, queuing theory, statistical analysis, and computer simulation [117].
Operations research originated from the military planning during World War 2,
and since the 1950s operations research has been applied to healthcare and re-
sulted in significant contributions in accomplishing essential efficiency gains in
healthcare delivery [114].
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1.4. HagaZiekenhuis

With the use of operations research methods, healthcare professionals may
be supported in decision making that allows for improvements in efficiency in
the delivery of healthcare, while offering appropriate quality of care. In addition,
possible changes in healthcare processes may be modeled and evaluated safely,
without experimenting with interventions in practice - which may have adverse
effects.

1.4 HagaZiekenhuis

The studies in this thesis are largely inspired by problems encountered at the
HagaZiekenhuis (Haga) in The Hague. Haga is one of the largest teaching hos-
pitals in The Netherlands, and as a top-clinical hospital hosts almost all medical
specialties and offers specialized care. In 2015, Haga employed 3,569 (2,872 fte)
staff members, and hired 199 medical specialists. The hospital has 590 beds,
provided 202,018 (initial) outpatient clinic consultations, 30,717 patient admis-
sions, and had 54,959 ED visits [95]. Haga focuses on the following core values:
considerate care, innovation, and cooperation. Haga aims to deliver high quality
care in a timely manner, and centers its care around patient needs and wants,
high quality service and freedom of choice [96]. Although the research in this
chapter is applied to specific cases, most of the methods used are generic and
may be readily adapted to other hospital or healthcare settings.

1.5 Thesis outline

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the non-elective care planning and scheduling
literature within hospitals, and categorizes the literature according to depart-
mental focus, hierarchical planning level, urgency classification, and chosen
methodology. The aim of the chapter is to gain insights in how to best structure
and plan non-elective care processes, and identify research opportunities.

Chapter 3 uses computer simulation and a heuristic approach to find the
optimal process design of an integrated emergency post, the merger between
emergency department and general practitioners post. The chapter system-
atically evaluates and compares possible interventions that consist of staff
allocations, resource allocations, and process changes. In the design and
evaluation of interventions, patient preferences are taken into account.

Chapter 4 proposes a methodology to optimize appointment schedules for
elective patients at a radiology department that also services semi-urgent
patients. The appointment schedule dictates the times during the day in which
appointments may be scheduled. By taking into account non-elective patient
arrival and duration characteristics, the appointment schedule may be optimized
such that waiting times for both elective and non-elective patients improve. Our
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Chapter 1. Introduction

methodology uses computer simulation, Markov processes, and heuristics.

Chapter 5 studies multiple policies for operating theaters to allocate operating
room (OR) capacity to emergency patients, such as the use of dedicated
emergency ORs. We identify key patient and hospital characteristics, such as
patient case mix and hospital size, that have an effect on the policies. The
policies are then evaluated under multiple case (hospital) characteristics. The
analysis is carried out using computer simulation, and results are integrated in
an interactive tool.

Chapter 6 provides a methodology to create surgery type schedules that
incorporate elective patients and semi-urgent patients that must be seen
within several days. A surgery type schedule determines the number, and
type, of surgeries that are planned in an OR, to which at a later point in
time surgical cases are assigned. By optimizing the surgery type schedule,
we minimize the number of required ORs to treat all patients, and ensure
timely access for semi-urgent patients. Our approach uses integer linear pro-
gramming, combined with sample average approximation and column generation.
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CHAPTER 2

Urgent care planning and scheduling in

hospitals: A literature review

2.1 Introduction

Ideally, healthcare providers are able to provide care in a timely manner for all
patients. However, aside from elective patients, there are often also non-elective
patients requiring medical care. Non-elective patients are those patients that
have some degree of urgency, ranging from emergency patients that must be
treated as soon as possible, to semi-urgent patients, who may wait for several
days. Typically there is variability in the arrival of these non-elective patients,
as well as varying degrees of acuity that make planning for these patients difficult
yet important in order to ensure timely access.

The importance of planning of non-elective patients is mentioned in the lit-
erature [40, 89], yet more often than not non-elective patient flows are not taken
into account and the focus is entirely on elective patient flows. This chapter aims
to provide insights into the question how to plan, schedule and control processes
within a hospital setting to best account for non-elective patients. We provide
a structured overview of the literature on capacity planning and control deci-
sions that take place in hospitals, and which specifically take into account urgent
patient classes.

Our contribution is twofold. First, we provide an overview of non-elective
care planning and control literature within hospitals. With a hospital-wide scope
we do not limit our overview to a single healthcare service (e.g., emergency de-
partments), or methodology (e.g., discrete event simulation). Second, we analyze
and categorize the found literature, and we outline open research questions.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes our review scope,
search strategy, and categorization of the literature. Section 2.3 identifies, clas-
sifies and discusses the found literature. Section 2.4 contains a discussion of our
findings.
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2.2 Review scope and categorization

In this section we detail the scope of our review of capacity planning and control of
non-elective hospital care, our search strategy, and we describe our categorization
of the literature.

2.2.1 Scope

We limit our scope to papers that use OR/MS methods to model and quantita-
tively assess patient related processes that take place within a hospital setting.
We not only include the emergency department, but also other departments that
offer their services to to non-elective patients such as diagnostics facilities and
operating theaters. Also, we include and distinguish between different urgency
levels. We exclude the closely related field of emergency medical services planning
(EMS), which focuses on the planning, scheduling, allocation and relocation of
medical services such as ambulances, helicopters, and emergency response field
locations, as well as forecasting emergency demand [11, 116]. Multiple recent
reviews on EMS can be found in the literature [11, 21, 38, 82, 86, 105, 116, 165].

2.2.1.1 Search strategy and data collection

We access academic literature through the electronic database Web of Science
(https://webofknowledge.com/), as well as the ORchestra (http://www.choir-
ut.nl/search-orchestra) database. ORchestra contains literature within the scope
of OR/MS in healthcare and is updated and maintained by the Center for Health-
care Operations Improvement and Research (CHOIR), a research group of the
University of Twente. Within ORchestra, references are categorized by both
medical and mathematical topics, as well as hierarchical planning levels. Within
Web of Science we use the subject categories Operations Research Management
Science and Health Care Sciences Services.

We searched the aforementioned databases for papers published since 2000,
written in English, containing combinations of relevant keywords describing the
use of OR/MS in hospitals specifically incorporating non-elective patients. Table
2.1 contains the search strategy used to produce the set of initial articles. Both
peer-reviewed papers and conference proceedings are included in the review. Pa-
pers containing the search terms in title, abstract, or keywords were included.
The term sets are used to identify papers applied to a hospital setting, mentioning
emergency characteristics, and that also apply OR/MS methodologies.

Following the database search, the initial set of papers is selected for abstract
review based on title and keywords. In the next stage the abstracts were read
and a further selection was made for inclusion in the final set of papers, which
were read in full. Figure 2.1 displays an overview of the search strategy and
remaining papers after each step. In total, 3,399 papers related to non-elective
care are reviewed, of which 164 are included in the final set of papers.
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2.2. Review scope and categorization

Figure 2.1 Overview of the review approach

2.2.2 Categorization

We categorize the literature using the following categorizations:

− Departmental focus (2.3.1)

− Hierarchical planning level (2.3.2)

− Urgency classification (2.3.3)

− Methods (2.3.4)

The departmental focus categorizes the literature according to the hospital
departments that are being considered when modeling non-elective care, as these
may have their distinct problems regarding non-elective patients. We catego-
rize the literature along the following four departments: Emergency Department
(ED), Operating Theater (OT), wards, and ambulatory services. Both the wards

Table 2.1 Search strategy

Used search strategy
TS=((healthcare OR health care OR hospital OR patient) AND (acute OR
emergenc* OR urgen*) AND (model* OR schedul* OR planning OR oper-
ation* OR optim* OR improv*)) AND SU=((OPERATIONS RESEARCH
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE) OR (HEALTH CARE SCIENCES SERVICES)))
AND LANGUAGE: (English)
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and ambulatory services categories contain multiple, possibly specialized, hos-
pital departments (e.g., Intensive Care Units (ICU) and radiology department
diagnostics). We include the wards and ambulatory services as single depart-
ment types as the research problems encountered at both are often very similar.
In addition, we identify papers that incorporate more than one hospital depart-
ment, and study (part of) non-elective patient pathways through the hospital.

For the hierarchical planning levels we distinguish between the strategic, tac-
tical, offline operational, and online operational planning levels [102, 114]. The
strategic planning level contains the long-term decision making involved when de-
signing, developing and dimensioning healthcare processes. Examples of strategic
planning are the acquisition of resources (e.g., diagnostic machines) or determin-
ing a new facility’s location. The tactical planning level involves medium-term
decision making that addresses the organization of the healthcare processes af-
ter strategic decisions are made. For example, after deciding on the number of
diagnostic machines, at the tactical level block schedules may be created that
allocate time capacity to different patient groups. Finally, the operational plan-
ning level involves the short-term decision making when executing the healthcare
delivery process. At this level, there is little flexibility as strategic and tacti-
cal level decisions have limited the scope for operational level decision making.
The offline operational level denotes the in advance planning, such as schedul-
ing appointments or staff. The online operational planning level consists of the
control mechanisms that deal with monitoring the health care processes and re-
acting to unanticipated revents. An example of online operational planning is
the scheduling of add-on surgical cases or emergencies [102, 114].

The urgency of the non-elective patients studies may have a considerable
effect on the appropriate planning and scheduling approach. Therefore, we also
categorize the literature along (patient) urgency and prioritization. Finally, we
categorize the literature according to the used methodologies.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Departmental focus

In this section we provide an overview of hospital departments that are con-
sidered when modeling non-elective care. In addition, we evaluate the multi-
departmental studies that are carried out.

Figure 2.2 gives an overview of the research carried out per hospital depart-
ment. As may be expected, the most studied hospital department is the emer-
gency department, with 92 papers. The second most studied department is the
hospital ward (n = 52). Various types of wards are evaluated, like critical care
units [45, 50, 87], Medical Assessment Units (MAU) [51, 150, 193, 194], and Post
Anesthetic Care Units (PACU) where patients recover after surgery [226]. The
third most studied department is the OT (n = 36). Here the focus lies on the
scheduling of elective patients, while accounting for unscheduled urgent patients

8



2.3. Results

that may arrive. The proportion of urgent patients that arrive at operating the-
aters is often omitted, however it seems to vary considerably, ranging from 5%
of patients that must be seen within hours [8], to 85% of patients originating
from the ED [262]. The fourth most studied department is ambulatory services
(n = 22). Ambulatory services provide care to (urgent) patients without of-
fering a room and/or bed to patients. Examples of ambulatory care services
used by urgent patients are laboratories that carry out tests [16, 204], outpatient
clinics [73, 141, 229, 234], and imaging diagnostics facilities (e.g., CT scanners)
[35, 79, 84, 143, 172, 215, 240]. Table 2.2 lists the papers per hospital department
considered. Note that papers that model more than one hospital department are
listed multiple times. The topics that are studied at the various departments are
discussed along with the hierarchical planning levels in the next section.

Figure 2.2 Number of publications per hospital department (n = 92 + 52 + 36 + 22
= 202)

There are also papers that (partially) include more than one hospital depart-
ment. In total there are 29 papers that include two or more departments. When
more departments are included, we find that one department is the primary fo-
cus, and to some extent aspects of a second department are included when these
influence performance. The exception are studies that model non-elective patient
pathways across the entire hospital (e.g., [33, 90, 157]). For example, [147] present
an analytical approach to predict bed census on wards taking into account the
Master Surgery Schedules (MSS) from the operating theater, as well as arrival
rates from the ED. The arrival rates from the ED are considered as input how-
ever, and no further ED details are modeled. Table 2.3 gives an overview of the
research that encompasses more than one hospital department. The most com-
mon combination (18) is the modeling of emergency department and wards. In
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Table 2.2 Publications per department (n = 29)

Department References
Operating theater [2, 8, 17, 18, 32, 61, 63, 64, 68, 77, 93, 106, 113, 125, 126,

147, 153–156, 171, 184, 192, 195, 199, 201, 207, 225–
228, 247, 249, 253, 262, 263]

Wards [2, 17, 18, 18, 18, 22, 24, 33, 37, 37, 37, 45, 50, 51, 61, 71,
81, 83, 87, 90, 97, 103, 103, 104, 109, 125, 125, 133, 142,
147, 149–151, 157, 166, 169, 171, 175, 180, 193, 194,
206, 213, 217, 226, 231, 237, 242, 245, 246, 258, 260]

Emergency department [1, 3, 5, 12–14, 19, 22, 23, 29, 33, 36, 39, 44, 47–49, 51–
53, 55, 58, 59, 62, 71, 72, 74, 85, 90, 92, 97–99, 107, 108,
111, 118, 121, 122, 124, 127, 130–132, 136, 137, 142,
144, 145, 148, 152, 157, 159, 161, 163, 164, 166, 173–
176, 179, 180, 183, 188, 191, 205, 206, 208–213, 216,
217, 220, 221, 224, 231, 232, 237, 243, 244, 246, 250,
251, 255, 256, 258, 259, 261]

Ambulatory care [16, 33, 35, 73, 79, 84, 90, 112, 120, 123, 141, 143, 157,
172, 174, 202, 204, 215, 229, 234, 240, 260]

these papers, the effect of ward sizes on congestion levels at the ED is evaluated.
For example, [166] use a queuing approach to model both ED and downstream
inpatient units. They link the size of inpatient units, and patient length of stay to
the required capacity at the ED, and suggest threshold sizes for inpatient units,
after which additional capacity has no effects. Also, [97] model the implementa-
tion of a neurovascular unit in an acute hospital using simulation. They model
both ED and wards, and evaluate the effect of having a specialised neurovascular
unit comprised of beds of other wards evaluating a pre- and post situation they
find a length of stay decrease of 8% with the same capacity available. Discharge
policies are also a topic of research. [217] model an ED and inpatient wards to
gain insight into waiting time reductions. They find that a discharge policy that
focuses on better discharging patient throughout the day such that boarding and
waiting times at the ED are reduced. [51] alternatively evaluate proactive dis-
charge strategies using simulation, where patients are not only discharged based
on medical conditions, but also based on ED resource utilization and number of
boarders (i.e., patients waiting for further admission) at the ED. They found that
discharging patients earlier when the ED and wards are busy resulted in improved
ED performance, however they also note a likely increase of re-admissions.

Wards are also investigated together with the use of ORs. Non-elective pa-
tients not only require surgery, but are also subsequently admitted to a hospital
ward. Trade-offs are sought between the utilization of wards and beds, and the
blocking probability of a ward (i.e., the probability a patient can not be admit-
ted). Both more specialized wards such as PACUs [18, 61, 226] and medium and
intensive care units (ICU) [2, 17, 18, 125, 169] are considered, as well as regular
wards [18, 147]. When wards are included, the recovery of patients after surgery
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Table 2.3 Studies incorporating aspects of multiple departments

ED OT Wards ambulatory
ED
OT
Wards [22, 33, 51, 71,

90, 97, 142,
157, 166, 175,
180, 206, 213,
217, 231, 237,
246, 258]

[2, 17, 18, 61,
125, 147, 171,
226]

Ambulatory [29, 33, 90,
157, 174]

[33, 90, 157,
260]

is modeled alongside the OR, and patients must be scheduled such that not only
an OR is available, but also a post surgery bed. For example, [226] evaluates
the use of emergency and dedicated ORs together with PACU beds available.
Several elective, emergency and PACU bed configurations are considered and op-
timized with regards to occupancy and overtime. Almost all papers that study
both wards and operating theater primarily focus on modeling of the ORs. A
different focus is used by [17], who model a neurosurgical ICU, and include the
OR in their simulation model. They evaluate changes in available ORs, as well
as staff and resources and its effect on the ICU, and find the combination of ORs
and ICU beds that performs best with regards to waiting time, postponement,
and medical criteria such as mortality rates.

Ambulatory services that are modeled simultaneously with EDs are labora-
tory and and radiology diagnostics [29, 174]. These diagnostic facilities also offer
their services to elective patients, which may result in waiting times when diag-
nostics are requested from the ED. Specifically modeling these diagnostics may
offer insights into the effects diagnostic availability has on ED length of stay, and
possible interventions such as offering diagnostics at the ED [174]. Applied to
wards, this effect of waiting for and undergoing diagnostics is also investigated.
[260] models an emergency ward and recurring service processes such as reviewing
diagnostic tests using a queuing network and evaluate staffing policies.

Despite the noted need to take into account patient flow and interaction
between departments, most studies focus only on the ED (56%). Most ED studies
focus on capacity dimensioning and allocation problems, where resources and
staff are allocated in order to minimize waiting times. The other departments
where non-elective care is offered also treat elective patients, and limited attention
is given to non-elective patient planning and scheduling, as this is intrinsically
more difficult, especially for the operating theater where elective patients must be
scheduled well in advance. If multiple departments are taken into account, this is
mainly done through patient flow modeling (61%), for example by modeling the
entire care pathway of patients through ED and wards (e.g., [33, 97, 166]). As
there are limitations to modeling approaches, direct model expansions to include
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additional process steps may be difficult. However, to gain insights into the
interaction between hospital departments it may be sufficient to only include key
components (e.g., [17, 147, 174]).

2.3.2 Hierarchical planning level

In addition to the type of department that is investigated, the planning level
greatly influences the type of decision making that is focused on. Consistent
with healthcare literature we identify the strategic, tactical and operational level
of decision making [102, 114]. At each planning level, decisions are made that
frame the underlying planning level. Note that some papers are not categorized to
a planning level, as these studies focus on forecasting and predicting aspects such
as future emergency arrivals, and do not directly incorporate these models into
decision making. Table 2.4 lists the publications per department and planning
level.

Table 2.4 Publications per department and planning level

Emergency department
strategic [33, 49, 90, 107, 157, 159, 209, 213, 237]
tactical [1, 3, 5, 12, 13, 19, 22, 23, 29, 33, 36, 39, 44, 51, 55, 58, 62, 71, 74,

85, 90, 92, 97–99, 108, 118, 121, 122, 124, 131, 132, 136, 142, 144,
145, 152, 159, 161, 166, 174–176, 179, 183, 188, 191, 205, 208, 210–
212, 216, 217, 220, 221, 224, 244, 246, 250, 251, 255, 258, 259, 261]

operational [47, 48, 52, 53, 58, 59, 72, 111, 132, 137, 148, 164, 173, 180, 206,
231, 232, 261]

N/A [14, 127, 130, 163, 243, 256]
Operating theater

strategic [68, 199, 225, 226, 253, 263]
tactical [2, 8, 17, 18, 68, 93, 125, 147, 171, 195, 225–228, 249, 262, 263]
operational [2, 18, 32, 61, 63, 64, 77, 93, 106, 113, 126, 153–156, 184, 192,

201, 207, 247, 249]
N/A

Wards
strategic [33, 90, 157, 213, 226, 237]
tactical [2, 17, 18, 22, 33, 37, 37, 50, 51, 71, 81, 83, 90, 97, 103, 109, 125,

142, 147, 150, 151, 166, 169, 171, 175, 193, 194, 217, 226, 245,
246, 258, 260]

operational [2, 18, 24, 45, 61, 87, 104, 109, 133, 180, 206, 231]
N/A [149, 242]

Ambulatory care
strategic [33, 90, 157]
tactical [33, 35, 73, 79, 90, 120, 123, 141, 143, 174, 204, 215, 260]
operational [16, 73, 84, 112, 143, 172, 202, 229, 234, 240]
N/A
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Strategic planning

At the strategic level, long-term decisions are made, such as determining the
number of ORs to open, beds or wards to create, and staff to hire. At the strategic
planning level, studies investigate the size (e.g., how many beds and/or rooms
to allocate) of EDs [49, 107], wards [213, 226] or both [90, 157, 159, 213, 237]
in order to find the number beds that satisfies urgent care demand. At the
strategic level, ambulatory services are taken into account in studies that model
entire patient pathways [33, 90, 157], and resource capacity is dimensioned across
services and wards. For the operating theater, strategic decision making involves
the capacity dimensioning of OR capacity among elective and urgent patient
types [68, 199, 226, 253, 263]. Not only the number of needed ORs is determined
[199], but also how OR time is assigned to different patients types (e.g., evaluate
the use of dedicated emergency ORs) [68, 225, 253].

Tactical planning

The tactical planning level involves medium term decision making. For
the ED, the most studied tactical planning problem is staff-shift scheduling
[1, 3, 5, 23, 29, 36, 39, 74, 85, 92, 99, 108, 118, 124, 136, 144, 145, 161, 188,
191, 210, 211, 216, 220, 250, 251]. Shift scheduling deals with the problem of
selecting what types of shifts are to be scheduled, and how many and what types
of staff are to be allocated to these shifts. As the arrivals of urgent patients at
the ED varies throughout the day, it may be beneficial to adapt staff schedules to
emergency demand. When scheduling shifts, waiting time of patients, as well as
throughput and resource utilization are used as performance indicators. Besides
shift scheduling, allocation of resources such as beds or diagnostic equipment is
evaluated [23, 29, 74, 118, 144, 145, 205, 208, 251]. When allocating resources, di-
agnostic resources used at the ED such as ultrasound equipment, or available beds
may be dimensioned per patient urgency type. Besides waiting time, utilization
of resources, bed occupancy and blocking probabilities (of both patients entering
the ED and downstream wards) are used as performance indicators. Alternative
patient routing options are also investigated [23, 29, 44, 62, 74, 108, 145, 161, 244],
for example, by using fast-tracks. Also, by dedicating staff and resources to the
treatment of lower urgency patients it may be possible to find a better distribu-
tion of resources and improve overall performance [23, 33, 62, 71, 132, 176, 244].
Patients that enter the ED are triaged, which is done to determine the urgency
of a patient, and set the time-frame in which a patient must be seen. This way,
extremely urgent patients are seen immediately, while less urgent patients may
wait for some minutes or hours. This classification of urgency types also often de-
termines the order in which patients are treated. While most ED studies assume
the triage categories and prioritization fixed, some studies investigate alternative
admission control policies [12, 13, 211, 212, 255]. [12] compares waiting time,
tardiness and length of stay of patients per urgency type under two triage poli-
cies. While no overall differences are found, there are differences between urgency
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types, with one triage system performing better for lower urgency patients. [13]
investigates the use of a dynamic policy where urgency types may change after
arrival. They show it outperforms a static admission control policy for lower ur-
gency patients, gives worse performance for the medium urgency patient types,
and yields no discernible difference for the highest urgencies. Another evaluated
possibility is the inclusion of treatment complexity in addition to urgency to pa-
tient prioritization [212]. Finally, [136] investigates floor layout planning where
rooms and reception desks are moved in addition to resource allocation changes.

Tactical operating room planning mostly considers the allocation of capacity
to patient groups, or creating Master Surgery Schedules (MSS) in which available
OR time is allocated to medical specialties [8, 68, 93, 125, 169, 195, 228, 262].
Taking into account non-elective patients presents additional challenges. Not only
are surgery durations stochastic, the arrival of non-elective patients is generally
not known in advance, and the question not only involves when and how much
capacity to allocate to non-electives, but also how to account for non-electives.
To facilitate the timely treatment of non-elective patients, these patients may be
treated in dedicated emergency ORs [8, 32, 68, 199, 228, 253], in regular ORs
by interrupting the elective program [2, 68, 126, 155, 253], or a combination
of both [68, 262]. However the performance of using dedicated ORs (or not)
depends on the underlying case settings such as patient mix, volume, and number
of available ORs, because conclusions differ on the effectiveness of dedicated
ORs [68, 195]. When urgent patients are treated in the same ORs as elective
patients, they are taken into account as by allocating slack [2, 113, 126, 153,
207, 225, 226, 247] where some part of the ORs is left unused by electives for
urgent arrivals. Admission control policies are also evaluated, in which different
prioritizations of urgent patients requiring surgery are evaluated [93], as well as
staff shift scheduling in which staff shifts are assigned to (emergency) ORs that
must quickly be able to respond to emergency arrivals [249] and possibly also
treat elective patients [18].

Ward planning studies mostly optimize the allocation of beds to various
patient types (e.g., reserve beds for non-electives and electives), as well as
dimensioning for different medical specialties [2, 17, 18, 22, 50, 83, 90, 109,
125, 147, 150, 151, 171]. Complete hospital bed planning is also modeled
[24, 109, 151, 242], and when wards are evaluated, elective patients may also
be included [24, 103, 125, 146]. The focus of the studies is often to maximize bed
occupancy, and to minimize waiting time. Also, as wards are seen as facilitators
for other departments, the blocking probability (i.e., a failure to accept a patient)
is investigated.

When allocating beds to wards, a trade-off between hospital resource utiliza-
tion and patient service are sought. The coupling effect between ED boarding
and ward sizes is also investigated [142, 166, 175, 246], where the size of down-
stream hospital wards influences the possibility of ED patients to be admitted
to wards without waiting (at the ED) for a bed to become available. Similar
to ED boarding, the sizing of wards downstream from ORs influences their per-
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formance, as a full ward may result in both elective and non-elective surgeries
not being able to start. This interaction is also evaluated through bed allocation
[18, 147, 226]. Wards also have a tandem effect, for example as patients flow
through acute care and post-acute care units, and the allocation of beds may
be optimized to reduce blocking between wards [37, 246]. Discharge policies are
also evaluated, which determine when, and under what criteria patients are sent
home [51]. The routing of patients is also investigated through the use of process
improvements and creation of wards to which only specific non-elective patient
types are admitted [71, 97, 169, 193, 194]. Also, the redirection of patients if
their intended ward is full is studied [81]. Finally, staff-shift scheduling is also
investigated to determine when and how much staff should be assigned to wards
based on both elective and non-elective arrivals [81, 258].

Given the nature of hospital wards, where patients spend some time both
waiting and undergoing further treatment, these are modeled using queu-
ing models [45, 83, 87, 166, 169, 175, 217, 246, 258, 260], or simulation
[18, 22, 33, 50, 51, 71, 90, 97, 109, 142, 150, 151, 157]. Complete hospital bed
planning is also modeled [24, 109, 151, 242], and when wards are evaluated elec-
tive patients may also be included [24, 103, 125, 146].

The most studied tactical ambulatory services planning problem is capacity
allocation of resources such as CT scanners, ultrasounds, and outpatient appoint-
ment capacity to elective and non-elective patients [35, 79, 90, 120, 123, 141, 143,
204]. Given the time dependent uncertain arrivals of non-elective patients, it is
not only of interest to determine how much capacity of allocate over patient
types, but also when (e.g., [141, 143]). For example, [141] determine blueprint
appointment schedules that are most capable to account for non-elective patient
arrivals during realization of the schedule. Similar to OR and bed utilization
a trade-off is sought between elective patient access time, non-elective waiting
time, utilization, and overtime. In addition to capacity allocation, [123] also in-
vestigates the effect of parallelization of diagnostic tasks for patients. Changes in
patient routing through (re)design of processes is also studied, for example, [215]
break up CT diagnostics activities as much as possible such that preparatory
steps take place away from the CT scanners, and waiting times decrease.

Operational planning and scheduling

The operational planning level consists of the operational offline and operational
online planning levels. Offline planning concerns the short-term in advance plan-
ning of actual patients (i.e., allocating patients a time and resource). The op-
erational online level involves control mechanisms that deal with the monitoring
of processes and reacting to unforeseen events. Examples of operational online
planning are add-on scheduling of emergencies or triaging. Also, different policies
that select the next patient to be treated or diagnosed based on current wait-
ing times and other department characteristics are investigated. These planning
decisions are highly connected to the tactical level decisions, given that these
decisions direct the way patients are treated and prioritized. For example, the
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tactical decision to allocate a dedicated emergency OR has a large influence on
operational decision making.

Several studies investigate the assignment of staff and resources to ED areas
in order to reduce patient waiting times and ED blocking [48, 52, 53, 58]. This
is done whilst taking into account the current state (i.e., utilization and crowd-
edness) of the ED, and if necessary available resources are temporarily increased
[47, 52] or reallocated [148]. Also investigated is the diversion of patients to
other departments (e.g., wards) whilst still waiting for examinations and treat-
ment [59]. Such policies may be used once waiting times at the ED exceed certain
thresholds. Several (dynamic) admission policies and patient routing policies are
also investigated [132, 137, 231]. For example, using fast-track pathways for
patients if the ED meets set criteria [132]. Alternative patient pathways and
policies assigning non-elective patients to these pathways are also investigated
[104]. Finally, patient (time dependent) prioritization rules are also investigated
[111, 164, 173, 232], and tools to assist the triage patient categorization that
provide further guidelines for patient selection [72].

At the operational level of OR planning, the scheduling of elective patients
while taking into account non-elective arrivals is the most studied (53%). When
scheduling patients, a trade-off is sought between operating room (OR) utiliza-
tion, waiting time, surgery cancellations and overtime. One approach to account
for non-elective patients is to use slack planning. Using slack planning, elective
patients are only scheduled in a fraction of the available OR. The remaining OR
time is then kept empty, to ensure once the schedule is realized there is sufficient
time left to treat both non-elective and elective patients and ensure acceptable
overtime [2, 113, 153–156, 201, 207, 247]. Additionally, scheduled patients may be
postponed and/or rescheduled to account for non-elective patients [61, 63, 106].
Another influence of non-elective patient waiting times is the sequencing of surg-
eries. By changing the order in which elective surgeries are scheduled, waiting
time reductions may be realized as non-elective patients can better fit into the
elective schedule [18, 64, 77]. Scheduling elective patients in otherwise dedicated
emergency ORs is also done [32], and may result in better utilization of ORs that
are otherwise empty awaiting non-electives, as well as access time reductions for
electives. Non-elective patient scheduling (policies) are also investigated, with pa-
tients of various urgencies that must be scheduled in upcoming ORs [126, 184].
Both mathematical programming (66%) and simulation (43%) are used, or even
combined, to determine patient schedules and evaluate different policies that deal
with urgent patients.

Operational planning and scheduling of wards involves the incorporation of
post surgery admission to wards in the scheduling of patients [2, 18, 61, 180]. The
main trade-off concerning wards is on one hand to have high bed occupancies (i.e.,
utilization), while on the other hand being able to admit all non-elective patients
that arrive unexpectedly. Scheduling patients to beds in other wards is also
investigated for both elective and non-elective patients [24, 231] or for elective
patients while ensuring non-electives may still be admitted [87]. In addition, by
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predicting future bed occupation by elective and non-elective patients, more or
fewer electives may be admitted to the wards in order to better utilize wards
and offer capacity for non-electives. Discharge strategies are also evaluated that
determine when patients are to be discharged if wards are full [45]. When patient
discharge strategies are evaluated, the performance indicator often used is the
readmission rate of patients. Reallocating beds from less utilized wards to those
that are overloaded to minimize crowding is also investigated, which may result
in a reduction of bed blocking [109]. Another approach to reduce bed blocking
is earlier bed reservation of non-elective patients. By being able to predict when
non-elective patients currently at the ED will be ready to be admitted to wards
boarding times at the ED may be reduced [206].

At the operational planning level of ambulatory services, the scheduling of
patients is studied. Given the blueprints of capacity allocated to patients, both
the scheduling of elective patients under uncertain non-elective arrivals is con-
sidered [229, 234, 240], as well as scheduling of non-elective patients themselves
[10, 16, 112, 202, 229, 234, 240] to specific times in the schedule. The dynamic
assignment of patients is also studied. After (elective) patients are assigned to
a time in the appointment schedule there may be additional non-elective patient
arrivals. In order to improve waiting times, policies that dictate which patient
is treated next given based on current patient queues are studied [84, 143, 172].
From the optimal selection policies robust rules of thumb may be derived to apply
in practice.

2.3.3 Urgency classification

A good patient categorization balances the trade-off between timely access to
care and resource utilization appropriately. Besides the distinction between elec-
tive and non-elective patients, there may be further categorization between non-
elective patients. One reason to categorize non-elective patients is to allow for
prioritization based on clinical need and not based on the order of attendance
[65]. Such categorization allows that lower priority patients may wait for some
time and, may be scheduled later in the planning horizon. This increases planning
flexibility, and allows for different planning and scheduling approaches. Also, by
categorizing patients in homogeneous groups, a trade-off between patient flow
variability, and clinical variability is sought [168]. By identifying more homoge-
neous patient groups, the clinical variability in, for example, surgery time within
the group may be reduced. However, if patient groups become small enough,
the variability in patient flow causes too much idle time and waste of resources.
Other examples of patient group categorizations are disease type, disease sever-
ity, or required resources. In the reviewed studies, patients are categorized in
medical categories such as urgent and semi-urgent, which may vary considerably
between studies. For example, semi-urgent may both denote patients that must
be treated within eight hours [199] or two weeks [263]. To reduce ambiguity and
better categorize the literature, Table 2.5 and Table 2.6 list the categorization
of patients by target (start of) treatment times underlying the medical catego-
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rizations. Note that ”n. s.” lists the studies that do not further specify their
categorization than general terms such as urgent or semi-urgent.

Table 2.5 Non-elective patient treatment targets, part 1

target ED Wards OT Ambulatory
Now [1, 12, 13, 29,

33, 36, 55, 62,
72, 104, 132,
145, 161, 166,
206, 208, 211,
243, 251, 261]

[2, 24, 104, 166,
169, 193, 206]

[2, 63] [84, 141, 172,
234]

<10m [1, 12, 13, 29,
33, 36, 55, 62,
72, 145, 161,
206, 208, 211,
243, 251, 261]

[193, 206]

<15m [132, 166] [166]
<30m [55, 132, 166,

251]
[166] [68]

<60m [1, 29, 33, 55,
132, 166]

[61, 166, 193] [61, 199]

<2h [1, 29, 33, 55,
132, 166]

[166, 193] [8, 199]

<4h [1, 29, 179] [33, 193] [199]
<6h [8, 192]
<8h [199]
<12h [8]
<18h [192]
<24h [8, 32, 199, 201]
<36h [192]
<2days [202]
<1-3days [104] [8] [240]
<1w [263]
<2w [263]

Categorization of patients

In ED studies we find that patients are the most categorized, based on triage
models that determine medical urgency. There are various triage systems being
used at emergency departments. Of these, the Australian Triage Scale (ATS)
[55], Canadian Emergency Department Triage and Acuity Scale (CTAS) [132,
166, 166], Manchester Triage Scale (MTS) [29, 193], and Emergency Severity
Index (ESI) [12, 13, 36, 62, 72, 145, 161, 206, 206, 208, 211, 243, 261], and are
most seen in practice [15, 65, 80, 189, 254]. These triage systems all categorize
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Table 2.6 Non-elective patient treatment targets, part 2

target ED Wards OT Ambulatory
Day of arrival [153–156, 225,

228, 262]
[112, 229, 234]

n. s. [3, 5, 14, 19,
22, 23, 39, 44,
47–49, 51–53,
58, 59, 71, 74,
85, 90, 92, 97–
99, 107, 108,
118, 121, 122,
124, 127, 130,
131, 136, 137,
142, 144, 147,
148, 152, 157,
159, 163, 164,
173–176, 180,
183, 188, 191,
205, 209, 210,
212, 213, 216,
217, 220, 221,
224, 231, 232,
237, 244, 246,
250, 255, 256,
258, 259]

[17, 18, 22, 37,
45, 50, 51, 71,
81, 83, 87, 90,
97, 103, 109,
125, 133, 142,
147, 149–151,
157, 171, 175,
180, 194, 213,
217, 226, 231,
237, 242, 245,
246, 258, 260]

[17, 18, 64, 93,
106, 113, 125,
126, 147, 171,
184, 195, 207,
226, 247, 249,
253]

[16, 35, 79, 90,
120, 123, 143,
157, 174, 204,
215, 260]

patients in one of five levels based on medical characteristics, and list a maximum
time to doctor contact based on urgency level. All triage systems have as the
highest urgency patients that should be treated immediately, up to a lowest
category of patients that must be seen within four hours or less.

We find a change in approaches when the considered problem setting contains
patients that must be treated within several days, compared to settings where
patients must be treated within 24 hours (i.e., within a day). Over this 24 hour
target, studies aim to include non-electives in the scheduling process. Of the six
studies that include non-elective patients that may wait longer than one day, one
study does not study the scheduling of non-electives. [8] use Monte Carlo simula-
tion of an OR to determine how many ORs to dedicate to non-elective cases. The
non-elective patients in their case are treated as soon as possible. The scheduling
of non-electives with longer target treatment times is studied for ORs, wards,
and ambulatory services. [263] determine the number of surgery slots to offer to
(semi-urgent) patients that must be treated within one or two weeks. Addition-
ally, they formulate policies to allocate additional surgery slots to semi-urgent
patients by canceling elective surgeries using a Markov Decision Process (MDP).
[202] schedule both elective and non-elective radiotherapy patients that must be
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treated within two days using genetic algorithms. They find that by accounting
for non-elective patients in the scheduling process reductions in waiting time for
all patients are feasible. [240] use simulation and an adaptive scheduling algo-
rithm to schedule elective and non-elective patients for CT-scanners. In their
study, non-elective patients must be seen within one, two or three days. In their
scheduling approach patients are scheduled FCFS as long as enough time-slots
are available for higher urgency patients, and conclude that all patients benefit
from an adaptive scheduling approach. [192] schedule non-elective surgeries in
an overloaded operating theater (i.e., disaster) setting that must be completed
within six, eighteen, or 36 hours. They model their problem using an Integer
Linear Program (ILP) formulation, and maximize the number of treated surgical
cases. Finally, [104] study admission policies for patients that may wait for one to
three days, and are otherwise admitted through the ED. They aim to admit these
patients at times such that the canceling of elective admissions and blocking of
ED arrivals is balanced.

Ambulatory services studies, with non-elective patients that have a target
treatment time of at most a day, focus on resource capacity allocation such
that non-electives are treated as soon as possible, and waiting times for elec-
tive patients are acceptable. [141] create an appointment schedule blueprint that
dictates at what times to schedule non-emergency patients when there are emer-
gency arrivals following time-dependent arrivals rates. Their objective function
takes into account the waiting times of patients, idle times of resources, and
overtime. [84] also creates an outpatient schedule for ambulatory services that
treat both elective and non-elective patients. Additionally, they study dynamic
priority rules for admitting patients into service. They formulate their problem
as a dynamic program and identify optimal policy properties. [234] study the
advance scheduling of elective and non-elective patients (that must be seen on
the day of arrival) for MRI diagnostics using dynamic programming. They put
forward an algorithm to compute the optimal policy to assign patients to exam
days. [172] study the appointment scheduling of CT scanners that provide service
to emergency and elective patients. They formulate their problem as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) to decide which appointment requests for diagnostics
to accept, and when to schedule the different patient types in order to maximize
total revenue.

Studies investigating wards and non-elective patients that must be admitted
within a day focus on the efficient allocation of resources [166, 193, 206, 206] and
scheduling of patients [24, 61]. [193] study a medical assessment unit that takes
in urgent medical patients for a short time, and provides a means of rapid assess-
ment and investigation in order to avoid unnecessary admissions. They analyze
the allocation of doctors, nurses and beds and use goal programming to optimize
the MAU performance and find required resource levels. [166] investigate the
coupling effect between ED and inpatient unit ward where patients from the ED
are admitted to. They model the patient flow and interaction using queueing
theory, and identify the number of required resources at the ED and ward to
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ensure acceptable waiting times. Additionally, they study the use of fast-tracks
and its effect of required resources and waiting times. [206] also study the ED
bed blocking problem, and evaluate the use of earlier bed reservation policies to
reduce patient boarding. The policy takes into account patient specific charac-
teristics to predict probability of admission, and accounts for misclassification
(e.g., bed reservation without admission). [24] use mathematical programming
to schedule elective and non-elective patients that must be admitted to wards.
They take into account patient characteristics such as pathology incompatibil-
ities, and continuity of care, and minimize the waiting time of patients to be
admitted. [61] uses mathematical programming to reschedule elective patients if
emergency patients arrive. They consider both the operating theater and PACU,
and take into account both OR and PACU overtime, the cost of postponing elec-
tive surgeries, and turning down emergency patients. Using a genetic algorithm
they effectively find solutions for larger instance sizes.

We find that target treatment times are most varied for OT studies, with
patients also requiring treatment within six, eight, twelve, and eighteen hours.
If patients must be seen within the hour [2, 61, 63, 68, 199], the scheduling of
patients [2, 61, 63] and capacity allocation [68, 199] is studied. Given the short-
term treatment times of the non-elective patients, these are treated as soon as
possible, and the elective patients are actually scheduled to facilitate timely access
for non-electives. This is done through slack planning [2], and rescheduling [61,
63]. The capacity allocation studies investigate the required number of dedicated
emergency ORs [68, 199], and [68] also compares the use of dedicated emergency
ORs to letting patients break into the elective program. There does not seem to
be much difference in the problems and approaches studied if non-elective patients
may wait longer. [8, 201] use simulation to determine the required number of
ORs for a setting where patients must be operated on within 24 hours. [32]
alternatively studies the possibility of planning elective patients in part of the
dedicated ORs, and possibly postponing electives if the OR is needed for non-
elective patients. Similar to the setting with more urgent non-elective patients,
forms of slack planning are studied where only elective patients are scheduled
[153–156, 228, 262]. [192] schedules non-elective patients in an emergency setting
using mathematical programming, and maximize the number of patients that
can be treated on time. [225] model the operating theater as a markov process,
analyze patient flows through the ORs. They find the maximum capacity that
may be allocated to electives while still being able to treat non-electives on time.
Performance inicators include waiting times, overtime, and utilization

The categorization of patients may be used to prioritize patients. Even though
the prioritization of non-elective patients does not necessarily depend on the
(medical) urgency of patients, almost all studies note that the prioritization of
patients is directly based on the formulated urgency levels, with the highest ur-
gency patients being selected first. Ideally, not only medical urgency, but also
other patient (e.g., treatment duration and resource requirements) and system
characteristics (e.g., resource availability) are taken into account when prioritiz-
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ing patients. This is also seen in one of the triage systems being used at EDs. The
ESI triage system takes into account medical urgency, as well as resource needs
and prioritizes patients from must urgent to least resource intensive. Specifically,
patients that may wait for some time and are not medically urgent, are prioritized
by required resources (multiple, one, or no resources required), with patients re-
quiring multiple resources prioritized first. There are some studies that further
investigate the different prioritizations of non-electives.

[10] study different prioritizations of triaging patients. They model a single
server clearing system where patients may abandon the ED if not serviced on
time. They dynamically determine the (near) optimal order of triage such that
the number of abandonments is minimized. [12] also study the triage process at
an ED using simulation. They use Multi Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) to
develop a triage algorithm and assist nurses in decision making. They conclude
that their approach performs better with regards to minimizing the number of
patients that exceed their maximum waiting time. Additionally, it reduces errors
in the decision making process. Another study investigating ED triage using sim-
ulation is [13], who develop a dynamic grouping and prioritization algorithm that
prioritizes patients based on patient and system characteristics. Comparing the
triage policies with existing systems (i.e., ESI) they find that length of stay at the
ED, and the percentage of patients past their waiting time is reduced. [111] use
queuing theory to model patient flow through an ED and formulate policies that
determine which patients physicians treat next (i.e., triage new patients or treat
’in process’ patients). They find an optimal policy that minimizes congestion
of the ED under heavy traffic. Prioritization policies for ambulatory services
are also studied. [84] study dynamic priority rules for admitting patients into
(diagnostic) service. Based on their optimal policies obtained using a dynamic
program they formulate several heuristic scheduling rules that minimize costs.
[143] also evaluate different prioritization policies for selecting the next patient
to diagnose. They recommend however, to implement a first-come first-serve
(FCFS) policy, as the alternative prioritization policies introduce considerable
complexity without much performance improvement.

2.3.4 Methodologies

In this section we provide an overview of the different methodologies used to
model non-elective resource allocation, planning, and scheduling problems. Ta-
ble 2.7 gives an overview of the used methodologies. There is a clear distinction
between used modeling approaches, studied departments and urgency, as the var-
ious modeling approaches lend themselves to different problems. If patients must
be treated within short time-frames, there is more focus on the proper allocation
of resources such that waiting times are minimized. As such, patient flow mod-
eling approaches like simulation and queuing theory are most used for the ED.
With these approaches, the patient pathways and processes can be modeled, and
changes in resource allocations and processes be evaluated. Simulation is most
used for the ED, with 50 studies using simulation as their main methodology to
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model and improve patient flow (e.g., [1, 3, 5, 12]). Queuing theory is used to
model both ED and ward patient flows, and only in a few cases used to model
the ambulatory services and operating theater [120, 123, 199, 215, 263].

Table 2.7 Classification of papers by used methodology

Methodology References
Decision analysis [1, 62, 72, 193, 194]
Dynamic programming [47, 59, 84, 87, 104, 106, 148, 156, 172, 180, 245,

247]
Forecasting [92, 127, 130, 149, 163, 176, 242, 256, 260]
Mathematical programming [2, 16, 24, 52, 53, 58, 61, 63, 64, 81, 112, 125, 126,

133, 153–155, 171, 176, 192, 193, 201, 207, 213,
220, 221, 227–229, 245, 247, 249, 262]

Queueing theory [14, 37, 45, 48, 53, 58, 83, 85, 87, 111, 120, 121, 123,
137, 148, 164, 166, 169, 175, 179, 199, 201, 211,
212, 215, 217, 232, 243, 246, 255, 258, 260, 263]

Stochastic models [84, 103, 104, 143, 172, 184, 225, 226, 231, 232,
237, 263]

Simulation [1, 3, 5, 8, 12, 13, 17–19, 22, 23, 29, 32, 33, 35, 36,
39, 44, 47, 50, 51, 55, 58, 59, 62–64, 68, 71, 73, 74,
79, 90, 92, 93, 97–99, 103, 104, 107–109, 111–113,
118, 121–124, 131, 132, 136, 142–145, 148, 150–
153, 155–157, 159, 161, 166, 169, 171, 172, 174,
180, 183, 188, 191, 194, 195, 199, 201, 202, 204,
205, 207–213, 216, 217, 220, 221, 224, 225, 231,
240, 244, 246, 249–251, 253, 258, 259, 261]

Even though operating theaters also treat patients who require prompt atten-
tion, a large focus is put on the scheduling of elective patients while accounting
for non-electives. To this end, mathematical programming is often used (e.g.,
[2, 63, 154, 228]). Additionally, simulation is often used to validate schedules
obtained using mathematical programming under different scenarios, and ad-
ditional stochasticity. The resource capacity allocation problems in which the
possible use of, and number of dedicated emergency ORs is decided, is evaluated
using simulation (e.g., [68, 225, 253]). The other methodologies are seen more
evenly across the various departments.

2.4 Discussion and conclusion

The organization of care for non-elective patients is highly complex due to the
high stochasticity involved in aspects like arrival time, service time, urgency
class, and resource requirements. Non-elective patient pathways typically visit
multiple hospital departments, which we have identified and categorized in this
chapter, and which are also utilized by elective patients. The majority of papers
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(82%) focus on a single department, with the ED being the most studied. The
non-elective patient pathways often however involve multiple departments, and
consequently the planning and scheduling of departments affect each other. The
literature that models multiple departments with higher detail is scarce, aside
from the modeling of entire patient pathways, (e.g., [33, 90, 157]). As the (de-
tailed) modeling of multiple hospital departments may become difficult, an initial
step may be to model only key departmental components. The connections be-
tween wards, as downstream departments, from the ED and operating theater are
studied. However, there are almost no studies that address the relationship be-
tween OR planning, and ED patient arrivals. An exception is [147], who predict
the hourly bed level of wards based on OR schedules and ED arrivals. Further
studies may provide valuable insights into the OR and ED relationship.

With regards to the hierarchical planning levels, the literature that focuses
on the strategic planning level is limited compared to the tactical and opera-
tional levels. At this level, the required resources of departments are determined,
such as the number (and size) of wards to create (e.g., [33]). Most papers study
the tactical planning level (62%). At the tactical planning level, there are some
problems that are studied considerably more. Regarding the ED, the allocation
of resources and staff (staff-shift scheduling) is most studied. There is fewer lit-
erature on patient routing (e.g., fast-tracks). When fast-tracks are studied, these
are often similar in setup, with a staff member reserved to only treat low ur-
gency patients. The question remains, however, whether other patient routings
are feasible, and under which circumstances, which is only investigated by [23].
The question of patient routing similarly applies to wards. The allocation of
capacity (e.g., how many beds to reserve) is well studied, but the use and evalu-
ation of specialized wards, such as a medical assessment unit, is not. In a sense,
such a ward is similar to an ED fast-track and patients that are require some
additional diagnostics are admitted to it. It is unclear, however, what patient
characteristics, and under what circumstances such specialized wards positively
affect patient waiting times, and reduce bed blocking. The tactical operating
room planning mostly considers the master surgery schedule problem, taking
into account some slack for emergencies. The literature on determining the re-
quired amount of slack however is lacking, with studies taking the required slack
as given. Also, the master surgery scheduling problem is well studied, and it may
be useful to include non-elective patients characteristics at this planning step, by
incorporating them into the MSS creation. Also, the policies of using dedicated
emergency ORs and breaking into the elective program are both studied. It is
unclear, however, under which circumstances the policies perform best, and the
full impact of such a policy on performance is unclear. For ambulatory services,
the creation of appointment schedules that account for non-elective arrivals is
well studied. In such schedules, appointments are kept empty if order to facil-
itate urgent patient arrivals that must be treated quickly. This problem shows
similarities to the operating theater, where elective patients are scheduled, and
non-elective patients who require surgery arrive. However there is no research
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done into the postponing of elective surgeries (e.g., scheduling breaks) to facilitate
non-elective arrivals.

The operational planning level studies mainly focus on the offline (i.e., in ad-
vance) scheduling, such as scheduling staff to ED and wards, or elective patients
to the OR. The operational online planning and scheduling however, is more
limited, and we identify multiple areas for future research. First, studies that
address the changes and adaptation of the (so far) realized patient schedules are
scarce, for example by (re)scheduling patients (e.g.,[61, 63, 106, 126] waiting time
improvements may be achieved. Second, the sequencing of patients may influ-
ence waiting times (e.g., [18, 64]), which may be combined with the insertion of
breaks into schedules to ensure timely access. A third topic for further research
is the scheduling of OR non-electives themselves. Many operating theater pa-
pers study a setting where non-elective patients must be treated within the day.
This indicates potential efficiency gains may be had by scheduling non-electives,
similar to ambulatory settings with patients of similar urgency (e.g., [229, 234]).

Another topic to be addressed in future work is the use of alternative pri-
oritization policies. So far, most studies use a prioritization patients based on
medical urgency. While this is desirable for very urgent patients, we find that if
multiple urgency categories are modeled, the lower urgency categories are almost
always largest. In case of lower urgency patients, these patients must be treated
within hours, and it may be interesting to investigate prioritization policies that
not only take into account their urgency. For example, prioritization policies that
also look at system characteristics such as required resources, resource availabil-
ity, and expected future system states may be of interest. In the current studies,
the changing of priorities is also under-studied. Studies often assume urgencies
are fixed, however it is more likely that a patient’s urgency changes over time.

In most publications, a generalization of results is lacking, particularly re-
garding ED modeling, where most studies design a solution methodology for
their case study. It is unclear whether the used models may be extended to other
settings or cases, and how different solution approaches compare to each other.
Development of an instances benchmarking set, similar to those existing for nurse
rostering, may be useful to compare and generalize outcomes of ED modeling. In
addition, a comprehensive analysis of the characteristics that make up EDs may
assist in formulating such a benchmark set.

Finally, we found little evidence of an actual impact of results. Very few
studies report about (succesful) implementation of their outcomes.

Concluding, in this review we provide an overview of the non-elective care
planning and scheduling literature within hospitals, and categorized the studies
according to departmental focus, hierarchical planning level, urgency classifica-
tion, and chosen methodology. In addition, we identify opportunities for future
research using our classification. Our review shows that some areas of non-elective
care planning are studied considerably less than others. With this review we hope
to stimulate research of under-researched topics, as well as promote the exchange
of results between hospital departments studied.
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CHAPTER 3

Simulation and logistics optimization of

an integrated emergency post

3.1 Introduction

The delivery of acute care to patients is highly complex and constrained by lim-
ited resources. In addition, many of the involved processes are stochastic and
there are interactions both within and external to the acute care providers. Con-
sequently, the effects of organizational changes tend to be unpredictable. There-
fore, operations research methods, such as computer simulation, are suitable for
prospectively evaluating changes such as alternative resource allocations. Indeed,
simulation is used often in emergency department modeling [91]. In this chapter
we focus on the delivery of acute care outside office hours, when general practi-
tioners practices are closed. In the Netherlands, when people are confronted with
an acute care demand outside normal office hours, they choose whether to go to
an Emergency Department (ED) or go to a General Practitioners Post (GPP). In
the Netherlands, as well as in several other countries, the organization of primary
care delivery is shifting towards an increasing integration of triage and advice by
phone, as well as larger care provider cooperatives [88]. The self-referring pa-
tients -or walk-ins- who arrive at the ED could often have been seen and treated
by a general practitioner (GP), at a GPP, with significant cost savings [110].

A new concept is the integrated emergency post (IEP), and similarly to the
earlier creation of GPPs, it organizes the provision of after-hours care in a larger
cooperative grouping of healthcare providers. The main intention of the IEP
is to alleviate ED overcrowding by shifting back primary care demands from
the secondary care provider to the primary care provider, while providing the
necessary treatment for patients with an acute care demand. The IEP may
offer a sustainable solution to ED overcrowding, resulting in both cost savings
for the hospital and increased quality of care for the patients. The integration
into the IEP gives patients more clarity on where to go with their acute care
demand, avoids travel times between the GPP and the ED, and provides more
opportunities to treat high urgency patients at the ED. Additionally, as the IEP
is a new concept for healthcare providers, this integration of acute healthcare
offers new opportunities for efficiency and efficacy gains.

The objective of this study is to prospectively evaluate organizational inter-
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ventions and design improvements for an IEP. To this end, we utilize insights
from both the screening and the optimization literature as well as domain knowl-
edge of the emergency care environment. A case study is carried out at the IEP
in Almelo, where the ED of the hospital ZiekenhuisGroep Twente merged with
the GPP Centrale Huisartsen Post Almelo.

The theoretical contribution of our work is twofold. First, we put forward a
method to systematically evaluate a large number of interventions simultaneously,
using discrete event simulation, to optimize the processes in an acute care chain.
Second, we validate and apply this approach to the IEP in Almelo, incorporating
patient preferences, and provide insights into the efficient organization of an IEP
in general, based on this case study. The practical contribution of our work
is the delivery of an sustainable design of the new IEP, taking into account
patient preferences and hospital costs, as well as the implementation of a flexible
simulation model at the hospital, which includes training of IEP staff in using
the model, enabling them to adapt the model when necessary and to evaluate
new interventions in the future.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we review
the screening and the optimization literature and applications of the reported
findings in healthcare. Next, we describe the problem and the simulation model
(Section 3.3). In Section 3.4, we present the approach used to define and evaluate
interventions. Following this, we give the results from this approach as well as
describe the implementation in practice based on the results (Section 3.5). We
end this chapter with the conclusions drawn from this study (Section 3.6).

3.2 Literature

Computer simulation is an often used tool in healthcare studies, with several
comprehensive literature reviews detailing its uses [34, 75, 91, 128, 182]. Within
the healthcare domain, much attention has been given to the modeling of EDs,
which are evaluated often, compared to other departments [91]. Much of the sim-
ulation of EDs is focused on developing and creating valid models. For example,
[219] detail a basic approach to creating and using a simulation model, focusing
on creating a flexible and easy to use model, as well as stakeholder involvement.
Similarly, [129] discuss proven practices used in developing ED simulation models

Following model building and validation, several interventions are usually
evaluated. For example, [57] present a detailed simulation model to evaluate
different interventions focusing on staff and room availability with the aim to
reduce ED waiting times, and [144] evaluate the change in bed availability in an
ED. Simulation is often proposed to evaluate various interventions in an ED. In
a literature review on the use of simulation to investigate overcrowding of EDs,
[200] divide the different evaluated interventions over resource related, process
related, and environmental related scenario testing. Most of the reported articles
focus on the reduction of waiting times for patients [200].

Our goal is to prospectively evaluate many different interventions, using a
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simulation model, and to find an optimal process design of the IEP. Related
methodologies to support this are factor screening and simulation optimization.
Factor screening is used to screen for influential factors, and aims to reduce model
complexity and computation time, while still achieving good outcomes [134, 138].
Simulation optimization attempts to find the combination of controllable factor
settings that lead to the best outcome [9]. However, it must also deal with noise,
as simulation outcomes are approximations of true performance indicators.

A straightforward screening method is a full factorial or 2k design, such that
both main effects as well as interactions may be evaluated [160]. A downside of
this method is that, as the number of factors increase, many runs are required.
To overcome this, fractional factorial designs may be used, which require fewer
runs, while both main and some interaction effects can still be estimated [160].
However, care should be taken not to alias potentially important effects [187].
Other screening approaches for a large number of factors are two-stage group
screening [119, 177, 233], sequential bifurcation [25, 46, 257], iterated fractional
factorial designs (IFFD) and supersaturated designs (SSD). We see that among
the different screening techniques, many are specific in regard to the assump-
tions made, the maximum number of factors, applicability regarding qualitative
and (continuous) quantitative factors, and the use of information already known
before screening, such as the signs of interaction.

Different approaches to simulation optimization are ranking & selection
[28, 78], response surface methodology and gradient-based procedures [78], ran-
dom search [7], and sample path optimization and metaheuristics [9]. An example
of simulation optimization applied to an ED is given by [3], who determine the
number of staff required to optimize patient throughput and waiting times. Sim-
ilar to the screening methods, the application of optimization techniques relies
on characteristics of the underlying simulation model. Depending on input vari-
ables and constraints, certain optimization methods are more applicable than
others. For more details we refer to [6] and [20]. An additional challenge with
optimization is that the methods may propose a solution which requires many
organizational changes within the ED, which might prevent a successful imple-
mentation.

Much of the literature on simulation in healthcare focuses on model con-
struction and validation, with less emphasis on defining and evaluating possible
interventions and their interaction effects. This has motivated us (i) to propose
a way to evaluate and optimize over a large number of interventions using a dis-
crete event simulation model and (ii) to consider the optimal organization of a
new innovative concept in healthcare, i.e., the IEP.

3.3 Problem description

In this section, we give a general description of an IEP and describe the imple-
mented IEP in Almelo. Following this, we briefly address the simulation model
that is used to evaluate the IEP and the way in which we incorporate patient
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and community preferences in formulating performance indicators. This research
is part of a research project studying the optimal process design of an IEP [56].
To this end, a simulation model of the IEP is constructed [181], which we update
and expand upon in order to model and systematically evaluate all interventions.
For a complete description of this simulation model we refer to [181].

3.3.1 Integrated Emergency Post design

In an IEP, the GPP and ED work together to provide acute care to patients
outside office hours. The largest change with the introduction of the IEP is
that self-referring patients, or walk-ins, are now first seen at the GPP, instead
of possibly going to the ED. There are several ways in which patients may enter
the IEP: by calling the IEP, going to the IEP as a self-referral, and by being
referred to the IEP by an external care provider. When a patient calls the IEP,
a telephonic triage takes place, and depending on the urgency of care demand,
the patient either gets a consultation at the IEP, a doctor visits the patient, the
patient is referred straight to the ED (by ambulance), or the patient receives
medical advice by phone. Self-referring patients first undergo physical triage
by a GP assistant, after which they are either sent home with medical advice,
scheduled for a GP consultation or referred to the ED. Finally, external referrals
are sent directly to the ED.

Patients that receive an appointment via telephone or self-refer and enter the
IEP, are first seen at the GPP. In most cases, this treatment is sufficient after
which a patient goes home. Possibly, the patient may require an X-ray, after
which, depending on the results, a patient goes home, or in case of a fracture, is
referred to the ED. Similarly, other patients that cannot be treated at the GPP, or
require additional treatment, are further referred to the ED. Patients that enter
the ED are first triaged again, as the triage system differs from the one used at
the GPP, and then the patient history is registered by an ED nurse or physician
assistant. Afterwards, a patient might undergo multiple diagnostic tests and
receives treatment. After all treatment is finalized, the patient leaves the system
and continues his care path outside the ED or goes home. Additionally, some
patients require multiple diagnostic tests with treatment after each test. Figure
3.1 shows a conceptual view of the care pathways defined of the IEP in Almelo.

As the IEP is a new concept, many organizational changes may improve the
IEPs efficiency, e.g., by pooling resources between the GPP and the ED, which
can be prospectively evaluated using simulation. The IEP in Almelo has been
modeled and validated in a detailed simulation model.

The simulation model is characterized by patients, resources, and processes.
Patients move through the IEP and require resources in the form of healthcare
professionals, diagnostic test equipment, and beds/rooms. Patients and resources
are characterized by various attributes, such as urgency, diagnostics needed, avail-
ability, and capacity. The processes define the care path the sequence of steps
that a patient must undergo. Within the simulation model, the arrival of pa-
tients, as well as the occurrence of treatments and diagnostic tests are modeled
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Figure 3.1 Patient flow and processes at the IEP Almelo [181]
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using probability distributions based on four year of historical data, as well as
on expert opinion.

The inter-arrival times between patients entering the IEP are described using
a stochastic arrival process, depending on the time of day, day of the week, and
week of the year, and based on multiple years of historical data. The resources in
the model are distinguished as staff, equipment and rooms. The following staff
is included: GP, GP assistant, triage assistant, ED nurse, nurse practitioner,
physician assistant, medical resident and surgical resident. In addition, medical
specialists and diagnostic nurses are included as external staff, who may be called
to the ED when needed. Regarding equipment and rooms, we include one triage
room, six GP rooms, eight ED rooms, a CT room, two plaster rooms, and two
x-ray rooms. In addition there is portable ECG and ultrasound equipment which
are used in combination with an ED room. For more details on the components
and the construction of the simulation model, we refer to [181].

3.3.2 Modeling for sustainability

Organizations place an increasing focus not only on cost related performance indi-
cators, but also on social and environmental factors. These factors, and especially
the social factors, are crucially important to healthcare organizations. This re-
search is part of a research project studying the optimal process design of an IEP,
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such that patients are seen by the right care provider, without unnecessary de-
lays, while accounting for patient preferences [56]. This research scope accounts
not only for production measures, but for social and environmental measures as
well. In addition to a simulation study and advice aimed at improvement of the
current situation, the simulation model is designed flexibly, to enable healthcare
professionals (policy workers) to adapt the model to the changing environment
and to evaluate further improvements in the future.

To account for patient preferences, and to construct social and equitable per-
formance indicators for this study, [76] conducted a patient and community pref-
erence analysis using best-worst scaling. These outcomes showed that patients
primarily value (less) waiting times, followed by access to care provider (self-
referral over appointment based), and type of care provider (physician over nurse
practitioner). These indicators are incorporated in the simulation model, which
is now used by the hospital. To keep our presentation concise, we focus mainly
on the key performance indicator, i.e., the patient length of stay. To optimize
the IEP, we aim to evaluate the effects of all potential interventions, and also ac-
count for the interaction that can take place between interventions. However, as
the number of potential interventions increases, an evaluation of all combinations
becomes intractable. Therefore we want to optimize the IEP without evaluat-
ing every intervention alternative. The next section formulates the approach to
first identify potentially effective interventions and then further evaluate these
interventions.

3.4 Approach

In this section, we formulate the approach used to identify and evaluate potential
organizational interventions. We first formulate and categorize the interventions
into several categories and eliminate ineffective interventions. Following this, we
evaluate the remaining interventions and combine these into several combina-
tions.

Given the simulation runtime, a full factorial design on many interventions
quickly becomes intractable. In addition, some interventions can have many vari-
ations, such as changing staff numbers, creating many potential staffing schedules.
We first want to assess for which of these interventions further evaluation seems
promising. To do this, evaluating interventions in groups may reduce the num-
ber of possible alternatives. Furthermore, it is unlikely that the management of
the IEP will accept drastic organizational changes in which many interventions
are being combined. A structured approach in which we identify only a few, say
three, most influential interventions per group, will result in a smaller set of inter-
ventions that increase the effectiveness of the IEP without drastically changing
its organization. Therefore, we use the approach given below.

− List interventions

− Categorize interventions based on type and specificity
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Evaluate (interaction) effects

Select the most effective interventions per group

− Formulate intervention sets

− Compare intervention sets

Evaluate absolute intervention outcomes

Scenario analysis

Similar to the overview made by [200] who categorize interventions evaluated
in healthcare simulation, and make the distinction between process, resource,
and environmental (e.g., increasing patient arrivals) changes. Following this, we
are going to group interventions into process and resource changes. In addi-
tion, we further divide the resource interventions into subgroups consisting of
interventions of similar nature, namely staff, diagnostics, allocation, and a rest
group.

Each rest group intervention is a combination of several smaller interventions,
which are not incorporated in the other categories. For example, an earlier or
later start of the main shifts gives insights into the fit between patient arrivals
and number of staff, which is a combination of several varying staffing levels
and starting times. The environmental changes are similar to simulations carried
out in a scenario analysis, evaluating the effect future demographic changes may
have.

Based on the patient and community preferences we compare interventions
using the patient length of stay (LOS) as key performance indicator, which incor-
porates both treatment and waiting times. Some interventions target the ED or
GPP specifically, so we split the LOS in GPP LOS and ED LOS. However, some
interventions may target specific patient groups (e.g., high urgency patients). For
these interventions, the LOS indicators are rough estimates, as patients excluded
from the intervention are included in the measurement.

New interventions are formulated from the groups, combining the effective
interventions. This is done not only based on simulation outcomes, but also based
on expert opinion about the feasibility of the interventions (e.g., staff availability
and costs). Ideally, an equitable distribution of healthcare places more emphasis
of those patients that need more care (i.e., high urgency patients), therefore the
intervention set alternatives are compared by evaluating LOS for both high and
low urgency patients individually.

3.5 Results

In this section, we conduct the approach described before and evaluate the (in-
teraction) effects within each of the intervention groups. Following this, we select
the interventions that show significant improvements, and use these to formulate
intervention sets, which we then compare using the simulation model. Finally,
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a detailed evaluation and scenario analysis is carried out on the most promising
intervention sets.

3.5.1 List interventions

To come up with interventions to evaluate, we use both simulation literature and
interviews with stakeholder from the GPP and ED to define as many interven-
tions that seem feasible to simulate and implement. In total 24 interventions are
defined. For example, as an intervention hospital stakeholders noted the possibil-
ity to utilize a single triage system, such that patients that are referred from the
GPP to the ED no longer have to be triaged a second time. Another example is
the allocation of staff to patients. Currently, if a patient arrives, ED specialists
or residents are assigned first to that patient, and if they are not available, a
physician assistant is assigned. As an intervention this prioritization is reversed,
so that lower urgency patients are treated first by a physician assistant, keeping
ED specialists and residents available for higher urgency patients that may ar-
rive. An overview of all defined interventions is given in Table 3.1, the numbers
in parenthesis indicate the intervention number.

Table 3.1 Identified and categorized interventions

Category Group Intervention

Process

Use a single triage system (1)
Change triage protocol to let ED nurse order diagnostics (2)
Give priority only to high urgency patients (3)
Assign physician assistants to patients before physicians (4)
Initiate request of hospital admission earlier (5)

Resource Staff

Vary the numer of ED nurses (6)
Vary the numer of surgical residents (7)
Vary the numer of internal medicine residents (8)
Vary the numer of psysician assistants (9)
Vary the numer of general practitioners (10)
Vary the numer of ED specialists (11)

Resource Diagnostics

Vary the numer of X-ray rooms (12)
Vary the numer of CT scan rooms (13)
Vary the numer of ECG equipment (14)
Vary the numer of Ultrasound equipment (15)

Resource Allocation

Treat (low urgency) ED patients in GPP rooms (16)
Let physician assistants treat both ED and GPP patients (17)
Let ED nurse treat GPP patients (18)
Let ED nurse specialists/residents treat GPP patients (19)

Resource Rest

Use medical specialists at IEP at all times (20)
Use future hospital roster (21)
Replace internal medicine resident with ED specialist (22)
Earlier main shift (GP/GP assistant/ED nurse) (23)
Later main shift (GP/GP assistant/ED nurse) (24)
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3.5.2 Categorize interventions

Following the listing of interventions, a categorization is made based on the type
of intervention as well as on the resulting number of interventions per category.
Table 3.1 lists the division of interventions over the possible categories. The
interventions in the category process and in the group allocation are all binary
(on/off), and the diagnostics and staff changes may have more alternatives, by
adding or subtracting more than one resource. In addition, staffing changes can
also be temporal in nature by changing the starting times. To evaluate the poten-
tial of staff interventions, we add an additional staff member during the busiest
hours of the IEP. Based on these outcomes, we can further specify feasible staffing
alternatives in the next step. Similarly for diagnostics, an additional diagnostics
machine is added in the simulation model. The rest category consists of larger
organizational interventions, which are a combination of smaller interventions.

For the first four groups, the insights into the effects as well as interaction be-
tween interventions are evaluated using a full factorial design, and used to define
the (up to) three most promising interventions. As the interventions in the rest
group are not combinable staffing alternatives, these are evaluated individually.

During the categorical evaluation, we set the run length such that the specified
precision of the most variable intervention has at most a relative error of 5% with
a confidence level of 95% [160]. Using this method, the simulation run length
is 32 weeks per experiment for the process, staff, and diagnostics designs; 48
weeks for the pooling and allocation design; and 31 weeks for the roster design.
Table 3.2 lists the number of experiments per factorial design that are evaluated
initially, as well as the number of simulation runs carried out per experiment.
In total, 133 different intervention combinations are evaluated. This results in a
total of 4507 runs.

Table 3.2 Number of experiments and interventions per intervention category

Experimental design interventions experiments runs (exp x repl)
Process interventions 5 32 (= 25) 1024 (32 x 32)
Staff interventions 6 64 (= 26) 2048 (64 x 32)
Diagnostics 4 16 (= 24) 512 (16 x 32)
Pooling and allocation 4 16 (= 24) 768 (16 x 48)
Roster interventions 5 5 (= 51) 155 (5 x 31)
Total 24 133 4507

3.5.3 Category outcomes

Of the 19 interventions evaluated with full factorial designs, twelve are found to
have a significant main effect within their respective groups, with an additional
five significant interaction effects. Figure 3.2 lists all the main and two-way
interactions that are found to be significant (α = 0.05).

Several process changes show an improvement at the ED. Both a single triage
system (1), as well as a direct ordering of more diagnostic tests (2) reduce the
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Figure 3.2 Significant ED and GPP main and two-way interaction effect confidence
intervals (α = 0.05)
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ED LOS by approximately 300 seconds (5%). Furthermore, the direct admission
requests of specific patient groups reduce ED LOS by approximately 120 seconds
(2%). Reprioritizing patients (3) reduces average GPP LOS by 20 seconds (1.3%);
however, from results not shown here, we see that the LOS decreases by 10% for
low urgency (U4) patients, while LOS increases by 4% and 18% for U2 and U3
patients respectively.

The biggest influence on reducing the GPP LOS is achieved by adding a physi-
cian assistant (9), followed by adding a general practitioner (10). In addition,
we see that the two-way interaction effect between these staff types is positive,
interpreting this, the combination of these staff types has a diminished effect on
the reduction of the length of stay. For the ED, we see that the biggest influence
is achieved by adding a ED specialist (11), followed by adding a surgical resident
(7) and adding a physician assistant (9). By adding these staff types, the average
length of stay is reduced by 115, 60 and 36 seconds respectively.

Looking at the interaction effects on the GPP and ED length of stay, we
see that the biggest reduction on GPP LOS is achieved by allowing ED staff
to treat GPP patients (18 and 19). Additionally, there is an interaction effect
between these interventions, where the interventions have a dampening effect on
each other. Similar to the staff interventions, once multiple extra staff members
start treating GPP patients, the effect decreases, as the bottleneck shifts from
staff availability to another resource type, or that there are no longer enough
patients entering the IEP to see a significant reduction in length of stay. The
roster alternatives show a large reduction in ED LOS when medical specialists
instead of residents are scheduled at the IEP, instead of traveling to the IEP
when requested for consultation, resulting in a reduction of over 10 minutes
(10%). However, this would also be a costly intervention, as specialist salaries
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are considerably higher than those of the residents.

Based on these outcomes, combined with insights on associated costs and
feasibility, we identify the following effective interventions.

− Use a single triage system (1)

− Change triage protocol to let ED nurse order diagnostics (2)

− Initiate request of hospital admission earlier (5)

− Vary the number of surgical residents (7)

− Vary the number of physician assistants (9)

− Vary the number of ED specialists (11)

− Treat (low urgency) ED patients in GPP rooms (16)

− Let physician assistants treat both ED and GPP patients (17)

3.5.4 Formulate intervention sets

As the variations of staff allow for many different schedules, we further spec-
ify interventions which are not of a binary nature, and formulate several cost
equivalent alternatives. These alternatives combined with the binary process
and pooling interventions result in the interventions shown below.

− Use a single triage system

− Change triage protocol to let ED nurse order diagnostic

− Initiate request of hospital admission earlier

− Treat (low urgency) ED patients in GPP rooms

− Let physician assistants treat both ED and GPP patients

− Roster alternatives

Replace surgical resident with ED specialist and add a physician assistant
during the weekends busy hours (similar to intervention 21, future hospital
staffing schedule)

Schedule two physician assistants during the Saturday and Sunday busy
hours instead of a general practitioner

Schedule a surgical and internal medicine resident instead of the ED
specialist during the Saturday and Sunday busy hours

Schedule a physician assistant instead of an ED nurse during the Saturday
and Sunday busy hours

Schedule a physician assistant instead of an ED nurse during the first
opening hours of the IEP (5pm-8pm)
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The different process and pooling interventions can be combined with each
other to form different intervention sets. However, none of the five process and
pooling interventions showed interaction within their respective groups, and it
seems likely that there will be little interaction between these interventions.
Therefore, we expect that a combination of these interventions, together with
a roster alternative will show the greatest LOS reduction for the IEP. To evalu-
ate the effect of the roster alternatives, we combine each of them with the selected
process and pooling interventions as shown in Table 3.3. Note that intervention
6e only affects the weekday evening schedule, instead of the weekend days.

Table 3.3 Intervention sets

Set \ Intervention 1 2 3 4 5 6a 6b 6c 6d 6e
Set 1 x x x x x x
Set 2 x x x x x x
Set 3 x x x x x x
Set 4 x x x x x x
Set 5 x x x x x x

3.5.5 Compare intervention sets

To evaluate the effect of the intervention sets, we make a distinction between
length of stay at the ED and GPP, as well as in length of stay during weekend
and weekdays. Additionally, we look at the length of stay for high (U1 & U2
at the GPP, and red & orange at the ED) and low (U3 & U4 at the GPP, and
yellow-blue at the ED) urgency patients. Figure 3.3 shows the effect of the various
intervention sets with 95% confidence intervals. We set the run length such of the
experiments such that the specified precision of the most variable intervention
and LOS measurement has at most a relative error of 5% with a confidence level
of 95% [160]. This results in a run length of 222 weeks per experiment.

All intervention sets improve the ED LOS compared to the original situa-
tion, as not only the procedural interventions are implemented, there is also an
additional staff member working during the busy hours. The highest decrease
is shown when two residents are scheduled instead of an ED specialist (set 3).
However, the differences in LOS between intervention sets are small.

Similarly, we see a decrease in GPP LOS. However, the effects on high urgency
patients is remarkably lower, with the confidence intervals overlapping with those
of the current situation. Replacing a GP with two physician assistants (set
2) has the greatest effect on lowering the low urgency patient LOS. However,
the differences between combinations are all minor. The differences in ED LOS
between the best and worst intervention set differs approximately 100 seconds,
and at the GPP the differences are around 60 seconds.

As no alternative intervention set decreases LOS significantly more than any
other intervention set, the most promising weekend alternative seems to be 6a
(set 1), given that this is a roster alternative preferred by the IEP stakeholders.
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Figure 3.3 Average LOS outcome confidence intervals (95%) per intervention set
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In addition, the weekday replacement of an ED nurse with a physician assistant
(6e) that treats both GPP and ED patients shows a decrease for all low urgency
LOS patients, making this a promising alternative as well.

We simulate the interventions from intervention set 6a and 6e individually to
assess the absolute effects of each individual intervention on the IEP, and compare
them to each other. Table 3.4 shows the length of stay for both GPP and ED over
both type of day (weekend or weekday) as well as high or low urgency patients.
The bolded outcomes are found to be significant (α = 0.05).

Overall, all selected interventions show a significant improvement over the
current situation. Of these, the roster alternatives show the greatest effect on
GPP LOS, and process interventions on ED LOS. In addition, the pooling of
resources, such as staff, shows that both the GPP and ED can benefit, while the
overall staffing costs remain virtually unchanged. In addition, the interventions
have no negative effects on any subset of patients. This is especially important
for the interventions that target the low urgency patient groups, as an (overall)
decrease in LOS may still allow for an unequal distribution of care over patient
groups.

With a sensitivity analysis we evaluate the effects of potential environmental
changes. By varying the number of patient arrivals, as well as the urgency of
patients, the LOS is measured for both the current organization of the IEP, and all
interventions from Figure 3.4 combined. The sensitivity analysis results show that
with the selected interventions, both ED and GPP are able to treat both more
patient arrivals and more acute patients. For example, When patient arrivals
increase, the difference in average GPP LOS between selected interventions and
the current organization of the IEP increases. At a 20% patient increase, the
average GPP LOS increases by approximately 65% in the current situation, and
40% with the selected interventions. At a 50% patient increase, the average GPP
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Table 3.4 Absolute outcomes (in seconds) per intervention

GPP Weekday Weekday Weekend Weekend
performance high urgency low urgency high urgency low urgency

Current 1186 1557 1151 1356
1 +4 (+0.4%) +9 (+0.6%) -28 (-2.5%) -16 (-1.2%)
2 +11 (+0.9%) +14 (+0.9%) -32 (-2.8%) -5 (-0.4%)
3 +33 (+2.8%) +19 (+1.2%) -28 (-2.5%) -14 (-1%)
4 +29 (+2.4%) +3 (+0.2%) -8 (0.7%) +4 (+0.3%)
5 +8 (0.7%) -38 (-2.4%) -32 (-2.8%) +12 (+0.9%)
6a +19 (+1.6%) -34 (-2.2%) -21 (-1.8%) -122 (-9%)
6e -8 (-0.7%) -274 (-17.6%) -7 (-0.6%) -7 (-0.5%)
ED Weekday Weekday Weekend Weekend

performance high urgency low urgency high urgency low urgency
Current 6421 5901 6201 6299

1 -193 (-3%) -287 (-4.9%) -183 (-2.9%) -349 (-5.5%)
2 -366 (-5.7%) -203 (-3.4%) -381 (-6.1%) -290 (-4.6%)
3 -215 (-3.3%) -126 (-2.1%) -141 (-2.3%) -109 (-1.7%)
4 +36 (+0.6%) -119 (-2%) -18 (0.3%) -108 (-1.7%)
5 +5 (+0.1%) -15 (-0.3%) -71 (-1.2%) -236 (-3.7%)
6a +17 (+0.3%) -46 (-0.8%) -238 (-3.8%) -476 (-7.5%)
6e +26 (+0.4%) -11 (-.2%) -28 (0.4%) -7 (-0.1%)

LOS with the selected interventions increases with 80%, while the GPP LOS
in the current situation increases with 250%, showing that an optimized IEP is
better equipped to treat an increasing number of patients.

3.5.6 Implementation

Based on the simulation study outcomes, the effect of adding a physician as-
sistant that treats both GPP and ED patients during the starting hours of the
IEP has been trialed in a pilot study. During a three week measurement period
(January 2013), every week day from 5pm until 8pm, a physician assistant con-
sulted and treated both low urgency GPP patients, as well as low urgency ED
patients. This pilot study showed a positive effect for GPP patients, reducing the
average waiting time, while having no effect of ED patient LOS. These outcomes
are similar in the simulation model, where average GPP LOS reduced by 120
seconds without significant effect on the ED LOS. From this we conclude that
the simulation model is a valid representation of the actual situation.

3.5.7 Sustainability

By using community and patient preferences in the key performance indicators,
we evaluated both economic and social effects of the interventions. From our
results, we see that all patients benefit from using the IEP, and those patients that
need the most care, receive the most benefit (i.e., ED patients). An additional
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side effect of the integration into an IEP is environmental in nature. With the
repositioning of care providers such that they are placed at a single location, both
travel time and costs that patients would have incurred when traveling between
the GPP and the ED are removed.

The end product of this research is not only an advice to the healthcare
providers on the optimal process design for the IEP in the current situation, but to
deliver a reusable simulation tool and approach that healthcare professionals may
use themselves to evaluate potential interventions that arise in future situations.
To this end, simulation tutorials have been given to IEP stakeholders, including
physicians, ED managers, and the GPP director. During these tutorials, simple
healthcare processes have been modeled to gain understanding and acceptance
of simulation modeling, and the participants could evaluate various interventions
by themselves. One hospital employee has been assigned to keep the simulation
model up to date, and use it to further help and evaluate the IEP in continuous
and sustainable process improvements.

3.6 Conclusion

We used a systematic approach in defining and evaluating many organizational in-
terventions for an Integrated Emergency Post (IEP). We did this by first grouping
interventions and selecting the most effective interventions per group. Following
this, we formulated intervention sets which were compared and further evaluated.
Using this approach, we evaluated both the effects of potential interventions, as
well as the interaction between these interventions. This enabled us to compare
and evaluate many changes while keeping the required simulation time feasible.
The use of the simulation model, as well as the structured approach was essential
to evaluate the IEP in Almelo, without intervening in the actual processes of the
IEP.

We identified various interventions, divided by process interventions, staffing
interventions, and resource allocation interventions, showing a reduction in pa-
tient LOS at both the GPP and ED. Process and allocation interventions show
a decrease of 2-6% in ED LOS, and staffing alternatives reduce GPP and ED
LOS with 3-17%, depending on the patient group. The IEP offers a sustainable
solution to the problem of ED overcrowding, where all stakeholders benefit: bet-
ter care is provided to patients by increasing clarity (i.e., for patients to decide
where to go) and effectiveness, at reduced costs. By accounting for patient and
community preferences, various interventions have been identified resulting in
positive effects on both social and environmental factors without causing drastic
changes to the organization and without introduction additional costs for the
ED or the GPP. In addition, a reusable simulation tool is embedded within the
hospital with staff trained to use this, allowing for continuous improvements of
the IEP.

Finally, based on the results of this study, a pilot project of one of the in-
terventions, letting physician assistants treat patients at both the GPP and ED,
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has been trialed in practice, showing an improvement that closely matches the
prediction resulting from our simulation model. Future work will involve model-
ing the interaction between the IEP and other departments in the hospital, such
that the entire care pathway chain can be optimized.
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CHAPTER 4

Appointment scheduling with

unscheduled arrivals and reprioritization

4.1 Introduction

We study the optimization of an appointment scheduling problem with unsched-
uled arrivals and reprioritization. This research was inspired by the HagaZieken-
huis, a Dutch hospital where such situations are encountered in the radiology
department. Radiology departments offer diagnostic services to other hospital
departments, and outside healthcare providers. In addition to outpatients who
receive an appointment, diagnostics requests are also received from the emergency
department and the wards. Of these requests, some patients require immediate
attention, and should be diagnosed as soon as possible, while others are urgent
but may wait for some time. These patients however must be seen within a given
time frame. We shall refer to these patients as semi-urgent.

The problem we study can also be found in outpatient departments that
are faced with patients with appointments, as well as unscheduled arrivals with
varying degrees of urgency [94]. Our contribution is that we build upon work in
appointment scheduling by incorporating this reprioritization effect, and apply
our approach to both theoretical instances and a case study. To this end, we
use Discrete Event Simulation (DES) as well as a constructive and local search
heuristic to find appointment schedules that minimize waiting times. In addition,
we compare the simulation model outcomes with results obtained from an exact
model, and test our search heuristic, before applying it to a case study.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.2 gives a problem de-
scription, and in Section 4.3 we review the literature. Section 4.4 describes our
approach, and Section 4.5 details the simulation model and heuristics used to find
and evaluate appointment schedules. In Section 4.6 we provide results of this re-
search, using both theoretical instances and a case study from HagaZiekenhuis.
Finally, Section 4.7 provides a discussion and conclusion.
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4.2 Problem description

In this chapter, we aim to evaluate and optimize an appointment schedule for
a given day where part of the patients arrive via appointment, and others ar-
rive without prior notice. Appointment scheduling is studied on both a tactical,
as well as an operational level. On an operational level, models are used to
find policies that specify which patients to prioritize in an upcoming time pe-
riod (e.g., time slot or day), given the current state (e.g., number and urgency
of waiting patients) and associated costs. In contrast, on a tactical level, the
prioritization policies are assumed fixed, and the aim is to create appointment
schedules for appointment patients such that, given a fixed prioritization policy,
performance such as waiting times are minimized. Our problem falls within the
second category, we assume the prioritization of patients is fixed, and we aim to
create an appointment schedule that minimizes waiting times. While it may be
beneficial to create situation dependent policies, in practice such policies may be
difficult to implement, while it is simple to only schedule appointments given a
new appointment schedule.

An appointment schedule consists of several time slots during the day where
appointment patients are scheduled. Besides these known arrivals, there are time
dependent unscheduled arrivals during the day. These unscheduled arrivals may
vary in priority, some must be scheduled as soon as possible, while others have a
set due time (e.g., must be diagnosed within 2 hours). However, if unscheduled
patients are not seen, their due time comes closer and by this their urgency
increases. When diagnostics become available, the next patient is selected based
on his/her urgency. As such, patients are prioritized by their time remaining
until due time, with the patient(s) with the least time until due time selected
first (i.e., remaining slack time). Specifically, the prioritization is as follows:

1. Unscheduled patients at their due time, ordered by waiting time (longest
waiting time first)

2. Scheduled patients that arrived via appointment

3. Unscheduled patients not at their due time, based on time remaining (clos-
est first), and (in case of equal time until due time) on waiting time (longest
waiting first).

4.3 Literature

Given the common use of appointment systems by healthcare providers it is not
surprising that outpatient scheduling is a topic of interest and has been studied
for a long time, starting with Bailey and Welch [248]. Those unfamiliar with
the vast amount of earlier work on this topic we refer to Cayirli [41] who has
provided an extensive literature review. As noted in Section 4.2, we consider
outpatient scheduling on a tactical level, taking into account (time dependent)
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patient arrivals of multiple urgency types, and reprioritizations that take place
when unscheduled patients are left waiting. Therefore, we look at recent work
that incorporates multiple urgency types, as well as papers including both sched-
uled and unscheduled arrivals.

Recent work is done by Patrick and Puterman [197]. Herein both high priority
inpatients, as well as lower priority outpatients must be scheduled for a CT scan.
A policy is provided where capacity is reserved for each priority level, allowing for
carrying over a portion of the unscheduled demand to the next day. In their case
however, no reprioritization takes place. Patrick, et al. [198] model a diagnostic
resource where patients of multiple priority classes may request diagnostics with
the aim to allocate capacity (daily) among the different classes such that the
number of patients exceeding their waiting time is minimized. In their case
however, a scheduling policy is sought that governs how many patients (per
class) to schedule per day. This differs from our problem in that the number of
appointment patients is fixed, and we must distribute them throughout the day
such that waiting times are minimized.

Similar to our problem, Kolisch and Sickinger [143] model a radiology de-
partment with both scheduled and unscheduled patients of multiple priorities.
Modeling the problem as a Markov decision process, they dynamically allocate
available capacity to the patients such that a given cost function is minimized,
thus studying the problem on an operational level. A later paper by Sickinger
and Kolisch [218] evaluates and searches for appointment schedules that mini-
mize a cost function. Also in this work, both scheduled and unscheduled patients
are taken into account, however the priority of patients herein is fixed.

Koeleman and Koole [141] evaluate and search for appointment schedules
while considering emergency arrivals that have priority over appointment pa-
tients. These emergency arrivals are taken into account when constructing ap-
pointment schedules. Using a local search algorithm they find the optimal solu-
tion minimizing the weighted sum of overtime, idle time and waiting times. They
expand upon this including late and early arrivals of patients [140], however in
both papers there are only two patient classes, and there is no reprioritization of
untreated patients.

Cayirli, et al. [42] evaluate different appointment schedules from literature
using computer simulation. Herein they take into account no-shows, as well
as walk-ins, which are given a lower priority than appointment patients. They
extend upon this study with flexible appointment intervals (based on patient
type) [43] and again evaluate several appointment schedules. In our case however,
we aim to to find the best possible appointment schedule, and not evaluate several
schedule possibilities. In addition, in both papers no reprioritization of patients
is taken into account.

Kortbeek et al. [146] present an approach for optimizing appointment sched-
ules for outpatient clinics with both scheduled and unscheduled arrivals. Herein
they use two models to determine both the number of appointments to be of-
fered over a planning horizon, and the times during the day these appointments
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should be offered. The latter is similar to our problem, but they model only
one unscheduled patient type, and ignore the reprioritization of patients. Using
a local search heuristic they iteratively improve the quality of the appointment
schedule.

Our contribution is threefold. First we build on recent work in appointment
scheduling in healthcare by incorporating different patient types (both scheduled
and unscheduled), as well as urgency levels. Herein we consider the reprior-
itization of unscheduled patients, reflecting that if lower urgency unscheduled
patients wait too long, they will be prioritized over appointment patients. To
our knowledge, this reprioritization has so far not been addressed in a similar
problem setting, while often seen in practice. Second, we use a generic simula-
tion model and generic search heuristics to systematically evaluate appointment
schedules and search for good appointment schedules. Both the model and the
heuristics are easily adapted to include other scenario specific aspects (e.g., no
shows) and can thus be applied to other (healthcare) settings. In addition we
verify our approach with a Markov Reward Process, which may be applied itself
to smaller instances. Finally, our approach enables healthcare providers to create
more balanced appointment schedules in a timely manner, taking into account
waiting time for both elective and urgent patients, while taking into account the
reprioritizations that take place in healthcare settings.

4.4 Assumptions and Approach

In this section we detail the assumptions made in modeling the radiology de-
partment, as well as the approach taken to evaluate and optimize appointment
schedules.

Our approach builds upon the approach by Kortbeek et al. [146], wherein we
(1) need a method to evaluate the performance of an appointment schedule, and
(2) a local search approach which incorporates the aforementioned method and
iteratively optimizes the schedule. The underlying assumptions of this approach
are as follows. We divide a day into T time slots of equal length h, with C servers
(e.g., CT scanners) available every day. The division of the day into slots of fixed
length is motivated by the fact that, in practice, radiology appointment lengths
are reduced in variability, as preparatory steps, such as administering contrast
fluid [60], are externalized, and better protocols and reconfiguration times are
established.

We assume scheduled patients arrive on time for their appointment, and that
all diagnostics (both scheduled and unscheduled) require one time slot. Unsched-
uled patients that arrive during the day may have different urgencies, reflected
by a due time (i.e., time slot in which they ultimately must be seen). Let R
be the number of time slots a patient of the lowest urgency may wait, then un-
scheduled patients have a time until due time of r, with r = 0, ..., R. We assume
unscheduled patients arrive via a non-stationary Poisson arrival process denoted
by λtr, for time slot t = 1, ..., T , and (time until) due time r.
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Table 4.1 Notation introduced in Section 4.4

Symbol Description

T Number of time slots during a day
t Time slot index (t = 1,...,T )
h Length of a time slot
C Number of CT scanners (resources)
R Highest patient due time (i.e., lowest urgency)
r Due time index (r = 0,...,R)
λtr Arrival rate of unscheduled patient with due time r during time slot

[t-1,t]
xt Number of appointments patients that arrive for slot t

Unscheduled patients whose due time has not passed wait for scheduled pa-
tients, and all other patients that arrived earlier, with an earlier or equal due
time, as well as patients with an earlier due time that may arrive during their
wait. Once an unscheduled patient is at their due time, their priority no longer
increases, and they are served as soon as possible. This means that they only
wait for current patients being diagnosed, other patients that reached their due
time earlier, and in case of equal due time, patients that arrived earlier. Note
that urgent patients may also arrive that should be served as soon as possible
(i.e., their due time starts at 0). Finally, scheduled patients wait for all unsched-
uled patients at or past their due time, as well as other scheduled patients that
arrived earlier. During the day, appointments are also scheduled in the time slots,
and the number of patients scheduled for slot t is denoted by xt. An appoint-
ment schedule for the day is then described by: x = (x1, ..., xT ). The notation
introduced in this section is listed in Table 4.1.

We use Discrete Event Simulation (DES) to evaluate the performance of an
appointment schedule, paired with constructive and Tabu local search heuristics
to search for appointment schedules that minimize waiting times. We discuss
the simulation model as well as the heuristics in Section 4.5. To verify our DES,
we also model the radiology department as a Markov Reward Process (MRP),
wherein a time slot corresponds to a single diagnostic session (both appointment
and unscheduled) during which patients are diagnosed. This MRP is detailed
and discussed in the appendix.

The use of simulation modeling is motivated by the fact that the state space
quickly expands, and quickly becomes intractable using the MRP, making it
impossible to evaluate a single appointment schedule for a realistic case instance,
let alone search for the optimal schedule. When verifying our simulation model,
we compare simulation outcomes of small test instances with the MRP model
results. In addition, we use the MRP to find the optimal appointment schedules
for the test instances. This is done by enumerating all possible schedules. We
evaluate the effectiveness of our simulation model and heuristics by comparing
results to those of the optimal schedules. Section 4.6.1 describes the used test
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instances, and details of the MRP are included in the Appendix.

4.5 Simulation model and search heuristics

In this section we describe the simulation model (4.5.1), as well as the perfor-
mance criteria used when evaluating appointment schedules (4.5.2). Following
this we present the constructive and local search heuristics for optimizing the
appointment schedule (4.5.3).

4.5.1 Simulation model

Within the simulation model, a day is simulated by “jumping through” (the
start of) the time slots (t) that make up a day. At the start of every time slot,
scheduled patients arrive based on the appointment schedule xt, and according
to the unscheduled patient arrival rates λtr. Similar to the opening and closing
of a radiology department the model stops when all patients that have arrived in
regular time have been treated, and there are no more patients left. Events take
place in the following order:

1. Patient arrivals (scheduled and unscheduled) are determined

2. Patients are selected to be treated (following the prioritization detailed in
Section 4.2)

3. Urgencies of patients not treated are updated

A patient list contains the queue of patients currently present in the system with
all relevant information (e.g., arrival time, initial urgency, etc.). When a patient
is treated, the waiting time is recorded. When new patients arrive, they are
placed at their proper place within the patient list.

To determine the number of simulation runs, we perform sufficient simula-
tions, such that the specified precision of the time slot with the highest variabil-
ity (of waiting time) in a schedule has at most a relative error of 5%, with a
confidence level of 95% [135]. We initialize the number of simulation runs (i.e.,
days) to 20.000, and use common random numbers when evaluating different
schedules. With the initial number of simulation runs we find that all time slots
with considerable waiting times fall within the specified precision. For the sparse
slots where the waiting time is close to 0 this is not the case. Since we assess the
performance of the schedule based on the maximum waiting time during the day
(Section 4.7), these sparse slots have no impact on the objective. Therefore we
do not increase the number of simulation runs. Note that while the simulation
model outcomes are estimates, with the specified relative error of at most 5%, all
subsequent comparisons between heuristic outcomes and current situation in Sec-
tion 4.6 are found to significantly differ and we omit the confidence intervals for
brevity. In addition, we verify the simulation model results with those obtained
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by the MRP, and find that all MRP results are enclosed within the simulation
model confidence intervals.

4.5.2 Performance criteria

To evaluate the performance of an appointment schedule we are interested in the
waiting time of both scheduled and unscheduled patients. Specifically, we want to
minimize, and distribute evenly, the waiting time for scheduled patients (caused
by unscheduled arrivals). In addition, the appointment schedule should be such
that most unscheduled patients are seen on time. Therefore, we also require that
a percentage of unscheduled patients, specified by a pre-set norm, are seen before
their stated due time. We denote this on time percentage as OTP . We formulate
E[W t] as the expected waiting time of a scheduled appointment patient arriving
at time slot t. In addition, we denote Vt,r as the probability that an unscheduled
patient arriving at time t, with initial time until the due time of r slots, is not
treated on time. Our objective is then formulated as follows:

min max
t

E[W t]

s.t.

Vt,r <1−OTP ∀t, r

4.5.3 Constructive and local search heuristics

To optimize the appointment schedule, a constructive heuristic generates an ini-
tial appointment schedule, after which a local search heuristic improves (upon)
it. Given the goal of minimizing the maximum expected waiting time during
the day, the constructive heuristic starts with an empty appointment schedule
xt = 0, t ∈ {1, .., T}, and iteratively adds one appointment to the time slot
t′ := arg min

t
maxE[W t] until all required appointment slots K have been as-

signed. In other words, starting with an empty schedule, the effect of adding
an appointment to a slot is evaluated for every possible time slot. Then the ap-
pointment is added to the time slot that results in the lowest maximum waiting
time encountered during the day, and the next appointment is similarly added.
As such, given a current schedule, the appointment is added to the best available
slot.

As we aim to minimize the maximum expected waiting time, in the optimal
schedule the waiting time (per time slot) is spread out evenly across the day.
Therefore, it is likely that moving an appointment slot from a busy slot to a
quiet slot improves the schedule’s performance. We therefore perform a Tabu
search as follows. We denote v ”from slots” and w ”to slots” (v, w ∈ N+), which
are, respectively, the time slots with the highest and lowest expected waiting
time (E[W t]). Moving an appointment from a high to low waiting time slot is
then a neighbor solution, with the neighborhood consisting of all possible moves,
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specifically v · w solutions. Our Tabu search then accepts the best neighbor
solution that is not tabu, and adds it to the tabu list of size Lsize. This is
repeated until r iterations have been done, or no feasible solution is found. We
experimented with several local search techniques, and Tabu search settings,
and found this approach best performing with respect to computation time and
outcomes.

4.6 Experiments and results

To evaluate the performance of our local search heuristic we first apply it to small
test instances, and compare performance with the optimal solution obtained from
the enumerated results of the MRP model. Using test instances with varying
parameter settings not only allows us to compare simulation results with the
MRP, but also evaluate the heuristics under more general settings. In addition,
we apply our approach to a Haga case study where both appointment patients
are scheduled, and urgent arrivals take place. This section first details the input
parameters of the artificial test instances (4.6.1), followed by numerical results of
the test instances (4.6.2). Following this, we present the case study (4.6.3), and
numerical results of applying the heuristic approach to the case study (4.6.4).
Results in this section are obtained using the simulation model from Section
4.5.1, and in case of the test instances, compared with the (optimal) results from
the MRP. Programming was done using the Delphi programming language from
CodeGear and all experiments were run on an Intel 2.4 GHz PC with 4 GB of
RAM.

4.6.1 Input parameters test instances

In our test instances we consider a department with two resources (C = 2),
and a day consisting of 8 time slots (T = 8). We vary the arrival patterns
of unscheduled arrivals during the day, with two types of unscheduled arrivals.
Specifically, λt,0 is the arrival rate of urgent patients (at time t), and λt,R the
arrival rate of unscheduled patients that may wait for R time periods (due time:
t+R). In our test instances, each time slot has similar arrival rates for the two
unscheduled arrival types (λt,0 = λt,R, ∀t). The considered arrival patterns are
shown in Figure 4.1.

Arrival pattern 1 resembles the arrival rates as seen in practice, albeit at a
smaller time scale, where arrivals increase into the start of the afternoon, and then
decrease back to just above the start-of-day arrival rates. In addition, we evaluate
an arrival pattern (2) with two peaks, where walk-ins are more likely to arrive at
the start or end of the day (e.g., walk-in blood donations before or after work).
Another arrival pattern encountered in practice may be a high initial arrival
rate which decreases during the day (pattern 5), resembling waiting patients
that arrived overnight and are waiting to see a healthcare provider. Finally,
we also evaluate an arrival pattern with ever increasing arrival rates (pattern 3)
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Figure 4.1 Unscheduled patient arrival rates per time slot
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and a single (very) large peak (pattern 4) to evaluate heuristic performance under
diverse arrival scenarios. We vary the urgency of the less urgent patient that may
wait R slots, with R ∈ {1, 3}. In addition we vary the number of appointment
patients K that should be scheduled, with K ∈ {5, 8}. When changing K,
we correct our unscheduled arrivals accordingly, such that overall utilization is
approximately 80%. Finally, we set the on time probability OTP at 0.75. Both
fixed and varied inputs, as well as Tabu search settings are listed in Table 4.2.
In total we evaluate 20 test instances.

Table 4.2 Fixed and varied input parameters

Parameters Description V alue(s)

T time of day 8
S number of resources 2
OTP % of unscheduled patients that must be seen on time 0.75
v number of from slots 3
w number of to slots 3
Lsize Tabu list size 10
r number of local search iterations 200

K number of appointments to schedule {5, 8}
R highest due time (in slots) of unscheduled arrivals {1, 3}
λtr arrival pattern of unscheduled patients pattern: {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
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4.6.2 Results test instances

In this section we discuss the results of the local search heuristic regarding the test
instances. Table 4.3 contains the outcomes of the search heuristic per instance.
Per test instance the maximum expected waiting time (E[W t]) for appointment
patients arriving during the day is given for the schedule found by the construc-
tive and local search. To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach we compare
the outcomes with the optimal schedules. Also, we compare the found sched-
ules with the performance of the scheduling policy used in practice. Currently,
appointments are booked every other time slot (e.g., 2,0,2,0,...)). Finally, we
show the additional improvement made by the local search heuristic over the
constructive heuristic, as well as the runtime of the search heuristics.

Most schedules plan patients when the unscheduled arrival rate is low, such
that the overall arrival rate of patients is leveled. The exceptions to this are the
instances with arrival pattern 2. We illustrate this in Figure 4.2, which concerns
test instance 5. Here we see the arrival pattern, the number of appointments and
the expected waiting time for scheduled patients. While this pattern has a peak
at the start of the day, still patients are planned during these time slots. This
makes sense as it takes time to have enough unscheduled patients to push back
appointments. Also, we observe that if the maximum initial due time is high
(R=3), appointments are spread more over the day, as this allows unscheduled
patients to wait longer and fill gaps in the schedule while still being treated on
time.

Figure 4.2 Performance best found schedule for instance 5
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We note that instance 13 has no feasible schedules. As this instance has a
large peak in the middle of the day of unscheduled arrivals, all of which are
(very) urgent, no schedule can guarantee that 75% of unscheduled patients are
seen on time. In all other cases, the constructive and local search heuristic found
the optimal schedule, or a good schedule in the case of instance 8. Here the
found schedule plans one patient every slot, while the optimal schedule plans two
patients in time slot four, and none in slot five (i.e., {1,1,1,2,0,1,1,1}). In Table
4.3 we also list the improvement (i.e., reduction of max. waiting time) of the
schedules that is achieved by the local search heuristic over the initial constructive
heuristic solution. We thus observe that the constructive heuristic is very effective
for these small instances, in 11 out of 19 instances the optimal schedule is found.
In addition, we see that our approach achieves considerable improvement over
the current scheduling policy used in practice of booking appointments every
other slot (e.g., (2,0,2,0,...)). Note that “inf” denotes instances where the base
policy did not meet the on time probability constraint of unscheduled patients,
and direct comparison is not possible. We conclude that the heuristic approach
seems to find good schedules and apply it to our case study in the next section.
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4.6.3 Case study instance

HagaZiekenhuis has three CT scanners (C = 3), for which appointments are
offered in 15 minute slots. Regular opening hours of the department are from
8:00 to 16:30, resulting in 34 time slots per scanner (T = 34). Currently, every
other time slot is reserved for scheduled patients. In practice, however, not all
appointment slots are utilized, with the average number of appointments per
day at K = 36. In addition there are unscheduled arrivals consisting of patients
that must be seen as soon as possible, and patients that may wait for some time
(2 hours, R = 8). To estimate the unscheduled arrival rates, data of the total
number of arrivals at the radiology department has been combined with arrival
information from the Emergency Department. Figure 4.3 shows the arrival rates
of unscheduled patients during the day. As available information was hourly
based, the arrival rates per slot equal the hourly rates divided by four. The arrival
pattern clearly follows (with a delay) the typical arrival pattern of the ED. In
total, the utilization of the system is 77.2%. In addition, the required probability
of unscheduled patients being treated on time is set at 90% (OTP = 0.9).

Figure 4.3 Unscheduled patient arrival rates per time slot

4.6.4 Results case study

This section presents the results of the case study. We first apply our approach
to the current situation, and evaluate the found schedule. Also, we evaluate the
effect of the appointment schedule on additional performance indicators. These
are waiting time for unscheduled patients, utilization of CT scanners during
the day, and overtime. Following the evaluation of the current situation, we
then evaluate a what-if scenario with an increased utilization, where 20% more
appointment patients are to be scheduled, to investigate performance with a
potential increase of patient demand.

The runtime for the constructive and local search heuristic in the current
scenario is 101.3 minutes, which is reasonable given that creating an appointment
schedule only needs to be done every few months. Table 4.4 gives the performance
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of the current schedule, as well as the schedule found by the heuristic for the
current situation. In the new schedule, more patients are scheduled at the start
of the day. Following this, patients are scheduled evenly throughout the day, with
a gap when there are many unscheduled arrivals expected. Similar to the test
instances, appointments are spread out more over the available time slots, which
reduces the peaks in scheduled patient waiting times. This makes sense, as for
the time slots when three appointments are scheduled, only a single unscheduled
(urgent) patient arriving causes one of the appointment patients to wait. The
proposed schedule shows a reduction of the maximum (expected) waiting time
during the day from 0.148 slots, to 0.046 slots (69% reduction), in comparison
with the policy currently used in practice.

Table 4.4 Results case study (current situation)

Schedule maxE[W t] schedule (x)

Current 0.148 {3,0,3,0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2,0}
Heuristic 0.046 {2,2,2,2,1,2,1,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1}

Figure 4.4 shows the waiting times specified throughout the day for appoint-
ment patients, for both the current and found schedule. In addition the arrival
rates per time slot are displayed. Besides the reduction of the maximum ex-
pected waiting time, the even distribution also ensures a fairer distribution of
waiting time across appointment slots. Under the current schedule, it is most
beneficial to have an appointment just after the start of the day (around 9AM),
as the expected waiting time is considerably higher for appointments during the
busiest moments in the afternoon. Conversely, this effect is lessened under the
new schedule.

When evaluating the waiting times for urgent patients that should be seen
as soon as possible we found that the differences between schedules were less
prevalent, as these patients are always immediately prioritized over the lower
urgency and appointment patients. We find that, for the current schedule, the
fraction of unscheduled patients that are seen before their stated due time falls
within the stated OTP norm (90%), similar to the found schedule result.

We also evaluate the effect of the new schedule on waiting time for lower
urgency unscheduled patients. Figure 4.5 shows the expected waiting time for
the lower urgency patients, that should be seen within two hours (i.e., 8 slots).
We see that during the start of the day the expected waiting time is higher than
under the current schedule. However, this stabilizes towards the afternoon. In
contrast, later during the day the waiting time under the new schedule is at its
lowest when no appointments are offered, and then remains below the waiting
time of all time slots under the current schedule. From this we find that the new
appointment schedule is not only beneficial for scheduled patients, it also reduces
the average waiting time for unscheduled patients.

Besides the change in waiting times for appointment patients, the found ap-
pointment schedule also has an effect on utilization and overtime. As patients are
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Figure 4.4 Appointment patients expected waiting time per time slot (K=36)
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scheduled more evenly across the day, not only are waiting times reduced, but
also the utilization and workload during the day is more evenly spread. Compar-
ing the schedules, we see that the under the current schedule the system is fully
utilized when scheduled patients arrive, and during the slots with no scheduled
arrivals the utilization steadily increases into the afternoon until it stabilizes. The
new schedule however almost immediately stabilizes, and shows a drop in utiliza-
tion when more unscheduled patients are expected, ensuring that unscheduled
patients are seen on time.

Finally, Figure 4.6 shows the overtime occurrence of both schedules. Specif-
ically, it shows the fraction of times that the last patient is treated in the last
time slot during regular time (t = T ), and later time slots. We see that under the
current schedule, 70% of the time the last patient is treated during regular time,
and there is no overtime. With the new schedule this reduces to 65%. When
patients are treated in overtime, this mostly extends to a single slot, which cor-
responds to an appointment of 15 minutes. Under both schedules, in less than
5% of the days the overtime is two slots or more. As the new schedule improves
waiting times for both scheduled and unscheduled patients, this does come at a
cost with regards to overtime.

In addition to the current situation we also ran the heuristic for a scenario
where eight more appointments should be scheduled during the day, resulting in
a utilization of 85.5%. The runtime for this scenario was 115.7 minutes. Table 4.5
shows the outcome of the scenario using the current schedule and the heuristic.
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Figure 4.5 Average waiting time of unscheduled patients that must be seen within
two hours (r=8, K=36)
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Figure 4.6 Probabilities that the last patient treated falls outside regular hours
(K=36)
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4.7. Discussion

Similar to the current situation more patients are scheduled at the start of the
day, and the remaining patients are scheduled evenly across the day. The max-
imum expected waiting time during the day is currently 0.148 slots, and 0.081
under the increased load and adapted schedule. Thus, using our approach, future
increases in patient demand may be handled with the current capacity while still
having acceptable waiting times. We conclude that our approach finds a good
schedule within an acceptable amount of time for realistic instances, that takes
into account the time dependent arrivals and reprioritization that take place in
practice.

Table 4.5 Results case study (Increased appointments)

Schedule maxE[W t] schedule (x)

Current 0.262 {3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,3,0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2,0,2,0}
Heuristic 0.081 {2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,1,1,2,1,1,1,1,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1}

4.7 Discussion

In this chapter we studied the optimization of an appointment schedule with
time dependent unscheduled arrivals and this research was inspired by the Haga-
Ziekenhuis hospital where such situations are encountered in the radiology de-
partment. To find appointment schedules that minimize patient waiting times
in a timely manner, we use a Discrete Event Simulation model in combination
with constructive and local search heuristics. To verify this model, and evaluate
the performance of the heuristics, we also evaluate multiple test instances using a
Markov Reward Process model and enumerate all possible appointment schedules
to find the optimal solution. From this comparison we find that our simulation
and heuristics approach is able to find the optimal appointment schedule in most
test scenarios, and finds good schedules in the remaining scenarios. We also apply
our approach to a case study and find that significant waiting time reductions
may be possible by adapting the slots available for appointments to the arrival
rates of unscheduled patients.

Besides the reduction in waiting time for scheduled patients, the new schedule
also shows a reduction in waiting time for lower urgency unscheduled patients,
while still treating high urgency patients in time. Also, the utilization of CT
scanners is spread evenly during the day, resulting in a more leveled workload.
In addition to the even inflow of patients into the radiology department, the new
schedule also allows for a more stable outflow of unscheduled patients back to
wards and the Emergency Department. By spreading appointments during the
day, also a more equitable distribution of the waiting time is obtained, so that
patients having an appointment in the afternoon do not wait much longer than
those arriving in the morning.

When looking at the found appointment schedules for both the current and
busier scenario, we see that at no point three appointments are scheduled, as then
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only a single high urgency arrival means that an appointment patient is pushed
back and must wait. We also observe in all experiments that the constructive
heuristic by itself is already very effective in finding good solutions, as it itera-
tively adds appointment patients to the next best available time slot. In practice,
our model may be used to periodically evaluate the offered appointment schedule,
and re-optimize if either scheduled or unscheduled patient arrivals change.

For future work it may be interesting to evaluate the stochasticity of service
times in practice. While in our case study, using the fixed service time assump-
tion allows us to also enumerate exact results in order to compare our heuristics,
incorporating these stochastic service times in follow up research can be inter-
esting to see if a similar approach works. In addition, there can be seasonality
effects in the arrival rates of unscheduled patients, or day-to-day effects regarding
arrivals from the ED. In this research we use a single (averaged) day of arrival
rates from the ED as little data on arrival numbers was available. However, our
model and approach may be run for individual days with their unique arrival
patterns, in order to construct appointment schedules for specific days. Regard-
ing the unscheduled patient arrivals from the wards, while these are currently
assumed as given, it may also be interesting to investigate the effect on the ra-
diology department of changing the patient rounds on the wards, and thus the
arrival rates of patients from the wards. Another example of future research may
be the inclusion of no-shows of patients. By including this into the model the
appointment schedule may also anticipate for this effect. Furthermore, different
patient types or priority rules could also be incorporated, investigating the effect
of differently prioritizing patients on the appointment schedule.

Concluding, our model generates appointment schedules, taking into account
both elective and unexpected arrivals of patients, and the possible reprioritiza-
tion that takes place between different patient types, during which patients may
overtake each other and offers a practical and usable solution for practitioners.
Applying our approach to a case study, the found appointment schedule consid-
erably reduces expected waiting time for scheduled patients, while still ensuring
unscheduled patients are seen on time. Additionally, the appointment schedule
more fairly spreads the waiting time over patients, and results in a more even
utilization, and thus workload, across the day.
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Appendix

In this appendix we describe the Markov Reward Process (MRP) used to explic-
itly evaluate the day process and its performance. By enumerating all possible
appointment schedules and evaluating them with the MRP, the optimal schedule
may be found for the test instances described in Section 4.6.1. Using these opti-
mal schedules we compare the effectiveness of the simulation model and heuristics
approach in Section 4.6.2. As noted, the radiology department is modeled as a
Markov Reward Process. In the MRP a time slot corresponds to a single di-
agnostic session (both appointment and unscheduled) during which patients are
diagnosed. To formulate our model we first give the state formulation followed
by transition probabilities.

Model

State formulation: To formulate our model, we use the notation introduced
in Table 4.1, introduced in Section 4.4. In addition, we denote ur as the number
of unscheduled patients with r remaining time slots until due time. Also, R
denotes the highest time until due time an arriving unscheduled patient can
have. Following this, u = (u0, ..., uR) denotes all waiting unscheduled patients
with different possible due times. The state of the system is then denoted by the
tuple (t, a,u), with a the number of scheduled (appointment) patients, and u,
the vector of unscheduled patients with respectively 0 to R time slots remaining
before their due time, at the beginning of time slot t. Specifically, it is the
number of patients in the system after patient arrivals at time t, and prior to
patient selection for treatment in time t. For example, (3, 1, (1, 0, 2)), indicates
that, at the start of time slot 3, there are four patients in the system. These
are, respectively, one scheduled patient, one unscheduled patient at (or past)
their due time, and two patients that may wait two more time slots. Notation
introduced in this appendix is given in Table 4.6.

Transition probabilities: Let the probability of going from state (t, a,u) to
(t + 1, b, f) be denoted by P [(b, f)t+1|(a,u)t], and pit(n) the probability that for
time slot t, n patients arrive of type i, with i = (a, u0, .., uR). Note that for
scheduled patients pat (xt) = 1 (i.e., scheduled arrivals follow the appointment
schedule). With an empty system, this gives:

P [(b, f)t+1|(a,u)t] = pat+1(b) · pu0
t+1(f0) · pu1

t+1(f1) · ... · puRt+1(fR)

To formulate the transition probabilities for a non-empty system we introduce
na, and nur (for r = 0, ..., R), which denote the number of treated scheduled
and unscheduled patients with time until due time remaining of r respectively.
Using this, we are able to define the state of the system after starting treatment
of patients, but before new arrivals come in. Given the state of the system and
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prioritization, the number of treated patients per type is determined as follows:

nu0 = min{C;u0}
na = min{max{C − u0; 0}; a}

nur = min{C − na −
r−1∑
i=0

ni;nr}, for r = 1,...,R

Continuing the previous example, suppose the state of the system is (3, 1, 1, 0, 2)
and there are two CT machines (C = 2), then the unscheduled patient at their
due time, as well as the appointment patient are treated (e.g., nu0 = na = 1).
Following this, the state of the system after starting treatment of patients, but
before new arrivals, is (4, 0, 0, 2, 0). Note that the two unscheduled patients are
one time slot closer to their due time. Using the number of treated patients and
state of the system at time t, the partial transition probabilities per patient type
are as follows:

(scheduled patients)

P [(b)t+1|(a)t] = pat+1(b+ na − a)

(unscheduled patients)

P [(fr)t+1|(u)t] = purt+1(fr − (ur+1 − nur+1 + ur − nur )), for r = 0

P [(fr)t+1|(u)t] = purt+1(fr − (ur+1 − nur+1), for r = 1, ..., R− 1

P [(fr)t+1|(u)t] = purt+1(fr), for r = R

The transition probability P [(b, f)t+1|(a, u)t] can then be constructed by multi-
plying the partial transition probabilities:

P [(b, f)t+1|(a, u)t] = P [(b)t+1|(a)t] · P [(f0)t+1|(u0)t] · ...
· P [(fr)t+1|(ur)t]

System performance

To evaluate the performance of an appointment schedule we are interested in
the waiting time of both scheduled and unscheduled patients. Specifically, we
want to minimize, and distribute evenly, the waiting time for scheduled patients
(caused by unscheduled arrivals), while a percentage, specified by a pre-set norm,
of unscheduled patients are seen before their stated due time.

The waiting time of a patient depends on the state of the system at their time
of arrival (i.e., the number of patients already present and of higher priority), as
well as the number of patients that arrive later, but are still of higher priority. In
the remainder of this subsection we first determine the arrival probabilities (i.e.,
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Table 4.6 Notation introduced in Section 4.7

symbol description

a Number of appointment patients present in the system at
the beginning of a time slot.

ur Number of unscheduled patients with remaining due time of
r in the system at the beginning of a time slot

u Number of unscheduled patients in the system at the begin-
ning of a time slot, u = (u0,...,uR)

(t,a,u) State of the system: at the start of time slot t, there are a
appointment and u unscheduled patients present

pit(n) P [number of arrivals of type i, (i = a, u0, .., uR), during slot
[t-1,t] is n]

P [(b, f)t+1|(a,u)t] P [Transition probability from state (t,a,u) to state (t +
1,b,f)]

na;nur Number of treated scheduled and unscheduled patients re-
spectively

the probability that an arriving patient sees a certain system state), and then
the waiting time distributions conditioned on these encountered system states.
Combining these two gives the complete waiting time distribution of a patient
arriving at a certain time slot. The notation introduced in Section 4.7 is listed
in Table 4.7.

Arrival probabilities: To determine the waiting time for patients we need
the state probabilities seen by patients as they arrive. Suppose that just after
starting patient diagnostics there are k patients of type i (i = a, u0, ..uR). Then
an arriving patient of type i only sees k patients if he is the only arrival, or is the
first of multiple arrivals. The probability that an arriving patient sees a certain
state can be calculated by conditioning on the number of arrivals during the slot.

We denote Ot(a,u) as the probability that at the start of time slot t, there
are (a,u) patients present. Additionally, we denote O′t(a,u) as the probability
that at the start of slot t, after starting diagnostics and before new arrivals, there
are (still) (a,u) patients present. Using Ot(a,u) and O′t(a,u) we can determine
the arrival probability Qit(a,u), defined as the probability that a patient of type
i, arriving for slot t, finds state (a,u). Ot(a,u) and O′t(a,u) are calculated as
follows:

O1(b, f) = pa1(b) · pu0
1 (f0) · pu1

1 (f1) · ... · puR1 (fR)

Ot+1(b, f) =
∑
a

∑
u0

...
∑
uR

(Ot(a, u) · P [(b, f)t+1|(a,u)t]),

for t = 2, ..., T
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Let nu be the number of treated unscheduled patients, nu = (nu0 , ..., nuR),
then

O′t+1(b, f) =
∑

(a,u)|[(a,u)−(na,nu)=(b,f)]

Ot+1(a,u),

for t = 2, ..., T

The probability that an arriving patient sees a certain state can be calculated
by conditioning on the number of arrivals during the slot. Suppose the patient
type under consideration are unscheduled patients with due time 0 (u0) patients,
then:

Qe01 (b, f) = pa1(b) · 1

λ1,u

∞∑
n=f0+1

[pu0
1 (n)] · pu1

1 (f1) · ...

· puR1 (fR)

Qu0
t+1(b, f) =

∑
(a,u)

[O′t(a,u) · pat+1(b− a)] · 1

λt+1,u
·

∞∑
n=f0+1

[pu0
t+1(n)] · pu1

t+1(f1 − u1) · ...

· puRt+1(fR − uR), for t = 2, ..., T

Note that, 1
λ1,u

denotes the average size of an arriving ’group’ of patients

during a time slot. Similarly these probabilities may be constructed for the other
patient types. Using this we can determine the waiting time distributions for
scheduled and unscheduled patients.

Conditional waiting time of scheduled patients: As mentioned, the wait-
ing time of an appointment patient depends on the number of appointment pa-
tients already waiting in the system, the patients with a higher urgency in the
system, as well as patients that may (arrive and) become higher urgency during
their waiting time. We derive the conditional waiting time distribution of a pa-
tient, by conditioning on the state of the system when the appointment patient
enters [167]. By setting the arrival rates of scheduled patients to 0 (pa(0) = 1)
for all future time periods, and defining all states where (u0 +a)< C as absorbing
states. Then, the time it takes to get to an absorbing state, is the waiting time
of the scheduled patient in the original system.

For notational simplicity, we denote c = (b, f), as the state encountered by
an arriving scheduled patient, and the state conditioned on. Following this we
can calculate the time until absorption, as once an absorbing state is reached,
the tagged (under evaluation) patient is treated. We denote Ot,c,aτ (a,u) as the
probability that τ time slots after the tagged appointment patient’s arrival in the
conditioned state c and time t, the system is in state (a,u). We then calculate
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Ot,c,aτ (a,u) as follows:

Ot,c,a0 (c) = 1

Ot,c,aτ+1 (b, f) =
∑

(a,u)|(u0+a)≥C

Ot,c,aτ (a,u)·

P [(b, f)τ+1|(a,u)τ ], for τ ≥ 1

Note that P [(b, f)τ+1|(a,u)τ ]) are the updated transition probabilities, where
appointment patient arrivals are set to 0, starting from the initial time of arrival
t. Using this approach we can determine the waiting time distribution for a given
arrival state. Let W t

τ (b, f) be the probability that a scheduled patient that arrives
in state c (=(b, f)) at time t waits for τ time periods. This can be determined
by:

W t
τ (b, f) =

∑
(a,u)|(u0+a)<C

Ot,c,aτ (a,u), where c = (b, f) (4.1)

Combining (1) with the arrival probabilities allows for the formulation of W t
τ , the

probability that an arriving appointment patient at time t, regardless of arrival
state, waits for τ time periods. Also, we formulate E[W t], the expected waiting
time for an appointment patient arriving at time t:

W t
τ =

∑
(b,f)

Qat (b, f) ·W t
τ (b, f)

E[W t] =

∞∑
τ=0

τ ·W t
τ

Lateness of unscheduled patients: Similar to calculating the waiting time of
scheduled patients, we can determine the waiting time for unscheduled patients,
and subsequently the lateness (waiting time past due time). Again we consider
a system where the arrival rate of the unscheduled patient’s type, as well as all
lower urgency patient types, is set to 0. In addition, as every unscheduled patient
type that is not treated will be a higher urgency in the next time slot, we then
also set the arrival rate of the tagged patient’s new type to 0, up to u0.

Finally, as the arriving patient is prioritized over all lower urgency patients,
from the patient’s perspective these may be ignored (i.e., set to 0). Suppose
the unscheduled patient’s due time is m slots from now, and arrives in state
(a,u), then the conditioned on state can be formulated by c =(b, f), with{
b = a, if m ≥ 0

b = 0, otherwise
, and


fr = ur, if r < m

fr = ur − 1, if r = m

fr = 0, if r > m

We denote Ot,c,mτ (a,u) as the probability that τ time slots after the tagged un-
scheduled patient’s arrival in the conditioned state c, at time t and m slots until
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due time, the system is in state (a,u). We then calculate Ot,c,mτ (a,u) as follows:

Ot,c,m0 (c) = 1

Ot,c,mτ+1 (b, f) =
∑

(a,u)|kmτ (a,u)≥C

(Ot,c,mτ (a,u)·

P [(b, f)τ+1|(a,u)τ ]), for τ ≥ 1

with, kmτ (a,u) = a · 1{m−τ>0} +

max{0;m−τ}∑
r=0

(ur), the sum of all patient types

prioritized over the tagged patient with time until due time of m, at τ time slots
after arrival. Note that 1{x} is set to 1 if x evaluates true, and 0 otherwise,
and P [(b, f)τ+1|(a,u)τ ]) are the updated transition probabilities. Similar to the
waiting time for scheduled patients, W t,m

τ (b, f) denotes the probability that an
unscheduled patient with time until due time of m, that arrives in state (b, f) at
time t, waits for τ time periods can be calculated by:

W t,m
τ (b, f) =

∑
(a,u)|kmt (a,u)<C

Ot,c,mτ (a,u), where c = (b, f)

Table 4.7 Notation introduced in Section 4.7

symbol description

Ot(a,u) P [Number of scheduled and unscheduled patients in slot t is (a,u)]
O′t(a,u) P [Number of scheduled and unscheduled patients in slot t, just after

starting diagnostics, is (a,u)]
Qit(a,u) P [Patient of type i encounters state (a,u) when arriving in slot

[t-1,t] (i = a, u0, ..., uR)]
Ot,c,iτ (a,u) P [Patient of type i, (i = a, u0, ..., uR), arriving in state c (c = b, f)

in slot t, is in state (a,u) after τ time slots]
W t,i
τ (b, f) P[Patient of type i, (i = a, u0, ..., uR), that arrives in state (b, f) in

slot t waits for τ time slots]
W t,i
τ P[Patient of type i, (i = a, u0, ..., uR), arriving at time t waits for

τ time slots]
OTP (minimum) probability constraint that an unscheduled patient is

treated on time

To formulate the performance constraint of unscheduled patients, we denote
OTP as the probability constraint that unscheduled patients must be treated
before their due time. Second, W t,m

τ denotes the probability that an arriving
unscheduled patient in slot t, with time until due time m, regardless of arrival
state, waits for τ slots. The performance can then be calculated by summing the
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probabilities of waiting past due time m, these are given respectively by:

W t,m
τ =

∑
(b,f)

Qmt (b, f) ·W t,m
τ (b, f)

∞∑
τ=m+1

W t,m
τ < 1−OTP ∀t,m

As we aim to minimize and evenly spread the waiting time of scheduled patients
during the day, while ensuring a pre-specified percentage of unscheduled arrivals
is seen before their due time, we formulate our objective as follows:

minimize max
t

E[W t]

s.t.
∞∑

τ=m+1

W t,m
τ < 1−OTP ∀t,m
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CHAPTER 5

Emergency OR or not: A simulation

study of emergency surgery scheduling

policies

5.1 Introduction

Hospitals that perform surgery on both elective and emergency patients are faced
with the problem of how to deal with arriving emergency patients [238]. In
this chapter we study three emergency surgery scheduling policies, commonly
encountered both in practice and in the literature. The policies differ in the way
emergency patients are allocated to operating rooms (ORs):

1. Reserve ORs for emergency patients (dedicated policy)

2. Treat emergency patients in elective ORs (flexible policy)

3. A mix of the above (hybrid policy)

Policy (1) assigns all emergency patients to dedicated emergency rooms, thus
preventing emergency patients from disrupting the elective program. Policy (1)
poses a trade-off between operating room utilization and emergency surgery wait-
ing time: having more emergency ORs reduces waiting time, but also reduces
utilization. Policy (2) assigns all emergency patients to elective operating rooms.
This is done by inserting emergency surgeries into the elective program without
preempting elective surgeries. Consequently, an emergency surgery may start in
any suitable elective OR as soon as one becomes available, and elective surgeries
therefore must be postponed or rescheduled. Furthermore, since preemption is
not allowed, emergency patients may have to wait. Policy (3) combines advan-
tages of both policies (1) and (2), emergency patients may be operated in both
elective and emergency ORs. If all emergency ORs are occupied and an elec-
tive OR is available, emergency patients are treated in this elective OR. In case
all ORs are busy, emergency patients that arrive wait and are treated in the
first OR that becomes available, regardless of OR type (i.e., elective or emer-
gency OR). This policy aims to reduce the interruptions in the elective patient
schedule caused by emergency arrivals, while still allowing timely treatment of
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emergencies if necessary. Hospitals are thus faced with the question which pol-
icy to choose, and in case of policy (2) and (3), how many ORs to dedicate to
emergency patients.

Use of a specific policy affects a hospital’s performance (e.g., utilization, wait-
ing times, overtime). Currently, these effects are not clear from the literature,
and there is no agreement on what works ’best’. For example, using a flexible
policy (2) is stated to both decrease [253] and increase [68] overtime of ORs.
Also, in the literature there are contradictory results between policies [238]. The
performance of a used policy is affected by the characteristics of the hospital, and
thus differences in hospital characteristics may account for the difference in re-
sults between papers. For example, using Policy (2) may only be possible if there
are sufficient ORs to ensure a timely start of treatment for emergency patients.
Examples of characteristics affecting this performance are: # of ORs, elective
case mix, volume, and elective surgery durations/variability. In addition, in the
case of Policy (2) and (3), performance is also affected by the elective surgery
scheduling and sequencing policy. Therefore it is beneficial to not only evaluate
the differences of a policy for a specific hospital case, but to extend evaluation
across hospital characteristics.

Our contribution is that we do not carry out a single case study, but evaluate
the different policies under many case (hospital) characteristics. This is done
using case mix data gathered from many hospitals, containing information on
surgery types and durations, as well as arrival intensities, for both elective and
emergency patients. In addition to the hospitals’ characteristics, we create and
evaluate multiple case characteristic and scheduling policy combinations. This is
done using existing OR simulation software, which embeds various algorithms for
surgery scheduling. This not only allows to evaluate policies for a specific case,
but also evaluate the trends and effects of different characteristics on the poli-
cies, which has previously not been done in literature. In addition, we take into
account many often encountered performance indicators from literature. Previ-
ous studies often use performance indicators relevant for their specific case study
which may differ considerably from other studies, making comparisons impossi-
ble. We have performed a huge number of simulations, and gathered results in
a tool called ORanalyzer. This tool is made available online, along with a man-
ual in this section. The tool allows healthcare practitioners to gain insights into
the effects of the scheduling policies in settings similar to their specific hospital
setting. In addition, this tool allows others researching emergency scheduling
policies to frame their hospital settings in our tool, and compare results. Finally,
we present a selection of simulation results. With the tool, the reader can further
compare and evaluate scenarios.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 5.2 we review the literature,
and Section 5.3 gives our problem description. Section 5.4 details our approach,
and Section 5.5 contains the simulation model and OR analyzer tool. In Section
5.6 we validate our approach, and give results of our research. Finally, Section
5.7 provides a discussion and conclusion.
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5.2 Literature

There is a considerable amount of literature on operating room planning and
scheduling. As the operating rooms (ORs) are often seen as the ’heart’ of hospi-
tals it is not surprising that this is a topic of much interest. Literature reviews on
(among others) OR planning and scheduling were done by [40], [89], and [114].
We consider an OR planning problem where emergency surgery arrivals have to
be taken into account. Work that specifically addresses non-elective surgeries,
and takes such surgeries into account on a tactical and/or operational level is less
common. Two recent literature reviews that give an overview of OR planning
and scheduling literature, taking into account non-electives and the trade-offs
they pose, are Ferrand et al. [70] and Van Riet et al.[238]. Van Riet et al. [238]
note that it is still unclear what the effect is of different settings on the possible
performance measures, and that a key question is how to determine what level of
demand and patient mix is required before a specific policy should be pursued.
For an extensive overview of the literature we refer to these two papers. Starting
from the aforementioned literature reviews we selected studies that evaluated the
use of one or more policies to deal with unexpected emergency patient arrivals
from an operational research perspective. In addition, we also searched for newer
studies not included in the latest literature reviews.

Wullink et al. [253] also look at the use of different policies to treat emergency
patients. In their paper they compare the use of dedicated emergency ORs and
general ORs, for a case study with in total 12 ORs. Looking at waiting time for
emergencies, overtime, and utilization they conclude that general ORs perform
better on all performance measures when using a flexible policy. Based on their
work the hospital decided to close dedicated ORs. Van Veen-Berkx et al. [239]
compare the operating theater performance before and after the dedicated OR
was closed in the same hospital and find contradicting results in practice, con-
cluding that overtime increased. It is unclear however, whether other changes
took place in between measurements. In addition, overtime is defined differently
between studies. Wullink et al. define overtime as the time used for surgeries after
regular OR time ends. Van Veen-Berkx et al. define overtime as the difference (in
minutes) between scheduled and actual surgery end time of the last patient of the
day. Under a flexible policy however, less elective patients are scheduled in ORs
(to account for the emergency arrivals), and the end time of the last scheduled
patient occurs before the regular closing time of the OR. This difference between
scheduled end time and regular OR closing time may account for the conflicting
overtime results. Similar work investigating a dedicated and flexible policy is the
work by Ferrand et al. [68]. They consider a hospital with 20 operating rooms,
and in case of the dedicated OR policy, vary the number of dedicated ORs. They
also evaluate waiting time, utilization and overtime. Contrary to the results of
Wullink et al. [253], however, the average overtime per day increases under a
flexible policy. Similarly, Persson and Persson [201] use simulation to model a
swedish orthopeadic department with 2 ORs, and find a dedicated policy out-
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performs a flexible one. However, in their comparison, total available capacity
also increased. More recent work by Ferrand et al. [69] builds upon their earlier
work [68] and investigates the effect of utilizing some ORs by both elective and
emergency patients. Their case study again entails 20 ORs, and they vary the
number of dedicated and flexible ORs. In addition, they perform a sensitivity
analysis to evaluate the effect of increased emergency arrivals, non-stationary
(emergency) arrivals, and different procedure times for elective patients. Lans
et al. [158] use computer simulation to look at both tactical and operational
planning levels when evaluating different policies to anticipate emergency surg-
eries. On the tactical level they evaluate: (1) dedicated ORs, (2) planned slack
in some ORs, and (3) planned slack in all ORs. Performance measures used are
utilization, overtime, and waiting time of emergency surgeries. Accounting for
all measures they find using planned slack in all ORs performs best. A different
policy is evaluated by Bowers and Mould [32] where they investigate the effect of
planning elective patients in an orthopaedic emergency OR session using simula-
tion. These patients have a shorter access time, however there is a bigger chance
of cancellation. They find that throughput and utilization may increase, as long
as elective patients are willing to accept a cancellation probability.

It should be noted that, when using Policy (2) or (3), the way in which elective
patients are scheduled may impact performance. Given that surgeries cannot be
interrupted, emergency patients can only be treated if an OR is available, and
otherwise must ’break in’ into the elective schedule when an elective surgery
completes, before the next elective surgery starts. These completion times of
surgeries are also called ’break-in-moments’ (BIMs) [64]. As such, it may be
beneficial for emergency patients to ensure that ’break in’ moments (BIM) are
spread out evenly across the day. Van Essen et al. [64] take this into account
and optimize surgery schedules such that the maximum time between BIMs is
minimized.

The use of different policies has also been studied in practice. Bhattacharyya
et al. [26] report a retrospective analysis where two one year periods were com-
pared before and after the use of a dedicated emergency OR for orthopaedic
surgeries. They measured the utilization, cases done during the night (over-
time), and the delay frequency of elective surgeries caused by emergencies. They
conclude that overtime was considerably reduced by using a dedicated OR. Simi-
larly, Wixted et al. [252] perform a retrospective review after a dedicated trauma
OR was opened. They compare performance for a specific surgery type (isolated
femur fractures) and find that less overtime and disruptions have taken place
since a dedicated OR is used. Noted should be however that during the study
several changes occurred such as an increase in surgeons, as well the number of
surgeries performed. Sandbaek et al. [214] carry out a before and after analysis
of implementing a dedicated policy (from a flexible policy), where three ORs are
reserved for emergency patients. They report a reduction in overtime for both
elective and emergency ORs, as well as an increase in utilization. However, dur-
ing this redesign of the ORs a new patient classification and booking policy was
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also introduced, which might effect results.

We note that most research into OR planning so far started from a single case
study, with specific hospital characteristics. This may lead to conflicting results,
and be of little use to healthcare providers with their own specific case character-
istics. The contribution of this research is that we fill this gap by investigating
the performance of the different policies, under different case characteristics, and
evaluate the circumstances under which specific policies may be best. In addition
we create, and make available, a tool such that readers and healthcare practi-
tioners may further evaluate the policies under different hospital characteristics.

5.3 Problem Description

In this research, we aim to evaluate and compare different policies that are used
in practice to deal with unscheduled emergency arrivals. We do this not for a
specific case study, but in a more generalized setting by simulating policies under
many case settings, for many performance indicators. As noted in Section 5.1 we
investigate the following policies.

1. Dedicated ORs for both elective and emergency patients

2. Treat emergency patients in the elective ORs

3. A mix of the above

In Policy (1), one or more OR(s) are reserved for emergency patients, and if
emergency patients arrive they are treated in one of the available dedicated ORs.
If all emergency ORs are occupied, arriving emergency patients wait and are
treated in the first dedicated OR that becomes available. In Policy (2), no ORs
are reserved for emergencies. Instead, all ORs are planned with elective patients,
and if emergency patients arrive, they will be treated in the first OR that becomes
available, delaying the elective patients that are planned in that OR. Policy (3)
combines Policy (1) and (2), while some ORs are reserved for emergencies similar
to Policy (1). In Policy (3), if all emergency ORs are occupied and an elective
OR is available, emergency patients are treated in this elective OR. In case all
ORs are busy, emergency patients that arrive wait and are treated in the first OR
that becomes available, regardless of OR type (i.e., elective or emergency OR).

To specify the used policy we denote whether emergency patients may be
treated in elective ORs, as well as the number of ORs that are dedicated to
emergencies. In addition, we evaluate the effect of Break In Moment (BIM) op-
timization [64], which may effect the performance of Policies (2) and (3) when
emergency patients are treated in elective ORs. Combining these variables al-
lows the evaluation of all policies, Table 5.1 shows the variables. Note that the
minimum and maximum number of dedicated emergency ORs is based on the
number of emergency patients, which is detailed in 5.4.1.
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Table 5.1 input variables.

parameter description values
EmAnyOR Treat emergency patients in elec-

tive ORs
{true, false}

nEmOR Number of ORs reserved for
emergency patients

{0, 1, 2,..., 20}, based on system
load

BIM Use of Break In Moment Opti-
mization (BIM)

{true, false}

5.4 Approach

In this section we present the approach taken to investigate the different policies
defined in Section 5.3. To compare policies not only between each other, but
also under different case settings, we define broad hospital settings that make
up a specific case setting. All possible case settings are then evaluated under
all possible policies, including multiple settings per policy (e.g., Policy 2 having
1,2,.. emergency ORs) using computer simulation. Section 5.4.1 details the case
characteristics that make up the evaluated scenarios, and Section 5.4.2 describes
the used performance indicators to evaluate the different policies and scenarios.

5.4.1 Case characteristics

As noted in Section 5.2, most studies consider a specific hospital with a spe-
cific case mix. The case mix describes the volume and properties of surgery
types (i.e., sampled distributions and parameters) that a hospital performs. As
the case mix may effect performance, we perform an extensive scenario analysis,
including different case mixes. To create distinct case mixes, we use the clas-
sification put forward by Leeftink and Hans [162]. They classify surgery types
using two parameters: surgery duration (relative to total OR capacity) and co-
efficient of variation (CV) of the surgery duration, which both indicate the level
of complexity involved in scheduling surgeries. Case mixes that include surgeries
with a higher duration are more difficult to schedule, as schedules are more likely
to have gaps which could not be filled. Conversely, low duration surgeries are
easier to schedule, as gaps can be easily filled. The coefficient of variation indi-
cates the variability of surgeries, which in turn leads to more uncertainty when
carrying out planned schedules [236]. High variability may lead to overtime and
cancellations, and to account for the variability slack may be used when creating
schedules [100].

Using these two parameters it is possible to create different case mixes. To
create multiple case mixes we use a dataset that is based on historical data from
both academic and non-academic hospitals throughout the Netherlands over the
past 10 years. In this dataset we categorize surgeries as high/low duration, as
well as high/low coefficient of variation. Specifically, we denote a relative mean
duration and coefficient of variation smaller than 0.5 as low, and above as high.
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Figure 5.1 shows the case mix of three different hospitals that are included in
the dataset. The figures show that case mixes can differ considerably between
hospitals: hospital 1 (left) has surgery types with both high and low duration
and CV, hospital 2 (mid) almost exclusively has low duration and CV surgery
types. Hospital 3 (right) has another case mix, where surgeries have both high
and low CV,and only few high duration surgeries are carried out.

Figure 5.1 Case mixes of three Dutch hospitals using classification by Leeftink and
Hans [162]
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The surgery types underlying the dataset used to construct scenarios and
evaluate policies is the same as used by Leeftink and Hans [162]. This dataset
contains surgery types, defined as 3-parameter lognormal distributions, which
are shown to fit well to surgery duration distributions [178, 222], and denotes the
(relative) frequency with which these surgeries take place. Figure 5.2 shows a vi-
sualization of the surgeries contained in the dataset, plotted according to surgery
duration and coefficient of variation, as well as the categorization of surgeries in
high and low duration and coefficient of variation. Specifically, quadrant 1 con-
tains surgeries with a high CV, and low duration, quadrant 2 contains both high
CV and duration surgeries, quadrant 3 both low CV and duration surgeries, and
finally quadrant 4 contains low CV and high duration surgeries. and surgeries
are sampled using the case mixes from Table 5.2.

To evaluate the influence surgery type case mixes have on the performance
of policies, we sample surgeries from varying quadrant combinations to create
theoretical case mixes. For example, by sampling surgeries from quadrant 1 and
3 only, we have a case mix of surgeries with a low (average) duration, and both
high and low variability. The theoretical case mixes are detailed in Table 5.2.
Note that a case mix may contain surgeries from multiple quadrants.
In addition to case mixes, we vary the number of patients treated (in total)
per year, as well as the total number of available ORs. Finally, the percentage of
emergency patients is varied, to further specify the case mix, as different hospitals
have different numbers of emergency arrivals [238]. Table 5.3 lists the varied case
characteristics. Given the varied case characteristics it may be possible that a
specific scenario is overloaded. For example, scheduling 20000 patients in only 5
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Figure 5.2 Dataset of surgery types based on historical data of Dutch hospitals cat-
egorized by CV and duration
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Table 5.2 Evaluated theoretical case mixes

Case Mix Quadrants Included surgery types
A 1 low duration; low coefficient of variation
B 1, 3 low duration; high and low coefficient of variation
C 3, 4 high and low duration; low coefficient of variation
D 1, 2, 3, 4 high and low duration; high and low coefficient of variation

ORs may be impossible regardless of policy, as the required capacity exceeds the
total OR time available. Similarly, a scenario may be overcapacitated such that
regardless of policy all patients may be treated. We define the load of a scenario
as follows:

System load =

E[surgery duration] ·Number of patients treated per year

total yearly capacity

We only evaluate scenarios where the load is between 40% and 100% (i.e., 0.4 ≤
system load ≤ 1) to avoid scenarios that are infeasible or irrelevant, and likely not
seen in practice. This results in 320.000 different policy and case characteristics
combinations to evaluate using computer simulation.

5.4.2 Performance indicators

To evaluate the policies we use performance measures most common from recent
literature reviews [40, 89, 238], being: utilization, overtime and waiting time (for
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Table 5.3 Varied case characteristics.

parameter description values
CM case mix of surgery types {Case Mix A; Case Mix B; Case Mix C;

Case Mix D}
nPat number of patients treated per year {1000, 2000,..., 20000}
nOR number of ORs that is available in total {5, 6, 7,..., 50}, based on system load
%Em percentage of total patients that is an

emergency patient
{0, 5, 10,..., 40}

both elective and emergency patients). These represent the views of different
stakeholders involved within the operating theater, namely patients, staff, and
management. With regard to overtime, we evaluate both the average, as well
as the percentage of ORs that end in overtime, to evaluate the distribution of
overtime over the OR days. In addition, we are interested in outliers with regard
to emergency patients (e.g., patients that wait for longer than 30 minutes). While
it may acceptable for an emergency patient to wait for some time (e.g., some
minutes), waiting a considerable amount of time may reduce health outcomes
considerably. Finally, we also evaluate the number of cancelled surgeries (i.e.,
surgeries that could not start during regular hours). We use the performance
indicators listed in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4 Used performance indicators

# Indicator Description
1 Utilization Percentage of time ORs are in use during regular time
2 PercOT Percentage of ORs with work in overtime
3 AvrgOT Average overtime per OR day (in minutes)
4 ElecEW Average waiting time of elective patients (in minutes)
5 EmergEW Average waiting time of emergency patients (in minutes)
6 PercEm>30m Percentage of emergency patients that wait longer than 30

minutes
7 PercCnld Percentage of surgeries that are cancelled due to time con-

straints

5.5 Simulation model and OR Analyzer tool

In this section we first describe the used simulation model, as well as settings
used within the model (5.5.1). Second, we present the OR Analyzer tool that
incorporates all results gained from the simulation model to quickly present and
evaluate multiple policies and case settings (5.5.2).

5.5.1 Simulation model

All simulations are done using Discrete Event simulation (DES) with the ’Oper-
ating Room Manager’ software [100, 101]. This software is developed using the
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Delphi programming language from CodeGear and allows for the strategic, tac-
tical, and operational evaluation of an operating theater. Within the program,
detailed operating theater reconstructions are possible, taking into account ad-
ditional resources (e.g., diagnostic equipment), and constraints (e.g., scheduled
lunch breaks).

In addition, the program incorporates various algorithms, that allow for opti-
mization of the surgery schedule, and a user interface that allows quick changing
and re-evaluation of OR settings. Figure 5.3 shows a screenshot of the program.

Figure 5.3 Screenshot of the Simulation model

In order to gain insights into the effects of the scheduling policies under dif-
ferent hospital characteristics, we do not model all complexities of a realistic
operating theater. First, we assume the number of available (emergency) ORs
is the only limiting resource. In practice, some resources besides the ORs may
dictate when surgery can start, such as available diagnostic equipment or surgical
tools. Similarly, staff may not be available to immediately start a surgery. In
the simulation model these resources are not taken into account. Second, setup
and change-over times are not considered. In practice, two surgical procedures
may require change-over times between them, giving further importance to the
elective patient schedule. We assume such changeover times are included in the
surgery times. Also, we assume patient flow into and out of ORs may take place
immediately (e.g., there are beds available at wards and pre-/post aneastheric
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care units) as we want to exclude effects other departments may have on the
performance of the OR.

To evaluate a scenario and policy, we simulate an operating theater for 50
weeks (each week containing 5 working days), with daily capacity of an OR be-
ing eight hours. The elective surgeries that are sampled are spread evenly over
the weeks (e.g., 5000 elective patients results in 100 patients to schedule per
week). When creating the surgical schedules, surgeries are randomly selected
and scheduled using a level fit policy, such that workload is spread over all avail-
able ORs. When using BIM optimization, surgeries are swapped (within their
allocated ORs), such that the maximum Break In Interval is minimized over all
ORs. ORs remain operational until 12 AM (i.e., there is no cap on overtime,
after which surgeries are postponed), however surgeries that have not started
during regular hours are cancelled and not rescheduled. The performance indi-
cator PercCnld indicates how often cancellations take place given a scenario and
policy.

Emergency patients that arrive must be treated as soon as possible, and are
prioritized by their waiting time. Based on the policy these patients are treated
in the first available (elective or emergency) OR, and are always prioritized over
elective patients. When allocating patients to ORs we do not specifically plan
slack time. Given the evaluated scenario all elective patients are scheduled, and
(if any) remaining available OR time is left, this is then spread evenly across
ORs, as patients are scheduled using a level fit policy. In addition, we assume
all elective surgeries are available at the beginning of the day (i.e., can start as
soon as possible), and that there are no no-shows of patients.

Finally, we do not consider possible costs of changing ORs between a flexible
and elective setup. In reality, an OR in which both elective and emergency
patients may be operated may be more costly, as more patient types must be
accommodated. As the costs for such changes would differ between hospitals,
decisions including costs are best made by healthcare providers themselves.

Emergency patients are drawn from the same case mix underlying the elective
surgeries (as noted in Section 5.4.1), and arrive at the ORs following a poisson
process. The (inter)arrival rates for each patient type are chosen such that the
(expected) total number of arrivals corresponds with the number of patients
arriving per year, as detailed in Table 5.3. For example, with 10000 patients
in total per year, of which 10% are emergency patients, there are 9000 elective
patients to schedule, and (on average) 1000 emergency patients arrive during the
year, with an overall rate parameter λ of 1000

2080 ≈ 0.48 per hour (assuming 52
weeks with 5 working days of 8 hours).

5.5.2 OR Analyzer tool

The OR Analyzer tool allows quick evaluation and comparison of two scenarios
that were simulated using the simulation model, and allows healthcare practi-
tioners to quickly gain insights into the effectiveness of the different policies for
their specific hospital case. In addition, insights can be gained with regards to
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”what-if” analyses, such as the effectiveness of policies under expected future pa-
tient increases. The tool was developed using the Tableau visualization software
package [223]. The tool contains all simulation results and can aggregate, display
and visualize the various performance indicators. Figure 5.4 shows a screenshot
of the program. At the top a choice can be made between an introduction screen
and screens for different stakeholders. In the stakeholder screens, their respec-
tive performance indicators are shown. The right columns can be used to set
various scenario and policy settings (e.g., number of patients, case mix, etc).
This may be done for at most two different scenarios (one column per scenario)
simultaneously, which are both shown in the results graph.

Figure 5.4 Screenshot OR analyzer

Each performance indicator graph displays its respective performance on the
y-axis, for a different number of dedicated emergency servers displayed on the
x-axis. This allows the user to quickly compare different policies in multiple
scenarios. For example, the figure shows all three policies for a hospital case
with 18 ORs in total, 15.000 patients, of which 15% are emergencies; surgeries
are drawn from case mix D and there is no BIM optimization carried out. For
scenario 1, ”Emsurg in any OR” is set to false, indicating emergency patients
may only be treated in dedicated ORs (Policy 1), and in scenario 2 it is set to
true, allowing emergency patients to be treated anywhere. Scenario 1 shows the
overtime performance indicators using a dedicated policy when there are one to
six emergency rooms available, and scenario 2 shows performance for the situation
that emergencies must be treated in regular ORs (0 emergency ORs; Policy 2),
and breaking into the elective program whilst also having emergency ORs (one
or more emergency ORs; Policy 3). The figure shows the overtime performance
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indicators for an example setting in which Policy 1 (dark grey), as well as Policies
2 and 3 (light grey) are shown. As expected, both the percentage of elective ORs
that end in overtime, as well as average elective overtime per day is higher under
Policy 2 or 3 when there are 3 or less dedicated emergency ORs. This is caused by
emergency patients also being treated in regular ORs, causing additional delays
for electives. In this example case, once there are 4 or more dedicated emergency
ORs there is no distinction between Policy 1 and 3 with regards to overtime as
there are enough emergency ORs to treat most emergency patients in. We further
discuss results in Section 5.6. The OR analyzer is available online (available at:
http://tabsoft.co/29jrDwM).

5.6 Experiments and Results

In this section we first validate our analyzer using a case study in Section 5.6.1.
This is done by first using the simulation model to evaluate and validate a detailed
case setting using historical data, and then comparing the detailed simulation
outcomes with results using similar case mix options available in the OR analyzer.
Second, we compare our findings with some of the results found in the literature
that have contradicting outcomes. Finally, we evaluate the performance of the
three policies under a wide variety of different settings.

5.6.1 Validation

To validate our simulations we compare the analyzer outcomes with a case study
from Haga. In this case study we use the historical daily (elective) patient ar-
rivals, as well as the historical emergency arrival rates and case mix, resulting in
the hospital case mix shown in Figure 5.5. In addition, we use the historically
available ORs as input for the simulation model.

The mean surgery duration of the hospital case mix is 86.4 minutes, which cor-
responds most with case mix B (mean duration: 89.37). Similarly, most surgeries
fall below the 0.5 mu/C threshold and there are both high and low variability
surgeries. There are 9176 patients treated, of which 14,27% are emergency pa-
tients. Finally, there are on average 10.1 ORs available. The hospital uses the
hybrid Policy (3), where one dedicated OR is reserved for emergencies, and if
necessary break ins take place in the elective ORs.

We validated the simulation model by comparing historical results with those
obtained from the model. To this end we simulated our case study, taking into
account daily availability of ORs, as well as additional effects such as changeover
times between surgeries and different scheduling policies to best represent prac-
tice. The case study simulation shows a similar utilization and overtime as his-
torical data. Within the case study, both Policy 2 and 3 (one emergency OR)
perform best over all performance indicators. If breaking in is not allowed, it
is impossible to have enough emergency ORs for emergency patients, while still
having enough elective ORs to schedule all elective patients.
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Figure 5.5 Case mix used for validation, 2015 (n = 9176, C = 510 (minutes) )
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In the analyzer we evaluate the setting most similar to the case study, which
is: 9000 patients, 10 ORs, 15% emergencies, no BIM optimization, and case mix
B. Similar to the more detailed simulation we see that using Policy 1 is unable to
perform well for both elective and emergency patients. Under a dedicated policy
(1) at least three emergency ORs are needed to start emergency surgeries in a
timely manner, however around 4% of elective surgeries are cancelled. In addi-
tion, we see that Policy (3) performs best with regards to elective and emergency
patient waiting time, with an increase in overtime, similar to the detailed case.
From this we see that the generalization from using the analyzer does not yield
different conclusions, and it is useful to gain insights for more specific hospital
cases.

As noted in van Riet et al. [238], there are conflicting outcomes in the lit-
erature, where Wullink et al. [253] states that overtime decreases under Policy
2, but Ferrand et al. [69] states overtime increases under Policy 2. Besides case
study differences, there are 12 and 20 ORs respectively, as well as different case
mixes, the arrival processes for elective patients differ which max explain the dif-
ferent conclusions. Ferrand aims to schedule elective patients evenly throughout
the day, and as such lets a fixed number of elective patients arrive at set intervals
throughout the day, based on historical data. In contrast, in Wullink (and our)
study elective patients are assumed to be available at the start of the day. The
different arrival process makes it difficult to compare outcomes, however when
comparing emergency and elective patient waiting times, as well as overtime in
a similar size setting in our OR Analyzer we see that, similar to Ferrand, Pol-
icy 3 performs best with trends similar to the evaluated case in Section 5.6.2.
It is also difficult to compare the results of Wullink with our analyzer, as not
all case characteristics are specified, and only the number of ORs, the surgery
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type mix, and number of emergency arrivals per day is given. Wullink concludes
that using Policy 2 may increase utilization, reduce waiting time for emergency
patients, and reduce overtime. We see similar results for the first two indicators,
with elective OR utilization slightly higher when not using dedicated ORs, and
an average waiting time for emergency patients decrease. Finally, the average
overtime per OR day is (slightly) higher under the break in policy, which differs
from their results. However, when using Policy 1, 28% of emergency patients are
cancelled, as their surgery could not start during regular hours. If these patients
would be treated, their entire surgery would take place in overtime, and taking
this into account we similarly see that overtime is higher under Policy 1.

5.6.2 The effect of scale

In smaller cases (i.e., few operating rooms) we expect that Policy 1 performs
better, as emergency patients that have to break in most likely have to wait for
one of the few surgeries to finish. For smaller cases we expect the opposite, and
Policy 2 to perform better as breaking in becomes easier. We now first evaluate
the policies for a smaller case setting, followed by a larger setting, to evaluate
the effects of OR scale on the policies.

We evaluated the case for 5000 patients, of which 15% are emergency patients,
and 5 available ORs (emergency or elective). The surgeries are sampled from
case mix A, and there is no BIM optimization applied. The overall load of the
system is approximately 57%. To evaluate the policies, scenario 1 shows the
performance of the KPIs, for different numbers of emergency ORs while breaking
in is allowed, and scenario 2 while breaking in is not allowed. As such, scenario 1
shows dedicated emergency OR settings (Policy 1), and scenario 2 shows Policy
2 when there are no emergency ORs, and various settings of the hybrid policy
(Policy 3). We now discuss the the KPIs for the smaller case for the different
stakeholders.

In this small case, displayed in Figure 5.6, up to two dedicated emergency
ORs (out of five total) are opened, and in case of scenario 1, breaking in into
elective ORs is also allowed. For Policy 2, the average utilization over all ORs is
just over 55%, which then increases up to 80% under Policy 1 and 3. When using
emergency ORs, their utilization under Policy 3 is lower than for Policy 1, which
could be expected, as whenever the emergency ORs are full and an elective OR
becomes available, the emergency patient will break in.

Figure 5.7 shows the emergency patient KPIs. It shows that when using Policy
1, a single dedicated emergency OR is not enough, as the average waiting time is
over 15 minutes, over 100 patients wait longer than 30 minutes, and over 6% of
emergency patients could not start surgery during regular hours. However, when
two emergency ORs are used in Policy 1, the performance of emergency patient
KPIs are better than Policy 2 in terms of average waiting time, and number of
times that patients wait more than 30 minutes. In this specific setting, using
(sufficient) dedicated emergency ORs is thus preferred over breaking into the
elective program.
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Figure 5.6 Average utilization of elective and emergency ORs (min) under Policy 1
(light), Policy 2 (dark, 0 emORs) and Policy 3 (dark, >0 emORs), for 5 ORs

Figure 5.8 shows the elective patient performance indicators. Part of the
waiting time of elective patients consists of delays caused by previous (elective)
surgeries that finished late. As such, when fewer elective ORs are available, more
patients are scheduled per OR, and average waiting times increase. This effect is
seen in scenario 2, where opening an additional emergency OR (and thus closing
an elective OR), increases average waiting time from under 9 minutes to 11
minutes. However, when there are no emergency ORs, and emergency patients
must break in (Policy 2), waiting times for elective patients exceed those of
Policy 1, with the average waiting time for elective patients just over 13 minutes,
meaning that on average (elective) patients wait 2 minutes longer because of
emergency break-ins (2 emORs). Using a hybrid policy however, with 1 dedicated
emergency OR, and allowing break ins has the lowest average waiting time for
elective patients at around 10 minutes.

Overtime results are displayed in Figure 5.9. The average overtime per OR
day is similar for Policy 1 and 2, being just over and under 7 minutes respectively.
However, when evaluating the overtime of elective ORs only, the average overtime
is 6 minutes when allowing break-ins, and 4 minutes when having dedicated
ORs. As one would expect, allowing break-ins increases overtime, albeit in this
setting this increase is negligible. In the evaluated small case, Policy 1 seems
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Figure 5.7 Emergency patient performance indicators under Policy 1 (light), Policy
2 (dark, 0 emORs) and Policy 3 (dark, >0 emORs), for 5 ORs

to outperform Policy 2. The waiting time for emergency patients, as well as
number of patients that wait over 30 minutes is lower under Policy 1, and at the
same time the waiting time of elective patients is lower as well. Finally, there
is considerably less overtime when using Policy 1. A hybrid policy however,
of using one emergency OR, and allowing break-ins, has similar performance,
with less overtime, and lower elective waiting times. When there are only three
elective ORs, it becomes more difficult to plan all elective patients, reflected by
the utilization of around 80%. When using the hybrid policy, initial capacity
for elective patients increases by 33% (1 OR), while emergencies now break-in
when the emergency OR is utilized. Herein, the capacity reduction of emergency
break-ins is less than the initial capacity gain, resulting in better performance of
the hybrid policy.

To evaluate how the policies perform for different case sizes, we similarly
evaluate performance for a larger case setting. Herein there are 15000 patients,
of which 15% are emergencies, and there are 15 ORs in total. Similar to the
smaller case mix, this system has a theoretical load of 57%. Aside from the
increase in volume and size, the same case mix is used, and there is no break-
in moment optimization. In this large case, up to seven dedicated emergency
ORs are opened, and in case of scenario 1, breaking in into elective ORs is also
allowed. Figure 5.10 shows that initially utilization levels differ between policies,
however as more emergency rooms are opened, the difference between dedicated
emergency ORs and a hybrid policy disappears and utilization levels become
similar. When using Policy 2 or 3, the overall utilization of ORs is around 56%,
similar to the smaller case, as the loads are identical.

Figure 5.11 displays the emergency patient KPIs, and we see contrary to
the smaller case that, when using Policy 2 or 3, the average waiting time for
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Figure 5.8 Elective patient performance indicators under Policy 1 (light), Policy 2
(dark, 0 emORs) and Policy 3 (dark, >0 emORs), for 5 ORs

emergency patients is 2 minutes, and drops below 1 minute when there is also
a dedicated emergency OR. As expected, when there are this many ORs, emer-
gencies almost never have to wait, as there are many opportunities to break-in
during the day. Also, when allowing break-ins, all emergency surgeries are able
to start during regular hours, and almost never wait longer than 30 minutes.
When using dedicated ORs only however, we see that a certain number of ORs
must be dedicated to emergencies before average waiting times and number of
emergency patients that wait over 30 minutes drop low enough. The minimum
number of emergency ORs that gives less than 10 minutes (average) waiting time
for emergencies in Policy 1 is 3. However, in this setting there are still 94 patients
that have a waiting time over 30 minutes (4.2%) and 1% of emergencies is unable
to start during regular hours.

The average waiting time of elective patients is 9.2 minutes under Policy
1 (3 emORs), and 13.9 minutes under Policy 2. For three or more dedicated
emergency ORs, there is no difference between using a dedicated or hybrid policy,
as there are sufficient emergency ORs to treat all patients. However, when there
are more than 4 emergency ORs, the cancellation percentage of elective patients
begins to rapidly increase, indicating that there is no longer enough capacity
available to treat all elective patients. When using a hybrid policy with fewer
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Figure 5.9 Overtime performance indicators under Policy 1 (light), Policy 2 (dark,
0 emORs) and Policy 3 (dark, >0 emORs), for 5 ORs

Figure 5.10 Average utilization of elective and emergency ORs (min) under Policy
1 (light), Policy 2 (dark, 0 emORs) and Policy 3 (dark, >0 emORs), for 15 ORs

(<3) emORs, the waiting time of elective patients drops, as more emergency
patients are treated in an elective OR. Here, a similar effect can be seen as in the
smaller case when adding an emergency OR to a hybrid policy, the reduction of
interruptions caused by emergencies is greater that the capacity loss of having
another emergency OR, up to a certain point, when elective patients can no
longer be scheduled.
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Figure 5.11 Emergency patient performance indicators under Policy 1 (light), Policy
2 (dark, 0 emORs) and Policy 3 (dark, >0 emORs), for 15 ORs

Figure 5.12 Elective patient performance indicators under Policy 1 (light), Policy 2
(dark, 0 emORs) and Policy 3 (dark, >0 emORs), for 15 ORs

The overtime results are similar to the smaller case. Over all ORs, the over-
time averages are roughly the same, however there is considerably more overtime
in elective ORs when using Policy 2 (5 minutes), compared to Policy 1 (0.72
minutes). This difference in overtime is caused by the dedicated emergency ORs
where under Policy 1 almost all overtime is made. However, to a certain ex-
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tent overtime in emergency ORs may be more acceptable, as this is inherent in
treating emergency patients.

Figure 5.13 Overtime performance indicators under Policy 1 (light), Policy 2 (dark,
0 emORs) and Policy 3 (dark, >0 emORs), for 15 ORs

When comparing the small and large case, two findings stand out. First, in the
smaller case the use of Policy 2 may not be sufficient. While the average waiting
time for emergency patients is around 5 minutes, more than 5% of patients wait
longer than 30 minutes, which is undesirable for emergency patients. In addition,
elective patients have longer waiting times in Policy 2, and thus Policy 1 with
a proper amount of emergency ORs performs better. In the larger case, using
Policy 2 immediately outperforms Policy 1 with regards to emergency patient
performance for lower numbers of dedicated emergency rooms. This comes at a
cost however, as the average waiting time for elective patients is higher, and the
overtime is redistributed across all ORs, meaning staff has more uncertainty with
regards to working late. Under Policy 1, you very likely work late when working
at an emergency OR, and otherwise not. From this, we see that for smaller
operating theaters, using dedicated ORs is more beneficial, and when volume
increases, the trade-off becomes less distinct, as breaking in increases emergency
patient KPIs, while decreasing elective patient and overtime KPIs. In our cases
we found this tipping point to lie at 9 ORs (with a corresponding 9000 patients
in total), after which Policy 2 becomes viable for emergency patients. Arguably,
other factors besides scale may influence the effectiveness of the used policy such
as the case mix, emergency percentage, or overall system load. Regardless of
factors, we find that around 8 to 9 ORs Policy 2 becomes feasible, indicating that
the total number of ORs is a large determinant of break in policy effectiveness.

Secondly, we see that in both cases, using a hybrid policy may be more ben-
eficial that strictly having break-ins or emergency ORs. This makes sense as it
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poses an intermediary solution between the other two policies, and allows for a
better fine tuning for a specific case. In practice, when having dedicated ORs, a
certain number is needed to ensure that arriving emergencies dont have to wait
too long for the emergency OR to become empty, and as a result, it may be that
there is not enough capacity left for the elective patients. When using a hybrid
policy, the emergency ORs ensure that there are not too many break-ins in the
regular program, reducing the elective waiting time. At the same time however,
if it happens that multiple emergency patients arrive in quick succession, there
can still be break-ins in the elective program, reducing emergency waiting times.
This flexibility allows a better use of the ORs, as effectively a dedicated policy
is used, until there are too many emergency arrivals, at which point a break-in
policy is used.

Besides the effects of scale on policy effectiveness we also evaluate the effect
of variability and overall load. We see that these have a much larger (negative)
effect on Policy 1. Figure 5.14 shows an OR setting similar to the larger case of
Section 5.6.2 in size (15 ORs), overall load (59%), and emergencies (15%), using
the surgery types of case mix B with higher variability. Similar to case mix A, all
policies are viable (with an appropriate amount of emergency ORs). However,
while the expected waiting time for elective patients, as well as cancellation rates
have increased for the policies, they increase considerably more for the dedicated
policy. Under Policy 2 the average waiting time increased from approximately
14 to 16 minutes, and the cancellation rate from 0% to 0.62%, while Policy 1
increased from 9.5 minutes to 13.4 minutes, and the cancellation rate from 0.1%
to 1.62%. This effect is further increased as the overall load gets higher. This
indicates that, when variability increases, using a break in Policy (2-3) may be
more effective in handling emergency surgeries as capacity is better used.

Figure 5.14 Patient performance indicators
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5.6.3 Evaluating BIM effectiveness

The use of break in optimization may further improve the effect of using a break
in- or hybrid policy, as waiting times for emergency surgeries are minimized
by reorganizing the elective program. Figure 5.15 shows the performance when
using Policy 2 or 3, with and without the use of BIM. For completeness a similar
setting with Policy 1 is displayed. In the evaluated setting there are 11000 patient
arrivals, of which 20% are emergency patients. In total there are 10 ORs, and
the patient case mix 4 is used.

Figure 5.15 BIM comparison

We find that, when using BIM, performance for emergency patients improves
by both reducing the average waiting time and number of times emergencies wait
over 30 minutes. Besides the improvements for emergency patients, the number
of elective cancellations decreases. This can be explained by the fact that, by
using BIM, the break in moments are not only spread more evenly throughout
the day, they are also spread more evenly across ORs. This in turn more evenly
distributes work across the ORs, and reduces cancellations.

Besides the illustrated case, we also evaluate the effect of using BIM under
several other settings, specifically the number of emergency patients, operating
theater size, case mix, and overall load. We find that in all cases the use of BIM
improves emergency patient performance, and performs comparatively better in
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scenarios where there are higher overall loads or surgery types with longer du-
rations (e.g., case mix 3). Of the settings we examined, average waiting time
for emergency patients decreased between 0.2 and 0.8 minutes. While the use of
BIM improves Policy 2 and 3, and does not come at the expense of other perfor-
mance indicators, the increases in performance are not large enough to change
the point(s) of viability mentioned in Section 5.6.2. Even when using BIM, there
needs to be a large enough number of total ORs for breaking in to be viable.

5.7 Conclusions

In this research we evaluated different policies that are used in practice to deal
with emergency patients arriving at the operating theater. Three policies eval-
uated are: the use of dedicated ORs for emergency patients (Policy 1), letting
emergency patients break into the elective program (in regular ORs, Policy 2),
and a combination of the two aforementioned policies (Policy 3). We evaluated
the different policies using a discrete event simulation model, and incorporated
the results in a tool to enable quick comparison of alternative policies and set-
tings. This evaluation is carried out for an extensive set of scenario settings such
as operating theater size and patient case mix, as well as multiple stakeholder
KPIs including utilization, elective and emergency waiting times, and overtime.
In total, 320.000 different scenario settings were simulated.

Generally, hospitals aim to have both acceptable waiting times and an accept-
able utilization. It is however hospital dependent what is defined as acceptable.
This is also reflected in the reviewed literature, as papers use different definitions
of performance indicators, or different indicators all together. These differences
make a direct comparison difficult, and it may lead to conflicting conclusions. In
general, we find there is a trade-off in performance indicators between using a
dedicated (1) or break-in (2) policy. Using dedicated emergency ORs leads to
lower waiting times for elective patients, as there are no break-ins, but outliers
in waiting times for emergency patients are more likely. Once all emergency ORs
are in use, arriving emergency patients may have to wait considerably longer
than under a break-in policy. Also, it seems that dedicated policies are less ro-
bust under the higher utilized systems, as the number of elective cancellations is
almost always higher than under its break-in counterpart, indicating that more
rescheduling would be required. This makes sense, as under a break-in policy,
capacity may be better utilized (e.g., there are no possibly empty emergency
ORs), leading to better utilization during regular hours and less cancellations.

The main characteristic influencing the effectiveness of the policies is the
operating theater size. We find that for smaller operating theaters it is more
beneficial to use a dedicated policy, as there are not enough ORs to allow for
a timely break in into the elective program. In our evaluated settings, we find
the minimum required number of ORs lies around 8 to 9 ORs (in total) before
break-in policies (2-3) become viable. With a lower number of ORs, a dedicated
Policy (1) outperforms a flexible approach, and with more ORs the trade-off in
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performance becomes visible.

Besides the trade-off in performance between Policy 1 and Policy 2 we also
evaluated a hybrid policy (3). In our compared setting, the hybrid policy outper-
formed the other policies as an intermediary solution that is better tuned to the
specific underlying hospital case. Under Policy 3 there are some emergency ORs
that ensure there are not too many break-ins in the elective program, keeping
both elective and emergency waiting times low. However, if there are many emer-
gency arrivals the elective ORs may be used for emergencies, ensuring emergency
patients are treated in a timely manner, and keeping outliers in waiting times
low.

In addition to the policies we also evaluated the use of BIM optimization as
an approach to further optimize the break-in and hybrid policies. Using BIM is
found to decrease average emergency waiting times, as well as number of emergen-
cies waiting over 30 minutes regardless of scenario settings. However, its effects
seem more beneficial when there is more variability in the patient case mix, and
the overall system load is high. Besides the improvements for emergency pa-
tients, performance for elective patients remains similar. In practice, while some
ordering of patients is dictated for medical reasons, using BIM can thus result in
increased performance without additional costs, as it can be implemented without
organizational changes.

We did not take into account the costs associated with a break-in or hybrid
policy. In practice, if emergency patients are to be treated in regular ORs ad-
ditional equipment may be needed to facilitate this, which also introduces the
financial differences between policies. Similarly, we assume change over times are
incorporated in the surgery times, which may increase when treating emergency
patients in regular ORs as additional steps must be taken before starting treat-
ment. For future work, it may be interesting to take such additional effects into
account.

The use of BIM shows that the scheduling of patients during the day influences
OR performance. As such, other more dynamic allocation policies of patients into
the ORs may be interesting to investigate in future work. For example, inserting
breaks into the elective program may further reduce emergency patient waiting
times when using Policy 2 or 3. Alternatively, taking into account expected
surgery completion times before allocating emergency patients to an elective OR
may further complement break-in policies. By only allocating emergency patients
to elective ORs when emergency ORs are not expected to be available soon
may reduce emergency waiting times outliers while reducing elective program
disruptions.

Besides comparing our simulation results, we also placed some previous stud-
ies within our framework and found similar results, validating our outcomes.
However, in general we found it difficult to compare studies, as settings often dif-
fer greatly, and are often not completely defined. A more generalized approach to
standardize reporting on operating room planning literature could be developed,
incorporating often omitted settings such as arrival process details and available
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capacity per OR.
In this study, we explore the relationship between policies, and hospital char-

acteristics such as case mix, hospital size, and number of emergency patients for
all possible cases. Our generalized approach and extensive simulations allow for
the comparison of policies not only for a specific hospital case, but also across
cases. We evaluated all performance indicators prominently mentioned in the
literature to allow for a full comparison between settings. We aggregated all
simulation results in the OR analyzer (available at: http://tabsoft.co/29jrDwM)
to allow healthcare practitioners to evaluate policies and performance for their
specific case setting, as well perform what-if analyses. Furthermore, we discuss
the effect of the policies under different hospital sizes, case mixes, number of
elective and emergency patients, and use of BIM optimization. The discussed
results however by no means encompass all insights to be gained from the OR
analyzer tool, and only show some of the comparisons that can be made using
the tool. We encourage readers to further explore and use the tool as they see
fit.
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CHAPTER 6

Surgical procedure type scheduling

incorporating semi urgent patients

6.1 Introduction

In operating room (OR) scheduling, a tactical (cyclic) block schedule in which
OR blocks are assigned to surgical specialties is often used. Once surgical demand
is realized, surgical cases are scheduled into the allocated OR blocks. In practice,
this often results in each planning period having many of the same type of surgi-
cal cases being scheduled, with some slight variations due to changes in surgical
demand. Additionally, changes and cancellations often take place as processes
within the OR are stochastic in nature. Some of this stochasticity may be ac-
counted for when scheduling surgical cases. For example, to cope with uncertain
surgery durations, slack may be incorporated within a schedule [196].

A source of uncertainty that is often not accounted for in the literature (as
we shall argue in Section 6.2), is the arrival of semi-urgent patients. Emer-
gency patients that must be treated on the day of arrival, are either treated in
dedicated emergency ORs or accommodated by modifying the elective program.
Semi-urgent patients, however, may be postponed for some limited time (e.g.,
several days or weeks). To accommodate these semi-urgent patients, surgical
case schedules are often changed to ensure timely treatment. This research is
motivated by a large Dutch hospital where part of the recurring surgery demand
consists of semi-urgent patients who should be operated within several days. In
order to reduce the rescheduling of patients after semi-urgent patient arrivals, an
approach is sought that takes these patients into account on a tactical level.

In this research we aim to create a surgery type schedule (STS) that can
hierarchically be positioned between the tactical level block schedule and opera-
tional level surgical case assignment [102]. We take into account both elective and
semi-urgent surgery demand such that the waiting time of semi-urgent patients
is minimized, as well as the required OR capacity. In addition, by incorporating
semi-urgent surgeries on the tactical level, fewer changes and cancellations take
place during implementation of the surgery schedule. Our contribution is that we
design a solution approach to create surgery type schedules that specifically incor-
porate semi-urgent surgery demand. We account for stochastic surgery durations
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and stochastic semi-urgent surgery arrivals. Finally, we apply and evaluate our
approach using a hospital case study and demonstrate that good approximate
surgery type schedules may be constructed within a reasonable time-frame.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 discusses relevant literature
on operating room planning and scheduling. Section 6.3 presents the mathe-
matical problem description and solution methods, and Section 6.4 presents our
results. Finally, Section 6.5 contains conclusions and future research directions.

6.2 Literature

There is a considerable amount of literature on operating room planning and
scheduling, with multiple literature reviews carried out in recent years [30, 40,
70, 89, 114, 238]. Our interest is in surgery scheduling approaches that account
for semi-urgent or emergency demand when creating OR schedules.

Non-elective patients have received little attention compared to elective pa-
tients in OR planning and scheduling, while the arrival of non-electives is one
of the major causes of operational deficiencies [40]. Emergency patients are of-
ten taken into account by reserving some available capacity for all emergency
patients that arrive such that overtime or cancellations are acceptable. This is
different from our problem, as we want to account for semi-urgent patients that
may wait for several days, which gives us more options to plan these patients
together with the elective patient program. Mathematical programming is often
used to create OR schedules incorporating semi-urgent or emergency demand.
[2] review varying ranges of slack and bin-interchange flexibility in allocating
block time to patient groups to determine an optimal strategy in dealing with
uncertain demand. Slack is additionally reserved OR capacity to deal with un-
certainty in surgical duration. These strategies were derived from earlier research
[54] but expanded to allow uncertainty. The paper shows a clear trade-off be-
tween utilization, service level and overtime by adjusting the amount of slack.
[241] provide a similar insight through a simulation study of four extreme operat-
ing room planning strategies that focus on different objectives, such as maximize
resource utility, minimize access times and maximize staff preferences. Another
simulation study examines the trade-off between utilization and service level in
reserving capacity for emergency patients [32]. A limitation of these studies is
that only one surgery type is taken into account [32, 241]. Other studies similarly
aim to schedule elective surgeries, and account for add-on emergencies that must
be treated on the day of arrival [203, 262].

[263] present a queuing theory model that is used to determine expected semi-
urgent patient access times with a given arrival rate and capacity. Following this
they determine a policy whether to postpone semi-urgent patients to next week,
or cancel elective patients, using a Markov Decision Process. [230] present a
mathematical programming model to schedule patients based on medical priority
instead of surgical duration. Unfortunately, the model has some limitations, such
as no uncertainty in arrival rate or surgical duration, no emergency patients and
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excess demand. Another approach to schedule patients based on medical priority
uses dynamic programming [186]. In this model, a trade-off between surgery
overtime and postponement costs result in a surgical schedule. All surgery types
and durations however are assumed to be identically distributed, and a relaxation
of this assumption increases the model complexity dramatically.

Various authors use Sample Average Approximation (SAA) to model uncer-
tain emergency demand and surgery time requirements. Herein the objective
function of a stochastic problem is approximated using a set of generated sce-
narios. [155, 156] use SAA to model the operating room planning problem in
this manner, however they assume fixed surgery times. They find that by incor-
porating the stochastic aspect of emergency arrivals, costs may be significantly
reduced. [185] use SAA to plan elective surgeries while accounting for uncertain
surgery durations and downstream bed availability. [247] allocate elective surgi-
cal cases, accounting for unscheduled emergency arrivals by incorporating slack.
Using SAA they transform their stochastic model that incorporates uncertain
emergency demand into a deterministic integer linear program (ILP). Hereafter,
they use column generation to allocate surgeries such that cancellations of elective
patients are minimized.

Another scenario based approach by [207] similarly includes uncertain surgery
durations and required time for emergencies. [77] use a scenario based modeling
approach wherein they approximate the likelihood of a scenario using a discretiza-
tion of (elective) surgery time distributions. With this approach, they assign,
sequence and determine starting times for elective patients, while accounting for
emergency arrivals that must be treated on the day of arrival.

Concluding, the literature incorporating emergency demand often only mod-
els emergency demand that must be treated on the day of arrival. However,
in our problem setting, semi-urgent patients must be seen within several days.
By accounting for the stochastic semi-urgent surgery arrivals in a surgery type
scheduling approach, a better OR planning may be created than when accounting
for uncertain arrivals as a single (additional) claim on OR capacity. In addition,
this specific incorporation of semi-urgent surgeries ensures fewer last-minute can-
cellations and changes to the OR schedule.

To our knowledge, the scheduling of semi-urgent patients in this manner has
not been addressed in the literature. We schedule semi-urgent patients by build-
ing upon previous work on OR scheduling, and herein we incorporate the stochas-
ticity of semi-urgent patient arrivals, as well as surgery durations. We use an ILP
approach and incorporate uncertain patient arrivals via SAA, and surgery dura-
tions by incorporating slack time in our OR schedules to reduce overtime.

6.3 Model formulation and solution approach

In this section, we first give a formal problem description in Section 6.3.1. Section
6.3.2 outlines our solution approach, and Section 6.3.3 details our heuristic to
construct a feasible STS.
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6.3.1 Explicit model formulation

The set T denotes the days in the planning horizon, and J denotes the identical
ORs. The set I denotes the surgery types to be scheduled, wherein we specify
Ie(Ie ⊂ I) and Iu(Ie ⊂ I) as the elective and semi-urgent surgery types respec-
tively. In addition, we consider the sets of subspecialties S and OR sizes R. The
operating room sizes represent the different sizes a created schedule may have
(e.g., half days and full days). Finally, the set Ξ contains the realizations of
semi-urgent patient arrivals that can occur during the planning horizon. Each
scenario ζ ∈ Ξ defines the realization of newly arriving semi-urgent patients dur-
ing the planning horizon. Let φ(ζ) be the probability of scenario ζ ∈ Ξ, and∑
ζ∈Ξ

φ(ζ) = 1. We denote λζi,t as the number of semi-urgent patients of type i

(i ⊂ Iu) arriving on day t ∈ T under scenario ζ ∈ Ξ (note that these patients can
be operated from day t onwards).

The decision variable zi,j,r,t characterizes the number of surgeries of type i ∈ I
to combine in a schedule of size r ∈ R in OR j ∈ J and day t ∈ T . In addition,
the (binary) variable wj,r,t,s denotes if a surgeon of subspecialty s ∈ S is assigned
to OR j ∈ J , on day t ∈ T with a schedule of size r ∈ R. We also formulate the
(binary) variable vj,r,t which denotes if OR j ∈ J on day t ∈ T with schedule of
size r ∈ R is in use (e.g., there are surgeries assigned to it).

As a result of the assignment of surgery types to days in the planning horizon
and arrivals of semi-urgent patients, there may be (semi-urgent) patients waiting
for treatment. We model the waiting times based on an ILP formulation that
allocates resources and plans elective patients on a tactical level [115]. Herein
multiple care processes are modeled, and the number of patients to treat at
particular stages of their care pathway is determined taking into account the
waiting time of patients at each care process. We introduce the waiting list
NW ζ

i,t = (NW ζ
i,t,0, NW

ζ
i,t,1, ...) where NW ζ

i,t,k denotes the number of patients of
type i ∈ Iu waiting for k days at the start of day t ∈ T in realized scenario ζ ∈ Ξ.
Similarly, we formulate NT ζi,t,k as the number of treated patients of type i ∈ Iu,
that have waited for k days on day t ∈ T under realized scenario ζ ∈ Ξ. We aim
to minimize the weighted waiting time of semi-urgent patients, and also minimize
the required OR time to meet surgery demand. Table 6.1 gives the sets, indices,
variables and parameters used within our problem formulation.
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Table 6.1 Notation introduced in Section 6.3.1

Notation description
Sets/indices:
T; (t ∈ T ) Days
K; (k ∈ K) Days spent waiting
S; (s ∈ S) Specialty
J; (j ∈ J) Operating rooms
R; (r ∈ R) Operating room sizes
Ξ; (ζ ∈ Ξ) Scenarios
I; (i ∈ I) Patient (procedure) types
Ie; (Ie ⊂ I) Elective patient (procedure) types
Iu; (Iu ⊂ I) Urgent patient (procedure) types
Variables:
Zi,j,r,t Number of surgeries of type i, carried out in OR j

with size r on day t.
Wj,r,t,s Binary variable indicating if a surgeon of specialty s

is assigned to OR j with size r on day t.
Vj,r,t Binary variable indicating if OR j with size r is opened

on day t.

NWζ
i,t,k (NumWait) Number of surgeries of type i waiting at the start of

day t, that have waited k days in scenario ζ.

NTζi,t,k (NumTreat) Number of surgeries of type i to plan on day t, that
have waited k days in scenario ζ.

NTDζ
i,t (NumTreatDay) Number of surgeries of type i to plan on day t (over

all k) in scenario ζ.
Parameters:
σw Weight of waiting time objective.
σu Weight of OR utilization objective.
βi,k Weight of patients of type i, that have waited for k

days.
φ(ζ) Probability of scenario ζ occurring.

λζi,t Number of arrivals of surgery type i on day t under
scenario ζ.

aj,t binary indicating the availability of OR j on day t.
bi,s Binary indicating if surgery type i is carried out by

specialty s.
ct,s Number of available surgeons of specialty s on day t.
dr Capacity of an OR of size r.
er Cost of using an OR of size r.
si Demand of surgery type i.
mi Maximum number of surgeries of type i that can be

carried out in an OR of largest size r.
α Maximum accepted probability of overtime of an OR.

k̂ Maximum recorded waiting time of urgent patients (in
days).
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With the notation from Table 6.1 we formulate the mathematical model for
our problem as follows:

min
∑
r

∑
t

∑
j

(Vj,r,ter)σu +
∑

Ξ

∑
i

∑
t

∑
k=ei

(
φ(ζ)NW ζ

i,t,k · βi,k
)
σw (6.1)

Zi,j,r,t ≤ Vj,r,tmi ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, r ∈ R, t ∈ T
(6.2)∑

j

∑
r

∑
t

Zi,j,r,t ≥ si ∀i ∈ Ie (6.3)

∑
r

Vj,r,t ≤ aj,t ∀j ∈ J, t ∈ T (6.4)∑
j

∑
r

Wj,r,t,s ≤ ct,s ∀t ∈ T, s ∈ S (6.5)

Zi,j,r,t ≤
∑
s

bi,sWj,r,t,smi

∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, r ∈ R, t ∈ T (6.6)∑
s

Wr,t,j,s ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ J, r ∈ R, t ∈ T (6.7)

NW ζ
i,t,k = λζi,t ∀i ∈ Iu, t ∈ T, ζ ∈ Ξ, k = 0 (6.8)

NW ζ
i,t,k = NW ζ

i,t−1,k−1 −NT
ζ
i,t−1,k−1

∀i ∈ Iu, t > 0, ζ ∈ Ξ, k > 0 (6.9)

NW ζ
i,t,k = NW ζ

i,t−1,k−1 −NT
ζ
i,t−1,k−1 (6.10)

+NW ζ
i,t−1,k −NT

ζ
i,t−1,k

∀i ∈ Iu, t ∈ T, ζ ∈ Ξ, k = k̂

NTDζ
i,t =

∑
k

NT ζi,t,k ∀i ∈ Iu, t ∈ T, ζ ∈ Ξ (6.11)

NTDζ
i,t ≤

∑
r,j

Zi,j,r,t ∀i ∈ Iu, t ∈ T, ζ ∈ Ξ (6.12)

P (fj,r,t(ẑ) ≤ dr) ≥ 1− α ∀j ∈ J, r ∈ R, t ∈ T (6.13)

Vj,r,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ J, r ∈ R, t ∈ T
Wj,r,t,s ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ J, r ∈ R, t ∈ T, s ∈ S
Zi,j,r,t ∈ N ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, r ∈ R, t ∈ T

The objective of the model is to minimize time spent waiting for urgent pa-
tients past their due date (in days), and the total required number of ORs to
treat elective and urgent patients. Constraint (6.2) stipulates that ORs must
be opened if patients are to be scheduled in it, and constraint (6.3) ensures
that enough elective patients are scheduled to meet demand requirements. Con-
straints (6.4) and (6.5) require that ORs and specialists of the proper specialty
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are available when scheduling surgeries, and constraints (6.6) and (6.7) ensure
that only one specialty is assigned to an OR, and all surgeries within an OR
belong to that same specialty. Constraints (6.8)-(6.11) ensure that the waiting
list variables are consistent, and untreated semi-urgent patients per time period
are updated. Constraint (6.8) formulates the new arrivals for each day under a
scenario realization, and constraints (6.9) and (6.10) update the waiting lists at
each time period, accounting for treated semi-urgent patients. For tractability,
the number of time periods semi-urgent patients are waiting is bounded by some
value k̂. Constraint (6.10) updates the waiting list at the maximum (recorded)
waiting time of patients. Constraints (6.11) and (6.12) link the number of treated
semi-urgent patients per day with the assignment of surgeries to schedules. Fi-
nally, constraint (6.13) ensures that the overtime probability of an OR schedule
does not exceed some given probability α. To formulate this constraint we denote
fr,t,j(ẑ) as the probability distribution of the total session time of surgeries sched-
uled of schedule r on day t in OR j, where ẑ is the vector of all variables Zi,j,r,t.
Since the number of possible scenarios is typically very large, the resulting model
is too difficult to solve for realistic instance sizes. Also, in practice, solutions of
(sufficient) quality obtained within reasonable time are preferred over an optimal
solution obtained after several hours or even days. Therefore, to obtain a good
solution within reasonable time, we propose a decomposition approach in the
next section.

6.3.2 Solution approach

We use a decomposition approach wherein we first address the allocation of semi-
urgent surgery types, followed by the allocation of elective surgery types. We do
this as follows:

− First, we allocate semi-urgent surgery types (i.e. when and how many surgery
types to plan of each type for each OR-day), such that waiting time is mini-
mized.

− Second, we take the allocation of semi-urgent surgery types as input, and com-
bine these with elective demand to create a STS that minimizes the required
number of ORs.

Specifically, we use a SAA method to minimize waiting time for semi-urgent
surgery types, followed by a column generation (CG) based heuristic procedure to
allocate elective and semi-urgent surgery types to STS. This is done by combining
those elective and semi-urgent surgery types that best absorb the required slack
to guarantee an acceptable overtime probability caused by uncertain surgery du-
rations. In the following subsections we describe our used SAA method (6.3.2.1)
and CG reformulation (6.3.2.2 and 6.3.2.3).
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6.3.2.1 Semi-urgent patient scheduling using SAA

To address the uncertainty of semi-urgent surgery demand inherent in our elec-
tive and semi-urgent surgery planning problem we use an SAA approach. This
approach is based on previous work that applied SAA to incorporate uncertain
emergency demand during the day [155, 156, 247]. In our problem however we
apply it to the entire planning horizon and allocate available semi-urgent surgery
capacity such that waiting times are minimized. Herein the objective function
is approximated by using a random selection of the stochastic scenarios [4, 139].
We generate N random scenario samples (ζ1, ..., ζN ) from the given (discrete)
distributions underlying the arrival of semi-urgent patients, and approximate the

value of
∑
ζ

∑
i

∑
t

(
φ(ζ)NW ζ

i,t,k · βi,k
)

by 1
N

∑
n

∑
i

∑
t

(
NWn

i,t,k · βi,k
)
. The

following mathematical model then lists the SAA formulation of the stochastic
semi-urgent surgery planning problem with a sample size of N .
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min
1

N

∑
n

∑
i

∑
t

(
NWn

i,t,k · βi,k
)

(6.14)

Zi,j,r,t ≤ Vj,r,tMi ∀i ∈ Iu, j ∈ J, r ∈ R, t ∈ T (6.15)∑
r

Vj,r,t ≤ aj,t ∀j ∈ J, t ∈ T (6.16)∑
r,j

Wj,r,t,s ≤ ct,s ∀t ∈ T, s ∈ S (6.17)

Zi,j,r,t ≤
∑
s

bi,sWj,r,t,smi ∀i ∈ Iu, j ∈ J, r ∈ R, t ∈ T (6.18)∑
s

Wj,r,t,s ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ J, r ∈ R, t ∈ T (6.19)

NWn
i,t,k = λni,t ∀i ∈ Iu, t ∈ T, n ∈ N, k = 0 (6.20)

NWn
i,t,k = NWn

i,t−1,k−1 −NTni,t−1,k−1 (6.21)

∀i ∈ Iu, t > 0, n ∈ N, k > 0

NWn
i,t,k = NWn

i,t−1,k−1 −NTni,t−1,k−1 (6.22)

+NWn
i,t−1,k −NTni,t−1,k ∀i ∈ Iu, t ∈ T, n ∈ N, k = k̂

NTDn
i,t =

∑
k

NTni,t,k ∀i ∈ Iu, t ∈ T, n ∈ N (6.23)

NTDn
i,t ≤

∑
r,j

Zi,j,r,t ∀i ∈ Iu, t ∈ T, n ∈ N (6.24)

∑
j

∑
r

∑
t

Zi,j,r,t ≤ si ∀i ∈ Iu (6.25)

Vj,r,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ J, r ∈ R, t ∈ T
Wj,r,t,s ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ J, r ∈ R, t ∈ T, s ∈ S
Zi,j,r,t ∈ N ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, r ∈ R, t ∈ T

Given that only a fraction of all patients are semi-urgent (i.e. there is enough
capacity to schedule only semi-urgent patients), we drop the OR capacity con-
straint, and only require that an OR and corresponding subspecialty are avail-
able when scheduling surgeries. Without electives to schedule in tandem, a solver
would schedule as many urgent slots as possible to minimize waiting time. There-
fore we limit the number of allowed semi-urgent surgeries per type i via constraint
(6.25) based on historical data. The final product of the SAA model details
the number of patients and dates to schedule semi-urgent surgeries. This can
be taken into account as a demand constraint when scheduling urgent patients
alongside elective patients, by fitting elective patients such that the total number
of required ORs is minimized (and thus use of ORs is maximized). We use the
following general SAA algorithm [4]:
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1. For m = 1, ...,M repeat the following steps:

1.1. Generate N sample scenarios.

1.2. Solve the SAA problem of constraints (6.14)-(6.24), and let X̂m
N be

the solution vector and v̂mN the optimal objective value.

1.3. Generate N ′ independent random samples. Estimate the true objec-
tive value and variance using a feasible solution X̄ and evaluate ĝN ′(X̄)
and S2

ĝN′ (X̄)
using the following equations:

ĝN ′(X̄) =
1

N ′

N ′∑
n

∑
i

∑
t

(
NWn

i,t,k · βi,k
)
,

S2
ĝN′ (X̄) =

1

N ′(N ′ − 1)

N ′∑
n

[∑
i

∑
t

(
NWn

i,t,k · βi,k
)
− ĝN ′(X̄)

]
.

2. Calculate v̄MN and S2
v̄MN

:

v̄MN =
1

M

M∑
m=1

v̂mN ,

S2
v̄MN

=
1

M(M − 1)

M∑
m=1

[
v̂mN − v̄MN

]2
.

3. For each solution X̂m
N , m = 1, ...,M , estimate the optimality gap by

ĝN ′(X̂m
N )− v̄MN , and estimated variance of S2

v̄MN
+ S2

ĝN′ (X̄mN )
.

Using this algorithm we obtain a lower and upper bound for the true objective
value. Note that in step 1.3 we require a feasible solution X̄. We obtain this
solution by solving the SAA model for a sample size of N . Finally, a solution
to the problem can be chosen from the replication sample M . For a detailed
description of the algorithm we refer to [4].

6.3.2.2 Minimizing the required number of ORs using column gener-
ation

After running the stochastic semi-urgent surgery planning model, we have deter-
mined when and how many surgery types to schedule of each semi-urgent surgery
type i. This is taken as input, similar to the demand requirements of elective
surgery types. A difficulty of our approach is that the number of surgery type
allocations that are feasible is exceptionally large, and that stating all variables
is not possible.

In order to model our OR scheduling problem we use a CG based formulation.
This approach has been applied to OR scheduling [66, 67, 247], and shown to be
able to solve large instances of realistic sizes that are otherwise not solvable. We
use a CG formulation similar to [196], as this approach only works with a subset
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of the variables, adding more if needed [170]. Instead of allocating surgery types
to ORs we use the concept of Operating Room Day Schedules (ORDSs) [196].
An ORDS u (u ∈ U) is a combination of surgical procedures of various types
i that are allowed to be carried out together (i.e., satisfy resource constraints).
Using CG we start with a small set of U , and add new ORDSs to this set that
may improve our objective function.

In addition to the already introduced notation in Table 6.1, we introduce
the decision variable Xr,u,t which denotes the number of ORDSs of size r and
procedure set u that are carried out on day t. To connect surgeries to ORDSs and
specialties we denote pr,u,i as the number of surgeries of type i carried out in an
ORDS of type u and size r, and the binary indicator br,u,s that denotes whether
ORDS u of size r is used by subspecialty s. The number of available ORs on
day t is denoted by at, and ct,s denotes the number of specialists of subspecialty
s that are available on day t. Finally, we formulate ŝi,t as the required semi-
urgent surgery demand of type i to be scheduled on day t as determined by the
SAA model. We can then model the allocation of ORDSs (primal model) to the
planning horizon as follows:

min
∑
r

∑
u

∑
t

Xr,u,ter (6.26)∑
r

∑
u

∑
t

Xr,u,tpr,u,i ≥ si ∀i ∈ Ie (6.27)∑
r

∑
u

∑
t

Xr,u,tpr,u,i ≥ ŝi,t ∀i ∈ Iu, t ∈ T (6.28)∑
r

∑
u

Xr,u,t ≤ at ∀t ∈ T (6.29)∑
r

∑
u

Xr,u,tbr,u,s ≤ ct,s ∀t ∈ T, s ∈ S (6.30)

Xr,u,t ≤
∑
s

br,u,sat ∀r ∈ R, u ∈ U, t ∈ T (6.31)

Xr,u,t ∈ N ∀r ∈ R, u ∈ U, t ∈ T

The objective function (6.26) minimizes the number of required ORs, and
constraints (6.27) and (6.28) ensure that sufficient elective and semi-urgent surg-
eries are planned. Constraints (6.29) and (6.30) require that schedules are only
planned if ORs and surgeons of the related subspecialties are available. Finally,
constraint (6.31) requires that an OR schedule u is scheduled in a proper size r.
In this reformulation each column corresponds to a feasible OR schedule (r, u)
that satisfies capacity and allocation constraints. By iteratively adding new OR
schedules (columns) we can optimally solve the linear relaxation of the surgery
planning problem, and then use a heuristic procedure based on the CG solu-
tion obtained to construct a feasible solution with satisfactory performance. In
the next section we detail the pricing model that is used to construct new OR
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schedules to add to the primal model.

6.3.2.3 Pricing model

Our primal model assumes that we know the ORDS set U that make up the
optimal schedule. However, as mentioned we use column generation to iteratively
add ORDSs u to a subset of U . This is done by solving the LP relaxation of the
master problem. This master problem is the original primal model of Section
6.3.2.2 (with a subset of U). Solving the master problem results in shadow prices
that we may use as input for the pricing problem. In this pricing problem we
generate a new ORDS u that is currently not included in the subset of U , but
that may improve the master problem objective function. This way, we keep
solving the (relaxed) master problem with an expanding subset of U , until no
ORDS u can be found in the pricing problems to increase the master problem
objective function. The relaxed master problem solution with the created subset
of U is then optimal to the relaxed master problem which assumes the full set U
is known. We then use the created subset of U to solve the original (unrelaxed)
master problem, and obtain a feasible solution. In addition, we incorporate the
randomness of surgery time durations in the pricing model by taking into account
slack time such that the probability of overtime is limited.

Let πi, δi,t, γt, τt,s, be the shadow prices of constraints (6.27)-(6.30) respec-
tively. Let Yi be the decision variable denoting the number of surgeries of type
i carried out in the new ORDS. The pricing model creates a new ORDS u for
every size r, day t and specialty s that aims to violate the reduced cost criterion
as much as possible. The reduced cost criterion is denoted by:

(∑
i

Yi ∗ (πi + δi,t)

)
− γt − δt,s (6.32)

Using the above reduced cost criterion as the objective function of our pricing
problem, we try to create for each schedule size r, subspecialty s, and day of the
planning horizon t a new schedule u that has a negative reduced cost. If such a
schedule is found it is added to the set U and the (relaxed) primal model is again
solved to update the shadow prices.

In our pricing model we also have to take into account the overtime restrictions
on an ORDS u, such that overtime occurs at most with probability α. We
assume that the underlying surgery times follow a normal distribution. The total
duration of an ORDS is determined by the expected surgery time durations, the
slack, which is determined by the variance of the surgeries carried out, and the
safety factor α. In order to model the overtime constraint (6.13) we use piecewise
linear approximation [27], and determine the breakpoints as put forward by Bosch
[31]. We assume that the total duration of an ORDS u is normally distributed.
Let µu and σ2

u be the mean and variance of the random variable fu(ẑ) (i.e.
fu(ẑ) ∼ N (µu, σ

2
u)). Taking µi and σ2 as the mean and variance of the normally
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distributed duration of surgery type i, the overtime constraint of ORDS u then
becomes the sum over all surgeries carried out within it:

∑
i

Yiµi + φ−1(1− α)

√∑
i

Yiσ2
i ≤ dr (6.33)

To piecewise approximate the surgery duration of normal distributed surgeries
we introduce the set of O (o = 1, ..., O) breakpoints that separate each linear
interval. Additionally, we introduce the breakpoint value xo, the breakpoint
function value yo and a weight for each breakpoint ρo. Each interval is described
by a weighted sum of the breakpoints, which equals 1 [27]. For a full description
on the determination on breakpoints we refer to [31]. Constraint (6.13) can then
be replaced by the following constraints:

∑
i

Yiµi + φ−1(1− α)
∑
o

ρoyo ≤ dr (6.34)∑
o

ρoxo =
∑
i

Yiσ
2
i (6.35)∑

o

ρo = 1 (6.36)

With the above piecewise linearization of overtime we are able to create a new
OR schedule for every schedule size r, subspecialty s and day in the planning
horizon t combination, as for each a different ORDS u may improve the objective
function. This gives us the following pricing model:

max
∑
i

Yi ∗ (πi + δi,t) (6.37)

Yi ≤ br,u,smi (6.38)

Yi ≤ ŝi, t ∀i ∈ Iu (6.39)∑
i

Yiµi + φ−1(1− α)
∑
o

ρoyo ≤ dr (6.40)∑
o

ρoxo =
∑
i

Yiσ
2
i (6.41)∑

o

ρo = 1 (6.42)

Yi ∈ N ∀i ∈ I

The model’s objective function (6.37) aims to find the combination of surgeries
that has the largest reduced cost (see (6.32)), and if the reduced cost is negative
the new ORDS is added to the set U . Constraint (6.38) ensures that only surgeries
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of the available (assigned) specialty s are scheduled, and constraint (6.39) limits
the number of added semi-urgent surgeries to the new ORDS to the required
daily demand. This constraint ensures that no ORDS are created with too many
semi-urgent slots. Finally, constraints (6.40)-(6.42) limit the overtime probability
of the new ORDS based on the surgeries carried out, and on the slack factor α.
In the next section we detail the heuristic approach used to find feasible OR
schedules using the CG formulation.

6.3.3 Heuristic approach

We combine our solution approach from Section 6.3.2 with a heuristic in order to
obtain a feasible STS. To initialize the CG procedure we require a set of ORDSs U
that allow us to obtain a feasible solution of the planning problem. We construct
these initial schedules as follows:

For each surgery type i and schedule size r we create an ORDS by adding as
many surgeries of that surgery type to the schedule, limited to the required daily
(ŝi,t) or monthly (si) demand (for respectively semi-urgent and elective surgery
types) and schedule size r capacity.

1. If surgery type i is semi-urgent repeat the following for every unique daily
demand ŝi,t. If i is an elective surgery type only do the following once using
monthly demand si:

1.1. Schedule at most the required demand (ŝi,t or si), or however many
surgery types i fit into the ORDS of size r:

Yi = min{ siŝi,t , arg max
i

{
∑
i Yiµi + φ−1(1− α)

√∑
i Yiσ

2
i ≤ dr}}.

1.2. Sort the remaining surgery types in I from longest to shortest (ex-
pected) surgery time.

1.3. While there are surgery types i′ ∈ I remaining do the following:

i. If surgery type i′ fits in the ORDS add the surgery type to the
ORDS.

ii. Remove i′ from the list of sorted surgery types.

By creating the ORDS in this manner we enable that an ORDS is created for each
surgery type i, and that the ORDS contains many surgeries, properly utilizing
the available capacity. In addition, this heuristic ensures that no schedules are
created that would be useable when solving the relaxed master problem, without
being an actual schedule candidate. For example, an ORDS with a number of
semi-urgent surgery types that exceeds the daily requirement ŝi,t, would always
be usable (fractionally) by the solver. In turn, this would limit the ability to find
new schedules, because with the schedule with overcapacity a negative reduced
cost may not be obtained.

As mentioned, when solving our problem using the CG formulation it is likely
that a fractional solution is obtained. Therefore we use a heuristic procedure to
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find a feasible solution by iteratively including one ORDS (Xr,u,t) in the final
solution, based on the fractional (relaxed) master problem solution. We select
the ORDS as follows:

1. Select the ORDS Xr,u,t that treats the most semi-urgent patients:

arg max
u

(
Iu∑
i

Xr,u,t · pr,u,i

)
.

2. If several decision variables Xr,u,t treat an equal amount of semi-urgent
patients, select the largest of those decision variables:

arg max
u

Xr,u,t.

3. If there are several integer or same sized fractional variables Xr,u,t, select
the decision variable with the lowest cost:

arg min
u

(er|Xr,u,t).

4. Finally, if there are multiple decision variables remaining with equal cost,
randomly select one of those decision variables.

Directly prioritizing the most used ORDS, may enable to find better final solu-
tions, as it is then more likely that highly used or even integer ORD assignments
are selected. Ignoring semi-urgent assignments however, often resulted in early
termination as ORDS were fixed such that semi-urgent demand could not be met.
Using this prioritization when selecting an ORDS we found that our heuristic ap-
proach was often able to find good solutions without terminating early.

After selecting a decision variable Xr,u,t we remove the surgery type demand
planned in the fixed ORDS, and update the OR and surgeon availability. We
then set this reduced problem as our new master problem, and again solve it
using CG. This is repeated until an integer solution is found, or until no more
surgery types need to be scheduled. Figure 6.1 shows our approach. Note that it
may be possible that an ORDS is fixed, resulting in infeasibility as there are no
more specialists or ORs available but there is demand remaining. In this case,
the created set of ORDSs U may be used to solve the master problem and obtain
a feasible solution.

6.4 Results

In this section we detail the results of our SAA model (6.3.2.1) and CG formulated
ORDS creation and planning model (6.3.2.2) using a heuristic approach. We
first evaluate our approach using test instances, followed by application to our
case study. Section 6.4.1 describes the test instances and input parameters. In
Section 6.4.2 we present numerical results for the CG model. Following our
numerical experiments, Section 6.4.3 presents our case study and in Section 6.4.4
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Figure 6.1 Approach framework including SAA and CG based heuristic

we determine the input parameters for the SAA model based on our case study,
and present the case study results. The models were formulated using the AIMMS
modeling software, and experiments were run on an Intel i7 2.9 GHz PC with
8GB of RAM.
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6.4.1 Input parameters

Here we describe the test instances and input parameters summarized in Table
6.2. In our test instance we consider a setting with varying subspecialties (|S| =
1, 3, 6, 9), and planning horizons (|T | = 14, 28) of two and four weeks respectively.
As OR sizes we take full and half OR days of eight and four hours respectively
(R = {240, 480}). We vary the number of different surgery types to schedule
(|I| = 30, 40, 50, 60), of which six surgery types are semi-urgent (|Iu| = 6).Also,

we vary the sum of surgery type demand (
∑
i

si = 50, 100, 200, 300 and
∑
i,t

ŝi,t =

10, 25, 50, 75). For each surgery type in I, the normal distribution parameters

Table 6.2 Experiment settings

Set/Parameter Value
|T | 14, 28
|S| 1, 3, 6, 9, 12
|Ie| 24, 34, 44, 54
|Iu| 6
|J | 6
|R| 240, 480
er 0.5, 1
α 30%

k̂ 8∑
i

si 50, 100, 200, 300∑
i

∑
t

ŝi,t 10, 25, 50, 75

are randomly generated with the mean from the interval [50,150], and standard
deviation from [30,60]. Additionally, demand is randomly distributed among
the surgery types I, and in case of semi-urgent surgery types also randomly
distributed among the planning horizon T .

6.4.2 Experimental results

This section discusses the results of the different test instances that are evaluated
with the CG model. To evaluate our CG model, we investigate the effect of
varying the number of surgery types, surgery demand, and sub-specialties. Table
6.3 shows the effect of various surgery type demand on our heuristic solution
value, lower bound, optimality gap, number of generated columns, and runtime.

From Table 6.3 we see that our approach is able to find solutions to both
smaller and larger sized problems (regarding patient volume), in which 375 pa-
tients in total must be scheduled, just over 30 minutes in the largest case. When
comparing the number of required ORs from our heuristic, and lower bounds
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Table 6.3 Numerical results CG heuristic for varying surgery type demand

Parameters Results

R |S| |T | |I|
∑
i

si,
∑
i,t

ŝi,t H LB GAP #col Time

{240, 480} 6 28 40 50,10 15 14.16 5.59 146 429
{240, 480} 6 28 40 100,25 30 28.98 3.37 150 789
{240, 480} 6 28 40 200,50 56.5 55.87 1.11 156 1331
{240, 480} 6 28 40 300,75 85.5 83.43 2.42 140 1810

(LB), we see that the heuristic solutions require zero to two (eight hour) ORs
more in a four week planning horizon, and the optimality gap is at most 5.59%,
showing that the found solutions are of good quality. As more surgery types
must be planned, the runtime roughly increases linearly, indicating that even
very large numbers of surgeries may be planned within reasonable time.

Table 6.4 shows the effect of increasing the number of surgery types that
may be scheduled in the planning horizon. Here we also see that the heuristic
approach is able to find good solutions that at most require one OR too many,
with an optimality gap of 3.43%. Unlike an increase in the number of surgeries to
plan, if there are more surgery types possible, the runtimes increase considerably
faster. This is because more combinations of surgeries in an ORDS are possible,
and thus more ORDS are generated that may improve the objective function.
However, with 60 different surgery types the runtimes are still acceptable, from
which we conclude that realistic instance sizes can be solved with our approach.

Table 6.4 Numerical results CG heuristic for varying surgery type numbers |I|
Parameters Results

R |S| |T | |I|
∑
i

si,
∑
i,t

ŝi,t H LB GAP #col Time

{240, 480} 6 14 30 100,25 28.5 28.07 1,51 117 277
{240, 480} 6 14 40 100,25 31.5 30.51 3.14 187 544
{240, 480} 6 14 50 100,25 30.5 29.45 3.43 275 1032
{240, 480} 6 14 60 100,25 29 28.09 3.13 313 1225

Table 6.5 shows the effect of increasing the number of surgical specialties to
which surgery types may belong. Similar to the other test instances we find
that good solutions are found using our heuristic. Additionally, the solution
quality and run-time is not effected considerably when more surgical specialties
are taken into account. As such, it may also be possible to use our approach
on a per surgeon basis, instead of per surgical specialty and assign ORDS to
individual surgeons.

6.4.3 Case study data

We apply our approach to a case study in a Dutch hospital. In this instance
there are six sub-specialty types, who (together) carry out 47 different surgery
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Table 6.5 Numerical results CG heuristic for varying specialty numbers |S|
Parameters Results

R |S| |T | |I|
∑
i

si,
∑
i,t

ŝi,t H LB GAP #col Time

{240, 480} 1 14 40 200,50 60 59.53 0.77 360 756
{240, 480} 3 14 40 200,50 60.5 60.15 0.56 257 755
{240, 480} 6 14 40 200,50 66 64.99 1.52 195 983
{240, 480} 9 14 40 200,50 62 61.16 1.35 152 1091
{240, 480} 12 14 40 200,50 61 58.98 3.30 139 1241

types. We evaluate two scenarios, in which we schedule the minimal and average
elective surgery demand (156 and 224 respectively) in addition to the semi-urgent
surgeries. Of these surgery types, four are semi-urgent surgery types that are to
be carried out within several days. The duration of all surgery types is assumed to
be normally distributed and based on historical data. In addition, we assume that
semi-urgent surgery demand arrives according to a Poisson distribution (based
on historical data), specified for each day of the planning horizon and surgery
type. The planning horizon in our case study is four weeks. Respectively there
are at most six ORs, and two surgeons of each sub-specialty available to plan
each (working) day of the week. Finally, we limit the overtime probability α
to 30%. Table 6.6 gives an overview of our case study, and Table 6.7 provides
additional information on the semi-urgent surgery types.

6.4.4 Case study results

This section first describes the experiments to set the SAA input parameters.
Thereafter, we apply our SAA model and CG based heuristic to our case study.

SAA input parameters and results

We apply the SAA method to different settings of N (|N | =
5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 200, 500). In addition we use |M | = 10 and |N ′| = 500.
Figure 6.2 shows the objective value behavior for different values of |N |. We
find that from a sample size of 200, the objective function (14) upper and lower
bound have converged, and confidence intervals around the bounds start to
overlap.

As expected, the solution quality, and the computation time increases with
the number of samples and replications. For our problem instance we found
that a replication number of |M | = 10, and sample size |N | = 200 provided
good results. We evaluate the effectiveness of the SAA model by comparing it
to a deterministic expected value problem (EVP) version which includes a single
average scenario that uses the expected values of the stochastic arrivals (i.e.,
using a single scenario ζ). Figure 6.3 shows the total (weighted) waiting time of
100 iterations, each consisting of 100 simulated realizations of the EVP and SAA
schedules in the planning horizon. We find that the schedule obtained by the
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Table 6.6 Overview case study settings

Set/Parameter Description Value
T Days in planning horizon {1, .., 28}
S Sub-specialties {1, .., 6}
Ie Elective surgery types {1, .., 43}
Iu Semi-urgent surgery types {44, .., 47}
J Available operating rooms {1, .., 6}
R Operating room size (opening

hours in minutes)
{240, 360, 480, 540}

er Cost of using an OR with
schedule of size r

{0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25}

α Maximum allowed overtime
probability

30%

k̂ Maximum recorded waiting
time

8∑
i

si Total demand of elective
surgery

156, 224∑
i

∑
t

λi,t Total (average) demand of
semi urgent surgery

42.12

µi, σi; i = 28 mean (minutes) and stdev of
shortest surgery type

47.88, 12.39

µi, σi; i = 43 mean (minutes) and stdev of
longest surgery type

306.01, 133.15

Table 6.7 Semi-urgent surgery information
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44 1 0.33 0.93 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 50, 60, 70, 80} 91.48 46.94 14
45 2 0.12 0.36 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 50, 60, 70, 80} 139.75 57.99 4
46 6 0.21 0.65 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 50, 60, 70, 80} 104.48 105.46 9
47 5 0.41 1.22 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 50, 60, 70, 80} 80.34 43.47 7

SAA algorithm is better able to facilitate the uncertain arrivals of semi-urgent
patients, resulting in less overall waiting time. Specifically, the average waiting
time from the SAA is 1.79 days, and 2.89 days from the EVP. This makes sense,
as in the EVP formulation only the average number of arrivals is accounted for.
The model then assigns less surgery types in the planning horizon as these should
be sufficient for the average case. The SAA model however, assigns more surgery
types in the planning horizon to account for the stochasticity in the semi-urgent
surgery demand in order to reduce waiting times. With the EVP, there are
49 semi-urgent types planned, and 58 with the SAA. In total, these additional
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Figure 6.2 SAA model objective value behaviour for different |N |

planned surgery types take up three (8 hour) ORs, which means that three more
ORs are required during the planning period using the SAA model. Arguably
however, in practice all semi-urgent surgery demand must be met. Thus, all
semi-urgent surgery demand that may not be scheduled on time in allocated
semi-urgent slots is scheduled by modifying the surgery type schedule (i.e., by
rescheduling elective surgeries). With the SAA model the semi-urgent arrival
stochasticity is better taken into account on a tactical level, and less disturbances
would occur during the operational realization of the STS.

Figure 6.3 Simulation comparison of SAA and EVP schedules

Table 6.8 lists the obtained semi-urgent surgery schedule which is used as
input (ŝi,t) in the column generation based heuristic in the next section. We
find that semi-urgent surgeries are spread reasonably even through the planning
horizon. This follows the current semi-urgent arrival distributions, which are
assumed to be evenly distributed across the weeks in the planning horizon.
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Table 6.8 Solution SAA model: assignment of semi-urgent surgeries to days in plan-
ning horizon

ŝi,t i=44 i=45 i=46 i=47 ŝi,t i=44 i=45 i=46 i=47
ŝi,1 0 0 0 0 ŝi,15 0 0 0 1
ŝi,2 0 0 0 0 ŝi,16 1 0 1 1
ŝi,3 1 0 0 2 ŝi,17 1 1 1 1
ŝi,4 1 1 1 1 ŝi,18 1 0 0 1
ŝi,5 1 1 1 1 ŝi,19 1 1 1 2
ŝi,6 0 0 0 0 ŝi,20 0 0 0 0
ŝi,7 0 0 0 0 ŝi,21 0 0 0 0
ŝi,8 1 0 0 1 ŝi,22 0 0 0 0
ŝi,9 1 0 1 1 ŝi,23 1 0 1 2
ŝi,10 1 1 1 1 ŝi,24 1 1 1 0
ŝi,11 1 0 0 2 ŝi,25 1 0 0 2
ŝi,12 1 1 1 1 ŝi,26 2 1 1 2
ŝi,13 0 0 0 0 ŝi,27 0 0 0 0
ŝi,14 0 0 0 0 ŝi,28 0 0 0 0

CG results

We now apply the CG based heuristic to our case study. In addition, we evaluate
the effect of using different surgery type schedule schedule sizes r, as well as
varying levels of allowed overtime and elective surgery demand.

Besides only using full ORs (8 hours of operating time), we also investigate the
influence of allowing shorter OR schedules. Additionally, we evaluate the effect
on increasing operating room time by one hour (i.e., using 9 hour schedules).
Note that OR costs are proportional to their size (e.g., a 4 hour OR costs half
an 8 hour OR). Table 6.9 shows the results of the CG based approach applied
to the case study data with varying OR schedule sizes and elective demand.
We find that using our approach we are able to find a feasible solution in all
cases within a reasonable time-frame. Comparing our approach to the regular
formulation (from Section 6.3.1), the regular formulation was unable to obtain
an integer solution after one hour of runtime. As expected, if elective demand of
schedule size options increase, the runtime increases as well. In the case of more
elective demand this is caused by additional iterations of our heuristic, as more
surgery schedules must be fixed in the planning horizon to satisfy all demand.
In the case of adding schedule sizes, the time in each column generation cycle
increases, as pricing problems are solved for each subspecialty, day and schedule
size combination (s, t, r). In the largest settings our approach was able to find a
feasible solution within 100 minutes, which should be acceptable given that new
schedules and allocations have to be made at most once every planning horizon
(i.e., once a month).

Regarding the optimality gap (defined as (H-LP)/H) we find that as we allow
more OR schedule sizes, the gap decreases, arguably as more surgery combina-
tions become available and schedules may be created that better adapt to the
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Table 6.9 Results of CG based heuristic

Schedule sizes #
(elec-
tive)
surg-
eries

Obj.Val.
H

Obj.Val.
LP
(LB)

Opt.Gap
(%)

#
Gen.Col.

Runtime
(sec)

# Used
Col.

{480} 156 69.00 61.74 10.52 132 898 33
{540} 156 74.25 60.46 18.57 180 1024 33
{240, 480} 156 60.50 56.00 7.43 176 1671 35
{360, 480} 156 59.75 54,71 8.43 223 1983 38
{240, 360, 480} 156 57.25 54,59 4.63 262 3742 38
{480} 224 83.00 76.77 7.49 155 1538 43
{540} 224 84.37 75.79 10.10 191 1737 33
{240, 480} 224 76.50 73.87 3.44 221 2797 47
{360, 480} 224 76.25 72.73 4.61 249 3112 42
{240, 360, 480} 224 75.00 72.73 3.02 281 5527 45

elective and semi-urgent demand. In the current practice where only 8 hour
schedules are used, our approach has an optimality gap of 10.5%, which in prac-
tice means during the planned month at most 7 ORs too many are scheduled.
This gap decreases to just under 5% when allowing 4 and 6 hour schedules. When
more schedule sizes are allowed the overall required number of ORs decreases.
For example, when 4 hours schedules are allowed in addition to 8 hour sched-
ules, the objective value decreases by 8.5. This means that by also using smaller
schedules, the same surgery demand can be met with 8.5 (8 hour) ORs fewer.
This OR capacity in turn could be allocated dynamically to to other surgical
specialties that may require additional capacity based on patient waiting lists,
and may allow the same hospital surgical demand be met with fewer required
ORs.

In addition to the evaluation of different schedule sizes we also evaluate the ef-
fect of the overtime constraint on the required number of ORs during the planning
horizon. Figure 6.4 shows the number of required ORs for various overtime prob-
abilities for two cases (R = {480} and {240, 480}). Note that a 50% overtime
probability corresponds to no additional slack inclusion when creating surgery
schedules (i.e., plan using average surgery times). As expected, when less over-
time is allowed, more operating rooms are needed as more slack is incorporated
per OR. There are however diminishing returns when only 8 hour schedules are
used, where increasing accepted overtime from 5% to 20% reduces the number of
required ORs by 8, and a further increase to 40% only saves two additional ORs.
In contrast, if 4 and 8 hour schedules are used the required number of ORs keeps
decreasing as acceptable overtime probabilities increase. High overtime probabil-
ity in practice could lead to both patient and staff dissatisfaction, as ORs have
long working hours, and patients must wait considerably longer during the day
before their surgery starts, or in worse cases may even be cancelled.
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Figure 6.4 Comparison of required number of ORs for overtime probabilities

For the hospital setting under consideration, it does not seem cost efficient
on a per hour basis to extend operating room times (and thus schedules) by
one hour. While there is a reduction in the largest setting of 8 ORDS (i.e., 64
hours) required in the month, the 75 scheduled ORDS each take an additional
hour such that overall more time is required to meet the same surgery demand.
Thus, simply assigning more capacity does not necessarily yield improvements.
Conversely, when also scheduling 4 hour ORDS, which seem most likely from an
organizational perspective, a reduction of 6.5 (full) ORs can be achieved while
still meeting surgery demand. This suggests it may be worthwhile to investigate
the possibility of allocating half day OR blocks to specialties, such that OR
capacity may be better distributed across surgical specialties and more demand
may be met. Additionally, in the current setting of using full day ORDS, the
overtime probability may be considerably reduced (30% to 10%) at the cost of
two additional ORs per month which may be desirable from a patient and staff
perspective. Finally, using this approach to create surgery type schedules may
benefit the operational level surgical case assignment. By assigning surgical cases
to the STS blueprint on a first come first serve basis, patients may be scheduled
more quickly, and without as much (re)scheduling to fit patients into ORs, as this
is done (close to) optimally in the STS. In summary, we find that our heuristic
approach is able to find feasible solutions for all settings that are also of high
quality. Especially if multiple schedule sizes are allowed, our approach is able to
find near optimal solutions efficiently.

6.5 Conclusion

This study considers a tactical operating room planning problem in which not
only elective, but also semi-urgent surgeries must be scheduled. We take the
stochastic nature of surgery durations, and demand for semi-urgent surgeries into
account explicitly. To solve this planning problem a stochastic model consider-
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ing uncertain semi-urgent arrivals and surgery durations is formulated. Following
this, we adopt a decomposition approach wherein first SAA is used to allocate
semi-urgent surgery capacity to days in the planning horizon. Second, a surgi-
cal type schedule is constructed using a CG based heuristic approach, in which
elective and semi-urgent surgeries are combined into OR schedules and placed in
the planning horizon. In this approach the number of required operating rooms
is minimized, while ensuring the probability of overtime is limited.

Applying our approach to a case study we find that incorporating the stochas-
tic nature of semi-urgent surgery demand reduces waiting times for semi-urgent
patients. Also, with our CG based heuristic we are able to create surgery type
schedules within a reasonable time. For our case study, when comparing our
solution to the lower bound obtained by the (first) CG iteration we find that
our solution is within 11% of the true optimal solution, and this improves to less
than 5% if more OR schedule sizes are allowed. In addition, when allowing for
different OR sizes (i.e., 4 and 6 hour ORs) considerably less ORs are required to
schedule all surgery types.

In practice our approach may be used to schedule both the elective and semi-
urgent patients for a medium term planning horizon. The semi-urgent surgery
requests may be based on historical data and updated accordingly. In addition,
based on current waiting lists the number of elective surgeries that must be
scheduled within the planning horizon may be changed. By including semi-urgent
surgeries within the planning problem, less rescheduling of electives takes place
as inevitably semi-urgent surgery requests arrive.

In our current application we assumed emergency surgeries (i.e., patients that
must be treated on the day of arrival) are treated in dedicated emergency ORs.
An extension to our approach would be to include these surgery types as well, by
incorporating additional slack for emergencies. In addition, we currently do not
sequence surgery types during a surgery type schedule (i.e., determine the order of
surgeries), which may influence emergency patient waiting times. By considering
sequencing when including emergency patients in the planning problem, further
improvements may be achieved.

We assumed the arrival rates of semi-urgent surgeries to be fixed. In practice
however, these patients are often added to the waiting list after consultation
hours in which they consult with surgeons. Our planning approach however
allocates ORDS to the planning horizon that require a surgeon, which in turn
may change the days surgeons are available for consultations with patients. A
possible future direction would be including the effect of the surgery type schedule
on consultation hours, and thus semi-urgent arrival rates.

Besides the inclusion of different surgery type schedule sizes, allowing ORs to
be used during weekends may benefit semi-urgent patients. Arguably, allowing
surgeries to be planned during weekends allows the schedule to better fit to semi-
urgent patient arrivals. Of interest would be further investigation of the trade-off
between waiting time improvements and additional costs incurred during the
weekend. Finally, our heuristic approach results in a approximate solution, and
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investigating possibilities of exactly solving our planning problems may result
in improvements. For example, applying a branch and price approach may be
investigated along with various branching strategies.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusion and outlook

The demand for the timely delivery of high quality urgent care is increasing.
Combined with the uncertainties that arise during the delivery of care, and high
stakes involved when urgent patients are concerned, this puts pressure on hospi-
tals to efficiently and effectively organize healthcare processes that may adapt to
the specific needs and characteristics of urgent care. This dissertation presents
methodologies and models that can assist hospitals in effective urgent care deliv-
ery, while also efficiently utilizing resources. In this final chapter we present our
main conclusions and give an outlook on future research.

In Chapter 2 we have explored the literature on the planning and control of
non-elective care delivery in hospitals, within and across hospital departments.
We have presented a structured overview of the various problems encountered
when offering non-elective care across the entire patient pathway. We have dis-
cussed the results found in the literature regarding how to manage non-elective
care processes, and have identified research opportunities. There have been stud-
ies focusing on all hospital departments, with the main focus on emergency de-
partment (ED) and Wards. There have been studies focusing on all hierarchical
levels of control, with the main focus on the tactical level. Computer simulation
and mathematical programming are the most used mathematical modeling ap-
proaches. We found that many of the results are hard to generalize, as they are
based on a specific case study. Also, very few studies actually report about (suc-
cessful) implementation of the outcomes. The diversity of treatment targets for
urgent care patient types varies greatly across papers, particularly in ED and OR
studies. Also, very few papers account for priority changing, which is realistic in
practice. Finally, we identify that there is a great need for (generalizable) bench-
mark instance sets. Many studies focus on very similar problems, in different
case studies.

One of the first departments faced by patients with an urgent demand for
care is the ED. In Chapter 3 we study an ED and general practitioner’s post
(GPP) that have integrated into a single point emergency post as a point of
access for acute care. Using computer simulation and a heuristic approach we
sought the best allocation of resources and process design when combining these
departments. From Chapter 3 we find that the merging of departments offers
numerous possibilities for improvement through cooperation. A potential future
research topic is the modeling of interaction between the integrated emergency
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post and other departments in the hospital, such that the entire care pathway
chain can be optimized.

One place where elective and non-elective patient pathways cross is the di-
agnostics department. Here, we find there is a trade-off between offering suf-
ficient appointments for elective patients, and reserving sufficient capacity for
non-elective patients to ensure short waiting times. In Chapter 4 we optimized
appointment schedules of CT scanners for elective patients that influence elec-
tive patients’ access time, elective and non-elective waiting time, and staff over-
time. We find that by taking into account non-elective patient characteristics
(arrival and duration) within both the diagnostics department and the ED, the
diagnostics appointment schedule may be changed such that performance for all
patients involved improves. Also, it results in a more even workload during the
day. Aside from diagnostics requests from the ED, part of the unscheduled di-
agnostic requests originate from other departments such as the wards. It may
be interesting to include additional processes and resources that affect the ap-
pointment planning, for example by simultaneously (re)scheduling the patient
rounds on wards, and thus better align patient flows across wards, diagnostics,
and ED. Another possibility for future research is the incorporation of various
priority rules of patients, investigating the effect on the appointment schedules
and patient flows.

In Chapter 5 we study multiple policies for operating theaters to allocate
operating room (OR) capacity to emergency patients, such as the use of dedicated
emergency ORs. We identify the patient and hospital characteristics that have a
large effect on the effectiveness of policies, and conclude that there is no approach
that works best in all situations. Additionally, Chapter 5 provides an evaluation
of policies for numerous settings (of patient and hospital characteristics) such
that hospitals may find the policy configuration best for their setting. These
evaluations have been integrated in an interactive tool, which has already been
used by at least one Dutch hospital to improve their policy. A promising direction
for future research is to develop policies which may offer viable alternatives to
those currently used in practice. An example of such a policy is one where at
any moment in time one elective OR is the emergency OR. Its elective program
is put ’on hold’, until the completion of a surgery in another elective OR that
will then take over the emergency OR role. Consequently, the role of ’emergency
OR’ jumps between elective ORs. In this way, an emergency patient can always
be immediately serviced upon arrival.

Many non-elective patients may wait for some time to be serviced. Unlike
emergency patients that must be treated on the day of arrival, such so-called
semi-urgent surgeries may be postponed for some days. If not accounted for,
adjustments of the existing elective schedule may be required to plan these semi-
urgent patients. In Chapter 6 we incorporate both elective and semi-urgent
patients in a surgery type schedule blueprint and find that doing so can improve
OR utilizations, and lead to less rescheduling of electives. Given the uncertain
arrivals of semi-urgent and emergency patients, the realized schedule may still
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need to be adapted. A possibility for future research would be to incorporate
our methodology into a rolling horizon approach that is constantly updated,
and takes into account the current status of the operating rooms, including for
example the waiting lists.

Another possibility for future research is the dynamic allocation and design of
processes. Due to the inherent variability in non-elective care, there is constant
change at departments. It may not necessarily be the case that a specific patient
pathway design or resource allocation is best regardless of the (current) state
of the system. For example, the use of fast-track pathways at the ED may
not always be useful in alleviating ED waiting times. Further research on the
dynamic design of processes and (re)allocation of resources may offer valuable
improvements and allow hospitals to better adapt to both short- and long term
changes.

Summarizing, the work presented in this dissertation and the directions for
future research may assist hospitals in decision making with regards to the plan-
ning and control of non-elective care processes. This ensures that patients are
treated effectively, in a timely manner, and hospital resources are efficiently uti-
lized. This dissertation gives several examples, where the uncertain aspects of
various types of non-elective care may be included in the modeling of processes
in order to improve outcomes for all patients involved.
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Summary

One of the challenges of hospitals is to take into account the many uncertainties
that arise during the delivery of care. This is especially prevalent when providing
care for non-elective patients who require treatment with some urgency. As
urgency increases, the stakes involved increase for both patients and healthcare
providers. Non-elective care is prevalent throughout hospitals. The question then
is how to efficiently organize healthcare processes while remaining able to properly
adapt to the specific needs and characteristics of non-elective patient demand.
In this thesis we address a number of challenges related to the provision of care
for non-elective patients. The problems studied in this dissertation originate
from hospitals in the Netherlands, and address planning problems encountered
at various hospital departments where non-elective patients are treated.

Chapter 2 reviews non-elective care planning and scheduling literature within
and across hospital departments, and structurally categorizes the literature ac-
cording to departmental focus, hierarchical planning level, and urgency classi-
fication. Furthermore, it provides an overview of the non-elective healthcare
planning and control problems that are considered, and outlines what methods
are used to address these problems. Finally, Chapter 2 identifies some interesting
future research opportunities.

Chapter 3 uses a systematic heuristic approach and computer simulation to
evaluate and find the optimal process design of an integrated emergency post,
where an emergency department and general practitioners post have merged. By
evaluating resource and staff allocations, as well as process changes, various de-
signs are compared. In the design and evaluation of the interventions, patient
preferences are taken into account, and the approach and computer simulation
model are set up so it can readily be applied to other healthcare providers. Results
show that the merging of ED and GPP offer numerous improvement possibilities
through cooperation and combined allocation of resources. The selected inter-
ventions show a significant improvement in length of stay, with roster alternatives
having the greatest effect on the GPP, and process interventions on the ED. In
addition, the pooling of resources, such as staff, shows that both the GPP and ED
can benefit, while the overall staffing costs remain virtually unchanged. Finally,
the interventions have no negative effects on any patient urgency category.

In Chapter 4 we propose a heuristic solution methodology to optimize (CT
diagnostic) appointment schedules for elective patients in a radiology department
that also offers diagnostics to semi-urgent patients who may arrive from the ED
or hospital wards. Using this approach we take into account the arrival of non-
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elective patients and find that the appointment schedule may be changed such
that waiting time for both elective and non-elective patients is reduced. This
is achieved by creating an appointment schedule that offers appointments to
elective patients at times during the day when fewer non-elective patients arrive.
Given the large number of possible appointment schedules, as well as stochastic
nature of non-elective patient arrivals we combine our heuristic approach with
Markov process for smaller cases, and use computer simulation for larger instance
sizes. Applying this approach to HagaZiekenhuis data we find that besides the
waiting time reductions for patients, overtime is also reduced, and the diagnostics
utilization is spread more evenly across the day.

In chapter 5 we evaluate various policies for operating theaters to allocate
operating room capacity to emergency patients using a discrete event simulation
model. These policies are (1) to reserve dedicated ORs for emergency patients,
(2) to let emergency patients interrupt and break into the elective surgery pro-
gram, or (3) a combination of the two aforementioned policies. We identify and
incorporate key patient and hospital characteristics that influence these poli-
cies such as patient case mix and hospital size, and evaluate the policies’ effects
on performance indicators including utilization, elective and emergency waiting
times, and overtime. The simulation model outcomes are incorporated into an
interactive tool to enable quick comparison of alternative policies and settings,
and allows hospitals to find a policy configuration best for their case setting.
Results show that there is no single policy that performs best in all situations,
and we find that there is a trade-off in performance between using a dedicated
or break-in policy. Using dedicated emergency ORs leads to lower waiting times
for elective patients, but outliers in emergency waiting times are more likely, as
emergency patients may wait considerably longer when all emergency ORs are
in use. We also find that the main characteristic influencing the effectiveness of
policies is the operating theater size. For smaller operating theaters it is more
beneficial to use dedicated emergency ORs, as there are otherwise not enough
elective ORs to allow for a timely break in into the elective program. The mini-
mum number of ORs lies around eight to nine ORs (in total), before a break-in
policy becomes more effective.

In Chapter 6 we use a decomposition approach to create surgery type sched-
ules that incorporate both elective and non-elective patients. The surgery type
schedule determines the number, and type, of surgeries that may be planned in
an OR, to which at a later point in time surgical cases are assigned. In this
approach we first plan the non-elective patients in the surgery type schedule to
ensure timely access, and then we use column generation to add elective patients
to the schedule such that ORs are best utilized. Results from our case study
show that our heuristic approach is able to find surgery type schedules within a
reasonable time that reduce non-elective patient waiting times, and are within
5% of the optimal solution when using multiple OR schedule sizes (e.g., planning
half OR days). In addition, by allowing more schedule sizes, considerably fewer
ORs are required to schedule all surgery types. Finally, we show that a slight
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increase in the total number of ORs reduces the overtime probability by 20%.
In this dissertation, we consider the planning and control of healthcare pro-

cesses in hospitals where non-elective patients are prevalent. We focus on solution
approaches that account for both elective and non-elective patients. A trade-off is
sought between performance indicators of both elective and non-elective patients,
as well as a trade-off between efficient and effective care. The work presented in
this dissertation may assist hospitals in their decision making, ensuring that both
elective and non-elective patients are treated effectively and in a timely manner.
Additionally, by specifically incorporating non-elective care in the modeling of
processes, outcomes can improve for all patients involved.
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Samenvatting

Een van de uitdagingen in ziekenhuizen is om rekening te houden met de vele on-
zekerheden die zich voordoen tijdens de levering van zorg. Dit is veelvoorkomend
bij het voorzien van zorg aan patiënten die met enige urgentie een behandeling no-
dig hebben. Naarmate de urgentie stijgt, nemen de belangen voor zowel patiënten
als zorgverleners toe. De vraag is dan hoe zorgprocessen efficiënt georganiseerd
kunnen worden die in staat zijn zicht aan te passen aan de specifieke behoef-
ten en karakteristieken van urgente patiënten. In dit proefschrift behandelen we
een aantal uitdagingen die gerelateerd zijn aan de levering van zorg aan urgente
patiënten. De bestudeerde vraagstukken in dit proefschrift zijn afkomstig vanuit
ziekenhuizen in Nederland en behandelen planningsproblemen van verschillende
ziekenhuisafdelingen waar urgente patiënten behandeld worden.

Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een overzicht van de literatuur op het gebied van urgente
zorgplanning binnen en over ziekenhuisafdelingen heen. In dit hoofdstuk cate-
goriseren we de literatuur op bestudeerde afdelingen, hiërarchisch planningsni-
veau en urgentie-classificatie. Bovendien biedt het een overzicht van de urgente
zorgplanningsvraagstukken en gebruikte methodologieën. Tenslotte identificeert
Hoofdstuk 2 interessante toekomstige onderzoeksrichtingen.

Hoofdstuk 3 gebruikt een systematische aanpak en computer simulatie om
het optimale procesontwerp van een gëıntegreerde spoedpost te vinden en eva-
lueren. Een gëıntegreerde spoedpost is een fusie tussen spoedeisende hulp en
huisartsenpost. Door verschillende toewijzingen van mens en middelen, evenals
proces veranderingen worden interventies geformuleerd en spoedpost ontwerpen
vergeleken. In het ontwerp en in de evaluatie van de interventies wordt reke-
ning gehouden met de voorkeuren van patiënten. De resultaten laten zien dat
de samenvoeging van spoedeisende hulp en huisartsenpost tal van verbeterings-
mogelijkheden biedt door middel van samenwerking en het delen van middelen.
De geselecteerde interventies laten een significante verbetering zien voor de ver-
blijfsduur van patiënten, waarbij roosteralternatieven het grootste effect op de
huisartsenpost patiënten hebben en proces interventies op de spoedeisende hulp
patiënten. Daarnaast blijkt dat met het breed inzetten van personeel beide af-
delingen profiteren, zonder toename van personeelskosten.

Hoofdstuk 4 presenteert een heuristiek om het afsprakenschema van electieve
patiënten voor CT diagnostiek op een radiologie afdeling te optimaliseren. Deze
radiologie afdeling biedt ook diagnostiek aan urgente patiënten die van de spoed-
eisende hulp of elders uit het ziekenhuis komen. Deze aanpak houdt rekening
met de aankomsten van onverwachte urgente patiënten en laat zien dat met aan-
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passingen in het afsprakenschema de wachttijd voor zowel electieve als urgente
patiënten afneemt. Deze wachttijd-reductie wordt bereikt door afspraken aan
te bieden aan electieve patiënten op tijden van de dag waarin minder urgente
patiënten aankomen. Het vinden van het optimale afsprakenschema is complex
gegeven het grote aantal mogelijke afsprakenschema’s en de stochasticiteit van
de aankomsten van urgente patiënten. Daarom modelleren we de afdeling als
Markov process voor kleinere instanties en gebruiken we computer simulatie voor
grotere instanties. Deze aanpak is toegepast op data van het HagaZiekenhuis en
de resultaten laten zien dat naast de wachttijd vermindering voor zowel electieve
als urgente patiënten ook overtijd afneemt en de benutting van de diagnostiek
apparatuur meer gelijkmatig over de dag is verspreid.

In Hoofdstuk 5 evalueren we verschillende beleidsmaatregelen voor de ope-
ratiekamer (OK) afdeling om OK capaciteit in te zetten voor spoedpatiënten
met behulp van computersimulatie. Deze maatregelen zijn (1) het inzetten van
spoed-OK’s, (2) spoedpatiënten laten inbreken in het reguliere programma, en
(3) een combinatie van de twee hiervoor genoemde maatregelen. Hoofdstuk 5
identificeert en gebruikt belangrijke ziekenhuis en patiëntkenmerken die invloed
hebben op deze beleidsmaatregelen zoals de patiëntenmix en ziekenhuisgrootte,
en evalueert de effecten van de beleidsmaatregelen op prestatie-indicatoren zoals
OK benutting, wachttijden van electieve en spoedpatiënten en overtijd. De uit-
komsten van het computersimulatiemodel zijn samengevoegd in een interactieve
tool die het mogelijk maakt snel verschillende beleidsmaatregelen en ziekenhuis
situaties te evalueren en vergelijken. Dit stelt zorgmanagers in staat om een
beleidsconfiguratie te vinden die het beste toepasbaar is in hun specifieke situa-
tie. De resultaten laten zien dat er geen enkel beleid is dat het beste presteert
onder alle omstandigheden en er is een afweging in prestatie-indicatoren tussen
een spoed-OK of inbreek beleid. Het gebruik van spoed-OK’s leidt tot kortere
wachttijden voor electieve patiënten maar spoedpatiënten moeten eventueel lang
wachten als alle spoed OK’s in gebruik zijn. De resultaten laten ook zien dat
de grootste invloed op de effectiviteit van de verschillende beleidsmaatregelen de
grootte van de OK afdeling is. Voor kleinere OK afdelingen is het effectiever om
spoed-OK’s in te zetten, omdat er anders niet genoeg reguliere OK’s zijn zodat
spoedpatiënten tijdig in kunnen breken in het electieve programma. We zien
uit de resultaten dat er rond de 8-9 OK’s nodig zijn voordat een inbreek beleid
effectiever wordt dan het gebruiken van spoed OK’s.

Hoofdstuk 6 introduceert een decompositie aanpak om een operatietype
blauwdruk te maken waarin zowel electieve als urgente patiënten worden ge-
pland. Een operatietype blauwdruk bepaalt het aantal en type ingrepen die
kunnen worden uitgevoerd in een OK, waarna op een later tijdstip patiënten
toegewezen worden. In deze decompositieaanpak worden eerst urgente patiënten
aan de blauwdruk toegewezen voor een acceptabele toegangstijd. Vervolgens wor-
den electieve patiënten aan de blauwdruk toegevoegd zodat het benodigde aantal
OK’s wordt geminimaliseerd. Resultaten van onze casestudy laten zien dat onze
aanpak in staat is om operatietype blauwdrukken te maken in een acceptabele
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tijd, die binnen 5% van de optimale oplossing liggen als er meerdere OK groottes
zijn toegestaan (bijvoorbeeld door het toestaan van ‘halve’ OK dagen). Daar-
naast is er het met het toestaan van verschillende OK groottes minder capaciteit
nodig om alle operatietypes te plannen. Tenslotte laten we zien dat met een
kleine toename in het totaal benodigde aantal OK’s de kans op overtijd met 20%
gereduceerd kan worden.

Dit proefschrift behandelt verschillende plannings- en controlevraagstukken
van zorgprocessen in ziekenhuizen waar urgente patiënten in voorkomen. We
richten ons hierin op oplossingsmethoden die rekening houden met zowel electieve
als urgente patiënten en de afwegingen tussen prestatie-indicatoren van electieve
en urgente patiënten. Het onderzoek in dit proefschrift is gebaseerd op praktijk-
casussen en kan ziekenhuizen ondersteunen in het plannen van zorgprocessen om
ervoor te zorgen dat patiënten effectief en tijdig behandeld worden. Daarnaast
kunnen door het rekening houden met urgente patiënten in het modelleren van
processen de uitkomsten voor alle patiënten verbeteren.
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